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Summary of Technical Steering Panel Comments and
Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratories Responses

Document Number: PNL-8003 HEDR Document Title: Regional Atmospheric Transport Code for Hanford Emission Tracking (RATCHET)

Comment

Number Commenter Location Comment Summary Resolution

1. PCK (a) General The report needs a section on sample problems. Agree. Included sample problems in
Section 3.6 of &e new RATCHET report
(PNWD-2224).

2. KJK(b) General The function of RAN is used in the RATCHET code for Replaced calls to RAN with calls to
generating random numbers. Please provide some brief function U01. The U01 function is
documentation of RAN: e.g., what kind of pseudorandom discussed in Section 4.
number generator it is.

3. KJK Table of Contents, Please provide a Table of Contents for Appendix A. Appendix A will be published electroni-

Appendix A cally on a diskette.

4. KJK Section 1.3, Para. 1, "...in input data in model parameters" looks garbled. Deleted Section 1.3.
Line 4

5. AHM (c) Page 1.1, I am troubled by the reference to weaknesses in the dose Rewrote discussion.
Lines 14-18 estimation process as the primary motivation for refining the

atmospheric transport model.

6. AHM Page 1.1, Transition between paragraphs is too abrupt. Rewrote discussion.
Lines 18-19

7. AHM Page 1.1, Line 19 It might be better to introduce the Monte Carlo approach on Rewrote discussion.
Page 1.2.

8. MAR (d) Page 1.2, Para. 2 The second sentence on uncertainties is very unclear. What is Rewrote discussion.
meant by "uncertainties will be represented by differences in
corresponding values across the full set of model realizations"?



Comment

Number Commenter Location Comment Summary Resolution

9. AHM Page 1.3, Line 15 Replace "reasonably estimates" with "provides reasonable Changed wording.
estimates of."

1O. AHM Page 1.3, Line 25 Add ('within the range of observational error'), or something Changed wording.
similar after "randomly."

11. MAR Page 1.3, Section Replace "which" with "who." Changed wording/rewrote section.
1.2, Line 2

12. KJK Section 1.3, Para. 2, The project S/U plan shouldbe finalized after the workshop, not Deleted section.
Line 9 developed.

13. AHM Page 1.4, Line 31 Add "forthcoming" before "documents." Rewrote section.

14. AHM Page 1.5, Pant. 1, Insert "and" after "data." Deleted section.
Line 4

15. AHM Page 1.5, Shouldn't a strawman sensitivityuncertainty be the focal point of Deleted section.
Lines 14-16 discussion at the workshop?

16. BS(e) Page 2.1, Para. 1 Model does not include effect of particle size. Indicate that a NA. (h) RATCHET does not treat particles
separate model will facilitate this aspect of radionuclide with appreciable settling velocities. Iodine

dispersion, is usually associated with aerosols, which
do not have appreciable settling velocities.

17. BS Page 2.1 Explain why two separate grid systems are necessary. Two grid systems are not necessary.

18. AHM Page 2.1, Para. 1, Change "Transport" to "Movement." Changed wording.
Line 6

19. AHM Page 2.1, Why "However" (line 9)? The model is predictive in the sense Deleted "However."
Lines 9-11 that it predicts concentration and deposition.



Comment

Number Commenter Location Comment Summary Resolution

20. AHM Page 2.2, Lines 2-3 The equation relating N and n is not correct (as a general Agree. The equation has been corrected
expression). The actual labels on the coordinates (or points) in to n = 2N-1.
the two grids (Figure 2.1) is nov'.completely clear (at least to
me).

21. KJK Page 2.2, Line 3 Should bv ii=2N-l? For exile, N= 1 maps to 2(1)-1 = 1, not See response to comment number 20.
2(1)+1=3.

22. MAR Page 2.2, Line 3 Coordinate transformation n=2N + 1 is incorrect for the number- See response to comment number 20.
ing system as given: i.e., for N = 1, n=3. Correct transforma-

tion is n=2N-l. The grid illustration is 2 dimensional with
independent numbering in each direction. Why not give the
transformation for each direction, m=2M-1, n=2N-1.

23. AHM Page 2.2, Lines 7-8 This sentence is awkward with adding 2-3 "the's." Rewrote sentence in the new report.

24. KJK Page 2.3, top Isn't it more corr_t to say "Data Files to HEDRIC" rather than No. RATCHET is part of HEDRIC.
"Data Files to Dose Calculation?"

25. Gr'_(O Page 2.4, Lines 1-2 Why is temperature not included? It seems to me that increased Explanation of temperature is in
temperature would affect deposition because as the temperature Section 2.1.
increased, plume rise increased and deposition would decrease
and the area of deposition would be expanded, i.e., farther
downrange from the source.

26. AHM Page 2.4, Line 27 Change "better" to "greater" (or "finer'). Rewritten in Section 2. I. 1 of the new
report.

27. AHM Page 2.5, Line 12 Change "boundary" to "boundary-layer." Changed wording.

28. AHM Page 2.7, Line 13 Change "meteorological data hourly" to "hourly meteorological Deleted "hourly."
data.



Comment

Number Commenter Location Comment Summary Resolution

29. KJK Page 2.7, last 3 How can the meteorological data file be reached before the end Added explanation.
lines of 2.3.2 of a simulation? And if this is necessary, what are the

implications of assuming "persistence?"

30. BS Page 2.8 Wind direction - Clarify wind direction as being the conventional NA. Wind direction is always "from"
meteorological terminology (wind from), as common health unless otherwise specit_ed. Then it should
physics code (GENII, AIRDOS) use the opposite (wind be referred to as transport direction.
towards).

31. AHM Page 2.9, Line 14 Change "Celcius degrees" to "degrees Celsius." Changed.

32. AHM Page 2.10, Lin_.7-9 Comment on my copy of annotated report not legible. Reworded sentence.

33. GGC Page 2.11 What is the definition of u (lower case) in Equation 2.1? "u" is Changed u(z) to U(z).
friction velocity (Page 2.12, Para. 2).

34. PCK Chapter 2, after A definition sketch for the various terms and reference elevations NA.
.t_age2.11 involved in the vertical wind structure might be useful for the

reader, showing H, z, zo, the stack height, etc.

35. AHM Page 2.14, Line 24 Add "the" after "if." Rewrote section.

36. AHM Page 2.15, Line 1 Spelling: "judgment" is more common today. Rewrote section in the new report.

37. PCK Page 2.15, Line 4 Might add words ", with the actual value in this range dependent NA.
upon many va_:._ies, including seasonal and diurnal variations.

38. AHM Page 2.15, Line 20 Change "estimation" to "spatial interpolation (or modeling)." Changed wording.



Comment

Number Commenter Location Comment Summary Resolution

39. KJK Page 2.16 Mixing-Layer Depth. Can a rationale be given for the NA. Assumption of smoot'- variation has
assumption that a planar surface is an adequate representation of less risk than placing too much credence
the mixing-layer depth? This runs the risk of missing marked in equations used to estimate mixing-layer
non-linearities in the mixing-layer depth, and perhaps of depth.
seriously erroneous extrapolations beyond the geographical range
of the data used to estimate the plane.

40. AHM Page 2.16, Para. 1, Change "modeled" to "smoothed." NA.
Line 5

41. AHM Page 2.16, Change "the regression will be significant" to "statistically Changed wording.
Lines 11-12 significant regression models can be identified."

42. MAR Page 2.17, Para. 2 A. An expert in atmospheric transport might find the procedure Here we are dealing with small rise which
for estimating plume rise obvious. However, it is not obvious to is unimportant in the long run. Therefore,
the non-expert why there is no additive contribution to plume we only add the larger. Revised wording.
rise from momentum plus buoyancy. A few additional words
would help.

B. Are all of the equations for plume rise given on See response to comment number 42.
Pages 2.17-2.20 from the INPUFF Model reference?

43. PCK Page 2.17, Para. 3 Should the first sentence be rewritten for clarity? Would it be Rewrote sentence in the new report.
correct and better to say "All plume rise calculations give only
the final plume rise, not intermediate values." Perhaps the word

"final" is causing some confusion in your sentence, and in mine.

44. laCK Page 2.17, Para. 4 The word "downwash" has different meanings to people from NA.
different professional disciplines. Perhaps it should be defined
or explained when mentioned in this paragraph.

45. AHM Page 2.18, Line 12 Add "vertical" before "velocity." (Note: It would be good to Changed wording to be consistent in the
use identical definitions each time. To avoid repetition, perhaps new report. NA on table.

a table could be included in which these parameters were
defined, and their units indicated.)



Comment
Number Commenter Location Comment Summary Resolution

46. AHM Page 2.19, Line 7 See comment45 aboutaddinga table to define parameters. See comment number45.

47. AHM Page 2.21, Line 5, 7 Are these commasnecessary? Deleted commas.

48. AHM Page 2.21, Line 13 Change "movethe puffs rather than expand them" to "transport Changedwording.
the puffs intactratherthan modify their size and/or shape."

49. PCK Page 2.21, Para.2 The terms "local energymaximum"and "energyminimum"need Revised text and added furtherdefinition.
definitionor explanation. Are these the instantaneousmaximum
and minimum values of energy in the flow fieldeddies during
some time period at some location?

50. PCK Page 2.21 Puff movementsteps: Number the five steps, insteadof using Numbered steps.
bullets. Steps 4 and 5 need rewordingfor clarification.

51. MAR, AHM Page 2.22 Define NPH at first call out. DefinedNPH when firstused in the new
report.

52. AHM Page 2.23, Shouldn'tthis referencebe cited as Ramsdellet al.? Rewroteparagraph. Referenceno longer
Lines 26-27 appears.

53. AHM Page 2.24, Sentence is confusing; suggest rewordingis. Rewordedsentence.
Lines 6-7

54. MAR, AHM Page 2.25 Equationfor F(y): There is a strong x dependencein F(y) in this Rewrotesection and corrected the
diffusionmodel. What is o? Should this be ay? Is this some equation.
composite of Oyand some other x-dependentparameter?

55. AHM Page 2.26, Line 23 Should the hc in Equation2.27 be he? Corrected equation.

56. AHM Page 2.28, Figure Change "Use" to "Used"in legend. Changed.
2.4
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Commem

Number Commenter Location Comment Summary Resolution

57. AHM Page 2.28, Line 11 Change "wind speed and stability and" to "wind speed, stability, Revised sentence.
and."

58. MAR, AHM Page 2.29 After Equation 2.30, what are the units of t and Ti, s, d, y, etc. Added units.
(i.e., 1000 what?).

59. AHM Page 2.29, Line 14 Ignore comment. NA.

60. MAR, AHM Page 2.30 After Equation 2.34, wlaat are the units of Ti? Added units.

61. AHM Page 2.32, Line 6 Delete "in." Deleted "in."

62. AHM Page 2.33, Line 6 Delete comma or "and" in first set of parentheses. Changed wording and deleted comma.

63. BS Page 2.35 Put desposition velocity this page and Page 2.33 in some units; Added units.
i.e., cm/s. Same goes for Page 2.36.

64. KJK Page 2.35, Para. 1 Is the check of the total amount of iodine also the means for Revised code. Comment is no longer
checking whether the parameter values chosen for Equation 2.41 applicable.
are impermissible for some T? In other words, some choices of

the alphas and betas for, say, two or three iodine compartments

may lead to negative values of one or more Pi for some T. Note
tha: this problem might be largely circumvented by modeling
some transformation of P, such as the logit, probit, or
complementary log-log.

65. PCK, AHM Page 2.35, Para. 3 The first sentence is awkward. Suggest "The current generation Revised wording.
of applied modes estimate deposition..."

66. AHM Page 2.35, Line 16 Insert comma after "chemical" for consistency. (Note: Most Added comma.
lists in text include comma before "an.")

67. GGC Page 2.36-2.37 Equation 2.43 - What is the definition of U (upper case)? U was defined earlier in the draft report
and is defined in the new report.



Comment

Number Commenter Location Comment Summary Resolution

68. BS, AHM Page 2.38 Do not understand paragraph regarding iodine-131 deposition Reworded discussion.
velocity designation. Types of dry deposition velocities? Type

47 Reader needs to be reminded what "4" and "type 4" are.
What are other types? This is covered on Page 2.8, but reader is
lost on Page 2.38. Refer to latter page or bring Table 3. l
forward.

69. AHM Page 2.38, Insert "of" before "material." Inserted "of."
Lines 4-7

70. AHM Page 2.39, Line 10 Change "is" to "are." Changed to "are."

71. MAR, BS, Page 2.41, Define Pr and Pf in equation. Corrected typographical error.
AHM Equation 2.46

72. AHM Page 2.42, Line 13 This symbol for upper case lambda differs from others used in Agree. Fonts should be the same in the
the report [e.g., (2.49)]. equation and text.

73. PCK, AHM Page 2.43, Para. 2, "...through th.._epuff... ". Sentence still awkward. Revised wording.
Line 2

74. PCK Page 2.44, Line 1 of Replace "found to be" with "...the rate of loss is equal to..." Changed wording.
text

75. AHM Page 2.45, Para. I, Delete comma. Deleted comma.
Line 2

76. AHM Page 2.45, Line 12 I assume that the 96 (upper limit to summation) represents the Revised upper limit to 24 NPH.
number of 15-minute periods in a day. Perhaps that should be
stated in the text.

77. AHM Page 2.45, Line 17 Change "caution" to "care." Changed word.
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Comment

Number Commenter Location Comment Summary Resolution

78. GGC Page 2.46, Para. 1, I thought this was all supposed to be developed as probabilities? NA. Rewrote section.
Line 2

79. AHM Page 2.46, Line 7 Insert "the" before "results." Rewrote sentence.

80. AHM Page 2.46 Heading 2.8.1. Change "Within" to "within." Changed to "within."

81. GGC Page 2.47, Para. 2, Will RATCHET be able to flag, adjust, or correct for Systematic No. RATCHET has no way of knowing
Lines 6-7 errors due to instrument failure or malfunction? which observations are not representative.

82. AHM Page 2.49, Line 12 Delete "the." Deleted.

83. AHM Page 2.49, Line 13 Insert "in the" before "run." Inserted.

84. AHM Page 2.51, Line 4 Change "enabled" to "provided for." Revised wording.

85. tdIM Page 2.52, Line 5 See comment 84. "Enabled" sounds strange to me in this Revised wording.
context.

86. AHM Page 2.52, Sentence confusing. Suggest "It is possible to evaluate this Revised section.
Lines 23-25 alternative with the present model structure because," etc.

87. BS Page 2.53 Who or what code will provide data on iodine-131 partitioning? Iodine partitioning discussion expanded.
RATCHET apparently can handle iodine-131 partitioning. See Sections 2.7.1 and especially 3.1.6,
RATCHET requires this information and its associate uncer- which have been revised in the new
tainty. Is this correct? Does the source term input provide this? report.
What about forms of other radionuclides? Deposition velocities

for other radionuclides? It is discussed elsewhere - Page 2.54,
but not resolved.

88. MAR Page 2.53, Para. 3, The statement about the time-series is unclear. Why would Revised statement.
last sentence unrealistic release scenarios be generated? A short explanation

would be helpful.



Comment

Number Commenter Location Comment Summary Resolution

89. KJK Page 2.53, last para. Suggest adding "(see Section 2.4.2)" to the first sentence. Also, Revised section.

I would refer to Latin hypercube sampling as a "constrained"
rather than "stratified" sampling procedure; see also paragraph 4
of Page 2.54.

90. AHM Page 2.54, Line 29 The phrase "sufficient that" is awkward. Suggest "The Revised discussion of uncertainty.
magnitude (or nature) of this uncertainty is such that its
treatment," etc.

91. MAR Page 2.55, last line Suggest replacing "subtraction" by "mass balance." Revised computer code and sentence
thereby deleted.

92. GGC Page 3.15, Table Year. Is this range correct? I would have expected years to run Corrected range in table.
3.3 from 1944 through 1991.

(a)P.C.Klingeman

Co) K.J. Kopecky
(c) A.H. Murphy
(d) M.A. Robkin
(e) B. Shleien
(f) G.G. Caldwell
Co) NA - No action.
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Preface

, In 1987, the U.S. Departmentof Energy (DOE) directedthe Pacific Northwest Laboratory,
which is operatedby Battelle Memorial Institute,to conduct the HartfordEnvironmentalDose
Reconstruction(HEDR) Project. The DOE directive to begin project work followed a 1986 recom-
mendationby the HanfordHealth Effects Review Panel (HHERP). The HHERP was formed to con-

" sider the potential health implicationsof past releases of radioactivematerials from the HartfordSite
near Richland, Washington.

Members of a Technical Steering Panel (TSP) were selected to direct the HEDR Project work.
The TSP consists of experts in the wrious technical fields relevantto HEDR Project work and
representativesfrom the states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho;Native AmericanTribes; and the
public. The technical memberson the panel were selected by the vice presidents for rese_-ch at
majoruniversities in Washington andOregon. The state representativeswere selected by the
respective state governments. The Native American tribes and public representativeswere selected by
the other panel members.

A December 1990 Memorandum of Understandingbetween the Secretariesof the DOE and the
U.S. Departmentof Health andHuman Services (DHHS) transferred responsibilityfor managing the
DOE's dose reconstructionand exposure assessment studies to the DHHS. This transfer resulted in
the current contract between Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratoriesand the Centers for Disease
Control andPrevention, an agency of the DHHS.

The purpose of the HEDR Project is to estimate the radiationdose that individuals could have
received as a result of radionuclideemissions since 1944 from the HanfordSite. A majorobjective of
the HEDR Project is to estimate doses to the thyroid of individuals who were exposed to iodine-131.
A principalpathway for many of these individuals was milk from cows that ate vegetation contami-
nated by iodine-131 released into the air from Hanfordfacilities (Napier 1992).

The HEDR Project work is conductedunder several technical and administrative tasks, among
which is the AtmosphericTransportSubtask. The staff on this subtaskprovide the daily time-
integrated air concentrationsand surfacedeposition of iodine-131 that are required to calculate doses.
The atmospherictransportcalculations are the link between the iodine releases estimated by the staff
in the Source Terms Task and the doses calculatedby the staff in the Environmental Pathways and
Dose EstimatesTask.

This effort includes

• developmentof an atmosphericmodel capable of describing the transport, diffusion, andO

deposition of materialover an area of about75,000 squaremiles in the vicinity of the Hanford
Site

- * preparationof the meteorological databaserequired for calculation of the dispersionof material
released from December 1944 throughDecember 1949

,.o
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. calculationof daily time-integratedair concentrationsandsurface contaminationfor the areaand
time period described above.

This reportdescribes the atmosphericmodel andcomputer code developed by the staff of the
Atmospheric TransportTask for use in these calculations. The model and implementingcodes are °
referred to as the Regional Atmospheric TransportCode for HartfordEmissions Tracking
(RATCHET). The version of RATCHETdescribedhere is the end of the model-development process
that began with the MESOILT2code (Ramsdelland Burk 1991a) and continued with developmentof
an initial version of the RATCHET code (Ramsdelland Burk 1992). The meteorological database
prepared for use with RATCHET is described by Stage et al. (1993).

This final RATCHET report is substantiallydifferent from the draftRATCHET report
(Ramsdelland Burk 1992) and is, therefore, a replacementfor rather than a revision of the draft
report. Many of the changes in this final RATCHET report reflect changes that have been made in
the RATCHET code and model parameterizationssince the draftreport was issued. Recent
informationincluding the results of the krypton-85model evaluation tests and results from the model
sensitivity studies have been added to the report. The source code for RATCHET and the utility
codes will be publishedseparately on a disketterather thanpublished as partof the report.

RATCHET has been subjected to an extensive review process. The reviewers' recommendations
have been incorporatedin the code and in this documentbut not always in a directly identifiableform
because so much of the draftreportwas either deleted or rewritten. Therefore, the responses to the
Technical SteeringPanel members' comments are not being issued as partof the reportbut are
enclosed separately with each copy.

The outputfrom the RATCHET code has been transferred to the EnvironmentalPathways and
Dose EstimatesTask for use in dose calculations. Calculationof doses and their uncertaintieswere
completed in late 1993. This report supersedesRamsdell and Burk (1992) and completes Milestone
0402B.

iv



Summary

The purpose of the Hanford EnvironmentalDose Reconstruction(HEDR) Project is to estimateo

radiationdoses thatindividualsmay have received from operationsat the Hanford Site since 1944.
An independentTechnical Steering Panel directs the project, which is being conductedfor the Centers
for Disease Controland Preventionby Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratoriesin Richland,

" Washington.

The HEDR Projectmodeling approachuses Monte Carlo techniquesto estimate source terms,
atmospherictransport, movementthroughenvironmentalpathways, and dose. This approachis
implemented in a suite of computer codes called the HartfordEnvironmental Dose Reconstruction
IntegratedCodes (HEDRIC). HEDRIC consists of four separateprimarycodes with well-defined
interfaces fIkenberryet al. 1992). The codes, which must be executed in sequence, implement

• a source-termmodel

• an atmospheric transport model

• an environmentalpathways model

• a dose model.

This report deals specifically with the atmospheric transport model, Regional Atmospheric
Transport Code for HanfordEmission Tracking(RATCHET). RATCHET is a majorrework of the
MESOILT2 model used in the first phase of the HEDR Project;only the bookkeepingframework
escaped majorchanges. Changesto the code include I) significant changes in the representationof
atmosphericprocesses and 2) incorporationof Monte Carlo methods for representinguncertaintyin
input data, model parameters, and coefficients. To a large extent, the revisions to the model are
based on recommendationsof a peer workinggroup that met in March 1991 (Ramsdell 1992).
Technical bases for other portions of the atmospheric transportmodel are addressed in two other
documents (Ramsdell 1991; Ramsdell and Skyllingstad 1993).

This report has three majorsections: a description of the model, a user's guide, and a
programmer's guide. These sections discuss RATCHET from three different perspectives. The first
provides a technical descriptionof the code with emphasis on details such as the representationof the
model domain, the data required by the model, and the equations used to make the model calcula-
tions. The technical descriptionis followed by a user's guide to the model with emphasis on running
the code. The user's guide contains informationabout the model inputand output. The third section
is a programmer's guide to the code. It discusses the hardware and software required to run the

" code. The programmer's guide also discusses program structureand each of the program elements.

The following are available on electronic media from the TSP at the address below:
- 1) RATCHET code, 2) code for supporting utility programs, and 3) glossary of global variables used

in the RATCHET code.



Technical SteeringPan,_l,c/o K. CharLee
Office of Nuclear Waste Management
Departmentof Ecology
Technical Supportand PublicationIntbrmationSection
P.O. Box 47651 •
Olympia,Washington98504-7651
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1.0 Introduction

The Hanford EnvironmentalDose Reconstruction(HEDR) Project is developing an integrated
computercode for use in estimatingradiationdoses and their uncertainties. This code, called the
HEDR IntegratedCodes (HEDRIC)consists of four separatecomponents(Ikenberryet al. 1992).
Figure 1.1 shows the interactionsof the components. The first component of HEDRIC is the Source

" Term Release Model (STRM) (Heeb 1993). STRM uses informationabout the operation of reactors
and chemical processing plants at the HartfordSite to estimate hourly releases of radionuclidesfrom
the chemical processing plant stacks to the atmosphere. The second component in HEDRIC is the
subject of this report, Regional Atmospheric TransportCode for Hanford Emission Tracking
(RATCHET). The RATCHET code combines the radionucliderelease informationproduced by
STRM with observed meteorological data and calculates daily time-integratedair concentrations and
surface contaminationthroughoutthe HEDR study region. The two remainingcomponents in
HEDRIC, Dynamic EStimatesof ConcentrationsAnd Radionuclidesin TerrestrialEnvironmentS
(DESCARTES)and Calculations of IndividualDoses from EnvironmentalRadionuclides (CIDER)
(lkenberry et al. 1992), use the time-integratedair concentrationsand surface contaminationdata
produced by RATCHET to compute annualdoses.

logical
STRM release data RATCHET data

& Hanford concentration
operation &
records deposition

concentration &
infood diet data

r

STRM: Source Term Release Model

RATCHET: Regional AtmosphericTransportCode for
Hanford EmissionTracking CIDER

DESCARTES: Dynamic EStimates of ConcentrationsAnd
RadionuclidesinTerrestrialEnvironmentS

" CIDER: Calculation of IndividualDoses from Dose
Environmental Radionuclides Estimate

]_ Activity covered Q Computer OData., by this report model flies
$9302073.11

Figure 1.1. ComponentInteractions- HEDR IntegratedCodes
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1.1 Relationship to Other Atmospheric Dispersion Models

A range of atmospheric modeling alternatives for the HEDR Project was consideredfor the first
phase of the HEDR Project (Ramsdell 1991). The recommendedapproachwas to use a Lagrangian
puff model. This recommendationwas considered and acceptedby the Technical Steering Panel
(TSP). The MESOILT2computercode (Ramsdell andBurk 1991a) was developed from existing
code to demonstratethe technical feasibility of estimatingdoses from the available data. MESOILT'2
is one series of codes developed from the MESODIF model developed by Startand Wendell (1974).
It followed directly from the MESOIcode (Ramsdellet al. 1983) and the MESORAD code (Scherpelz
et al. 1986; Ramsdellet al. 1988).

The results of the initialphase of the HEDR Projectdemonstratedthe feasibility of the puff
modeling approachin that MESOILT2provided reasonableestimates of average time-integrated air
concentrations anddeposition. However, the results also showed that the method of estimating
uncertaintyin the air concentrations anddeposition needed refinementand that the spatial and
temporalaveraging in the initial phase masked importantinformation (Simpson 1991a, 1991b).

ARe _onsideringalternatives, a Monte Carlo approachwas determined to be the only acceptable
method of treating uncertaintyrealistically. This approachis outlined in the HEDR Projecttask plans
for FY 1991 and subsequentyears (Shipler 1991a, 1991b), which were approvedby the TSP. In the
Monte Carlo approach, model coefficients andparametersare varied randomlywithin the range of
their uncertainty. The model is run many"times using differentcoefficients and parameters in each
run to obtain a range of output values. The variations in model output are examined to determinethe
uncertainty in the results. In the case of the HEDR Project, a model run or realization begins with
the releases to the environmenton December 26, 1944 and ends years later.

The representationof atmosphericprocesses in MESOILT2 were generally takenfrom models
used in regulatoryapplicationsby the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the U.S. Environ-
mentalProtectionAgency. While they are accepted in regulatory applications, they do not represent
the state of the science in atmospheric transport and diffusion. As a result, while the MESOILT2
code was being prepared, plans to revise the code following the calculations in the initial phase were
also being developed. The decision to use Monte Carlotechniquesto representuncertaintyprovided
additionalimpetus for revision and expandedthe scope of the planned revision.

The revisions to MESOILT2were so widespreadthat retentionof the MESOILT2name would
have been misleading. Therefore, the name of the code was changed to "Regional Atmospheric
Transport Code for HanfordEmissionTracking (RATCHET)." In this report, the name RATCHET
is used in three ways. In the strictest sense, RATCHETrefers specifically to the computercode
discussed at length in Sections 3.0 and 4.0. In a more general sense, RATCHET refers to the code
and the mathematicalequations that the code implements. These equations, which model the
atmosphere and atmosphericprocesses, are described in Section 2.0. In the most general sense in the
HEDR Project, RATCHET refers to the code, the equations the code implements, and the dataused
as input to the code. The input data are describedin various locations including Sections 2.0 and 3.0
of this report, the final meteorologicaldatabase report (Stage et al. 1993), and the iodine release
reports(Heeb 1993, 1994).
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RATCHET is the first of a new generationof codes in the MESODIF, MESOIfamiiy. The
basic frameworkof MESOILT2was retained,but almost all of the representationsof atmospheric
processes relatedto diffusion and depositionhave been changed. Table 1.1 compares RATCHET and

4

Table 1.1. Comparison of Features in RATCHET and MESOILT2

. Feature RATCHt_T ME$OILT2

Domain Area - 75,000 mi2 ~ 22,000 mi2

Node Spacing 6 mi 5 mi

Source Term Hourly Monthly Average

Meteorological Data Hourly 3-Hourly (surrogate)

Surface Roughness SpatiallyVarying None

Wind Fields 1/r2 Interpolation 1/r2 Interpolation

TopographicEffects None Explicit Empirical
Wind Profile Diabatic Linear

Stability SpatiallyVarying, based on wind, Spatially Uniform, discrete
cloudiness, and time of day.., not classes based on AT at the
discrete classes Hanford Meteorology Station

(HMS)

Precipitation SpatiallyVarying, three precipitation Spatially U_form, based on
regimes with differentprecipitation HMS default rates
rate distributions

Mixing Layer SpatiallyVarying, based on calculated Spatially Uniform, entered
values for each meteorological station with meteorological data

Plume Rise Briggs' Equations None
Diffusion Coefficients Based on travel time and turbulence Based on travel distance and

levels stability class

Dry Deposition Calculatedusing resistance model Constant deposition velocity
(O.Olm/s)

Wet Deposition Reversible scavenging of gases, Irreversible washoutof gases
irreversible washout of particles andparticles

Iodine Representation Partitionedbetween h_2hlyreactive All highly reactive gas
gas, slightly reactivegas, and particles

. Uncertainty Partof calculation Estimatedfollowing
calculation

Model Time Step 15 min maximum, 15 sec minimum 15 min maximum, 1 min
minimum

OutputFrequency Daily Monthly
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MESOILT2. Most of the changes were madeto ensuretechnical credibility andcompleteness of the
code and to permit the code to account for uncertainty in the meteorological data. These changes
were made as a group, so the effects of the individual changes have not been evaluated. In general,
the net effect on dose of most of the changes should be small. However, the net effect of the changes
in calculationof deposition and the treatmentof iodine is to reduce the depositionby abouta factor of It
three on and adjacentto the Hanford Site. As the distance from the Hanford Site increases, the
decrease in deposition becomes less pronouncedand depositionmay actually increase. Two factors
cause this behavior. The decrease in depositionclose to the source makes more iodine availablefor
deposition at longer distances, and the surface roughnessgenerally increases as the distance from the
HanfordSite increases. Otherfactors being equal, an increase in surface roughnesscauses an
increase in deposition.

In March 1991, a working group considered representationof atmosphericprocesses in the
transportanddiffusion model. One of the group's primaryconcerns was the treatment of correlations
among model parameters. The group's recommendations(Ramsdell 1992) include an internally
consistent set of equations representingatmosphericprocesses. To a great extent, those
recommendationswere implementedin the RATCHET code. The group's recommendationrelatedto
the treatment of wind shearwas not implementedbecause the requireddataare not available. This
departurefrom the group's recommendationsis discussedin detail in the wind field modeling report
(Ramsdell and Skyllingstad 1993).

1.2 Quality Assurance

RATCHET has been developed in accordance with the requirements of ANSI/ASME NQA-1,
1989 edition (ASME 1989), Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Facilities, as
interpretedby the Battelle Quality Assurance (QA) Program. The following steps have been taken to
ensure quality.

• An external workshop/peerreview established the appropriatephenomenaand suggested
mathematical equations for RATCHET (Ramsdell 1992).

s RATCHET has been subjectedto an extensive external peer review process.Ca) er reviewers
have included internationally recognizedatmosphericscientists.

• The code has undergoneexten_'_vetesting, and the test results have undergoneindependent
review.

• An independentinternal technical review of this reportwas performed to evaluate model
implementation.

• The RATCHET code has been placed under configurationcontrol.

(a) Letter (HEDR Project Office Document No. 09930289), "Review of the Regional Atmospheric Transport Code for
Hanford Emission Tracking (RATCHET)," from J.E. Till (TSP) to D. B. Shipler (BNW), July 12, 1993.
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The objective in the developmentof RATCHET was to treat atmosphericphenomenathat are
included in nationally accepted, applied dispersion models to the extent that availabledata permit.
Expertsoutside the HEDR Project andBattelle assisted in identificationand evaluationof alternative
methods for estimating the transport, diffusion, anddeposition to ensure completeness,

_ representativeness,and comparabilityof the models implementedin RATCHET. The results of an
independentreview of RATCHETconducted for the Centers for Disease Control andPrevention
(CDC) in early 1993 indicate that this objective has been met. Qualityobjectives related to
RATCHET are addressed in more detail in Section 2.10.t4

1.3 Report Organization

The remaining sections of this report consist of a technical descriptionof the code, a user's
guide and a programmer'sguide. The technical descriptionsection describes the model domain,
discusses the data requiredby the model, andpresents the equations used to make the model
calculations. The technicaldescription section also includes simple test cases that may be used to
check program operation, presents the results of a model-evaluationstudy, and addresses dataquality
objectives.

The user's guide gives detailed informationabout the model input and output. It describes the
preparationof run-specificationfiles that are used to provide input to RATCHET and contains
guidance on selecting model control parameters.

The programmer's guide provides the programming details of the code. It discusses the
hardware and software requiredto run the code, the program structure, and each of the program
elements.

The following are available on electronic media from the TSP at the address below:
1) RATCHET code, 2) code for supporting utility programs, and 3) glossary of global variables used
in the RATCHET code.

Technical Steering Panel, c/o K. CharLee
Office of Nuclear Waste Management
Departmentof Ecology
Technical Supportand PublicationInformation Section
P.O. Box 47651
Olympia, Washington 98504-7651
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2.0 Technical Description

The RATCHET computercode implementsa Lagrangian-trajectory,Gaussian-puffdispersion
" model. In the model, sequences of Gaussian-puffsrepresentplumes from ground-level andelevated

sources. As the puffs move throughthe model domain, time-integratedair concentrationsand surface
contaminationare calculatedat locations called nodes by summingthe contributionsfrom puffs

- moving past the nodes, Transport,diffusion, anddeposition of materialin the puffs are controlled by
wind, atmosphericstability, precipitation,andmixing-layer depth fields that describe the spatial and
temporalvariations of meteorological conditionsthroughoutthe domain.

RATCHET is diagnostic in the sense that it calculatespuff movementand diffusion based on
observed meteorological data. The model does not have the capability to predict changes in
meteorological conditions.

This section describes the technical aspects of the atmosphericdispersionmodel. It first
describes the model domain and coordinate systems, then continues with descriptions of the
topographic and meteorologicaldataused by the model. It then describes the source term, transport,
diffusion, deposition, depletion, and decay. It discusses the treatment of uncertainty in the model.
Finally, it discusses model evaluationand data quality objectives established for RATCHET.

2.1 Model Domain

The atmosphericmodel domain is a rectangulararea. It is fixed in space and is tied to a specific
location on the earth's surface by specifying the latitudeand longitude for a referencepoint in the
grid system. For the HEDR Project, the domain is centered at 46°40'N, 118°45'W, and extends
approximately 306 miles from north to south and 246 miles from east to west. The HEDR
atmosphericmodel domain is shown in Figure 2.1. The center of the model domain is offset from
the release points at the Hanford Site to better fit the domain within the majortopographic features of
the area and to place more of the domain on the side of the HartfordSite that is downwind in the
prevailing wind direction. Geographically, the domain covers an area of about75,000 square miles
that extends from central Oregon to northernWashington, and from the crest of the Cascade
Mountains to the eastern edge of northernIdaho.

Wind, atmospheric stability, mixing-layerdepth, and precipitationvary in time and space
throughoutthe domain. Air temperatureat the HartfordMeteorological Station01MS) is entered as a
functionof time. Temperatureis used in plume-risecalculations and to control scavenging of gases
by frozen precipitationwhen the temperatureis near0°C. The spatialvariationof temperatureis not
modeled because plume rise takes place in the immediate vicinity of HMS andbecause high radiation
doses to the thyroid from iodine-131 tend to be associated with the milk pathway and with deposition
during the summer when the temperature is well above 0°C. Section 2.7.3 discusses the relationship
of temperatureto wet deposition.
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2.1.1 Cartesian Representation

Two collocated Cartesiangrid systems describehorizontalpositions in the domain. The first
system (environmentalgrid) is used to specify positions andenvironmentalconditions, the second

" system (concentrationgrid) is used for calculationof time-integratedair concentrations and surface
contamination. Vertical positions in the domain are representedby height above the ground in
meters.

The size of the domain is controlled by the numberof nodes along the x and y axes and the
spacing between nodes in the environmental grid. The concentration grid system overlies the
environmentalgrid but has a spacing between nodes that is half the spacing between nodes in the
environmentalgrid. Thus, a coordinate, N, in the environmentalgrid system has a corresponding
coordinate, n, in the concentration grid system. The transformationbetween the coordinates is
nffi2N-1.

Figure 2.2 illustrates how the two grid systems are used in RATCHET. Hourly meteorological
records are used to estimate the wind, stability, and precipitationat nodes on the environmentalgrid.
These griddedvalues are used in the calculation of transport, diffusion, and deposition of material.
As the puffs move throughthe model domain, the time-integratedair concentrations are calculated at
nodes of the concentrationgrid. Finally, at the end of each simulatedday, the air concentration and
surfacecontaminationgrid data are writtento files for use in subsequentcalculations by other
HEDRIC components.

The time-integratedconcentrations and surfacecontaminationcalculatedby RATCHET are
estimates for the specific points representedby the nodes of the concentrationgrid. However, in the
HEDRIC componentcomputercodes that follow RATCHET, the time-integrated air concentration and
surface contaminationat each node are assumed to be representativefor the area surrounding the
node. This assumptionis reasonablebecause the averagingtime is relatively long and the points of
interestare sufficiently far from the release point that the air concentrationand surface-contamination
gradients are generally small. The mass-balance check in RATCHET provides an indication of the
accuracy of this assumptionat the end of each model run.

The numberof nodes along each axis is specified in PARAMETERstatements in the RATCHET
code. The parameters IMaxWG andJMaxWGset the numberof nodes in the environmentalgrid; the
parameters IMaxCG and JMaxCG set the numberof nodes in the concentration grid. The numberof
nodes on the two axes do not have to be equal. The spacing between nodes on the environmentalgrid
is specified via the run-specification file and is the same for both axes. The environmental grid for
the HEDR Project has 21 nodes along the x axis, 26 nodes along the y axis, anda node spacingof
12 miles. Therefore, given the coordinate transformationabove, the concentrationgrid has 41 nodes
along the x axis, 51 nodes along the y axis, and a node spacing of 6 miles. The coordinatesof the
reference point are set in PARAMEFER statements. The coordinatesof the reference point in the
environmental grid system are XRefl,YRefl, and in the concentration grid system are XRef2,YRef2.
The center of the atmosphericmodel domain is used as the referencepoint for the HEDR Project.
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2.1.2 Coordinate Transformations
_v

To facilitateassociationof geographicpositionswithmodelcoordinates,the earthis assumedto
be spherical,anda linepassingthroughthe domainreferencepoint,parallelto the y-axis, is assumed
to runnorthand south. Withthese assumptions,the standardspherical-to-Cartesiancoordinate
transformationcanbe usedfor conveningbetweenlatitudeandlongitudeandgridcoordinates.
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Expressed in finite difference form, the transformationis

_x - ro_S (O)_X (2.1)

r,

and

. Ay = r®A0 (2.2)

where Ax ffi east-west component of the distance between two points (km)
Ay ffi north-southcomponentof the distance between two points (km)
re ffi radiusof the earth(ffi6370 km)
0 - latitude (degrees)

Ak = difference in longitudebetween two points (radians)
A0 ffi difference in latitudebetween two points (radians).

Note thatAx is a functionof latitude. The latitudeof the center of the domain can be used to
determine4x for the entire domain. Although this assumptionis probablyadequate, a more accurate
transformation was used in which all positions are referencedto the center of the grid.

Given the position of the center of the grid (Xo,Yo),and any other point xl,y I with latitude01
and longitude )h, then the x componentof distance to thepoint is

Axl = (xl- xo)= recos(01)(ko- 7_I) (2.3)

The order of the longitudeshas been reversed from the usual sense so a positive Ax indicates points
that are east of the center of the domain.

The center of the HEDR grid is 46.6667 ° N, 118.75° W. The nodes on the RATCHET output
grids are 6 miles (9.656 km) apart, and node 21,26 is the center of the HEDR atmosphericmodel
domain. Withthis information and equations (2.2) and (2.3), the Cartesiancoordinates (I,J) on the
concentration grid of a position originally given in latitudeand longitude are

I = 21 + Ax/9.656 (2.4)

and

• J = 26 + Ay/9.656. (2.5)

, Similarly, the latitude, On, and longitude, kn, of any node N(I,J) in the domain can be determinedby
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_n = 46.6667 + 0.08685(J-26) (2.6)

and

kn = 118.75 + 0.08685(21-I)/cos(_ n) (2.7)

where _n = latitude _'
= longitude

0.08685 - numberof degrees of latitudebetween nodes.

Meteorologi_._dstation locations and the positions of release points are entered as distances in
kilometers along the x and y axes from the referencepoint. Negative distances indicate positions that
are west and south of the reference location. The computer code converts distances to coordinates in
the model domain using the coordinatesof the reference location and node spacing for the environ-
mentalgrid. The position with coordinates 1,1 lies at the southwest comer of the model domain.

The vertical extent of the model domain is unspecified. However, the atmospherehas been
divided into two regions. The atmosphericboundarylayer is the lower region. Its thickness is equal
to the depth of the mixing layer, which varies as a functionof time and location. The other r_gion is
above the mixing layer. Its depth is undefined. Within the mixing layer the wind speed and diffusion
are functions of height above ground, surface roughness, and atmosphericstability. Above the
mixing layer wind speed and diffusion are independentof height.

2.2 Topography

MESOILT2 (Ramsdell and Burk 1991a) included the change in terrainelevation between the
positions of the center of puff anda node in the calculationof time-integrated air concentrationand
surface deposition at the node. This featurewas included in MESOILT2and its predecessors to
account for the vertical concentration distribution in plumes passing throughsteep-sided valleys. The
difference in elevation is not considered in the calculations in RATCHETbecause it would not have a
significant effect on the values calculatedby the code. Terrain near the release points at the Hartford
Site, as resolved on the HEDR model grids, is gently sloped. Puffs rise and fall with the terrain and
do not pass throughany narrowvalleys. At intermediatedistances, vertical diffusion is sufficient to
minimize the effects of differences in terrain elevationbetween the centers of the puffs and receptors;
ground-level concentrations and deposition are nearlyequal to concentrations anddeposition that
would be calculatedassuming a ground-levelrelease. Finally, at long range, the plume is uniformly
distributed throughthe mixing layer, and the appropriateequations no longer include the difference in
terrain elevation.

However, topography andtopographic effects on transport and diffusion are not completely
ignored in RATCHET. The observed wind data used in model calculationsreflect the effects of the
majortopographic features in the model domain on transport. Wind roses in Figure 2.3 show how
these effects vary across the HEDR domain. For wind roses at other locations, see Stage et al.
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(1993, Figure 2.6). The prevaiI_g wind directionfor transportfrom the HanfordSite is shown in the
wind roses for Pasco, LaCrosse, Fairchild AFB, and Felts Field. The wind roses on the western side
of the atmosphericmodel domain show prevailingdirections associatedwith the axes of majorvalleys
on the eastern slopes of the Cascade Mountains. Wind roses for Pendleton andWalla Walla show
contributions of the downslope flow from the Blue Mountainsto the south, and the wind rose for
Lewiston shows frequentflow from the BitterrootRange to the east. The variationof winds
throughout the HEDR domain is discussed in detail in the final report on the HEDR meteorological

" database(Stage et al. 1993).

2.2.1 Surface Roughness

The RATCHETCartesian environmentalgrid is too coarse to attemptto explicitly model the
effects of small-scale topographic featureson puff movement. The effects of small-scale features
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could not be representedaccuratelyeven if the resolutionwere finer because the existing
meteorologicaldata are inadequateto define these effects. RATCHET does use estimates of surface
roughness (Zo),which is associatedwith small-scale topographicfeatures, in modelingvarious aspects
of the atmospherethat are directly relatedto transportanddiffusion. These aspects include atmos-
pheric stability,wind profiles, diffusion coefficients, and the mixing-layer depth.

A surface roughness length estimate in meters must be entered for each node on the environmen-
tal grid. The surface roughness length is a characteristiclength associated with surface roughness
elements. It arises as a constantof integration in derivationof the wind profile equations andis used "
in several other boundary-layerrelationships. Texts on atmosphericdiffusion and air pollution and
boundary-layermeteorology (Panofsky and Dutton 1984; Stull 1988) contain tables that give approxi-
mate relationshipsbetween Zoand land use, vegetationtype, and topographic roughness. Table 2.1
gives typical roughness length ranges based on data in Stull (1988, Figure 9.6).

Table 2.1. Typical Surface Roughness Lengths(Stull 1988, Figure 9.6)

L_I Use/Characteristic4 , zc (m)

Level grass plains 0.007 - 0.02

Farmland 0.02 - 0.1

Uncut grass, airport runways 0.02

Many trees/hedges, a few buildings 0.1 - 0.5

Average North America 0.15

Average U.S. plains 0.5

Dense forest 0.3 - 0.6

Small towns/cities without tall buildings 0.6 - 2.5

Very hilly/mountainousregions 1.5 +

Data on land use, vegetationtypes, andtopographic roughnessare readily available for the
HEDR model domain. The roughness length near the 200 Areas at the HanfordSite has been
determinedto be in the 0.03- to 0.05-m range (Horst and Elderkin 1970; P_well 1974). Based on
these results, a roughness length of 0.05 m has been assumedfor the undevelopedportion of the mid-
Columbiabasin. Roughness lengths for the remainderof the RATCHET domain were estimated from
small scale (subgrid scale) variations in ground elevations and from land use.

2.2.2 Precipitation Regimes

The spatial variation in annualprecipitation within the HEDR atmosphericmodel domain closely
follows the terrainelevations (Stage et al. 1993). This variation is due, in part, to differences in the
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frequencyof precipitation. However, differences in precipitationratesduringprecipitation periods
are also important. MESOILT2 (Ramsdelland Burk 1991a) accountedfor dif?oxencesin the fre-
quency of precipitationbut not for differences in precipitationrates. RATCHET can account for
spatial differences in both precipitationfrequency and precipitationrates.

RATCHET accountsfor the spatial differences in precipitationrates by allowing the user to
sp_ify three different precipitationregimes and a set of precipitation ratefrequency distributionsfor

. each regime. A set of precipitationrate frequency distributionsconsists of six distributions--_ne
distributionfor each type of precipitation. The types of precipitationare light, moderate, andheavy
rain and light, moderate, and heavy snow. The precipitationregimes and rate distributionsare
RATCHET input parameters in files suppliedby users. Names for the files are included in the run-
specification file. Details of these files are provided in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.

2.3 Meteorology

Atmospheric transport,diffusion, anddeposition calculations in RATCHET are based on
observed meteorological data. This section discusses the input datarequired by the model, adjust-
ments to the data, andcalculationof meteorological variables that were not directly measured. The
final meteorologicaldatabasereport for the HEDR Project (Stage et al. 1993) describes the HEDR
Project meteorologicaldata in detail.

2.3.1 Meteorological Stations

RATCHET calculations requiremeteorologicaldata from one or more locations. The maximum
numberof stations for which data can be entered is established in a parameter in the code. Routine
observations are available for about25 reporting stations in and nearthe HEDR atmosphericmodel
domainduringthe 1940s and 1950s. Therefore, the maximumnumberof stations is 25 in
RATCHET Version 1.2, used for the transport and dispersioncalculations for this period. The
maximumnumberof stations in RATCHET Version 1.1, which was used in the krypton-85 model-
validation calculations, was 40.

The numberof stp*ionsused in a specific model run is determinedby the numberof stations
defined in a meteorological station file. The stationfile containsthe stationname and informationon
the station location and instrumentation. The information requiredby RATCHET is

• station location relative to the domain reference location (km)
• height of the wind instrumentabove ground (m)
• surface roughness length at the station (m)
• wind direction reporting convention (16-point compass or 10°)

" • wind speed reportingunits (miles per second, miles per hour, or knots)
• station status (on or off).

. This meteorological station file is described in detail in Section 3.3.6.
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In general, the informationaboutmeteorological stations does not changeduring a model run.
However, over the course of the studyperiod, some of the heights of the wind instrumentschanged
and some of the reportingstation locations were moved. A meteorological station data revision file,
described in Section 3.3.7, is used for entering changes to station data. The data in the station
revision file include the date of the change and the station namefollowed by the information listed
above. Changes in station data are assumed to occur at the startof the day.

Data on meteorological station locations and wind measurementheights are contained in the
station records. They are also published in the National l_nd Data Index (Changery 1978). The
convention for reportingwind directionand wind speed units should accompany the data. Prior to
1965, wind directions were generally reportedin compass points. Meteorological data tapes from the
NationalWeather Service (formerlythe Weather Bureau)and other United States government
agencies generally report wind speeds in knots. However, wind speeds from original station records
for the mid-1940s are in miles per hour. Wind speeds for the Hanford Site are also reportedin miles
per hour. Wind speeds measured for use in regulatoryapplications are frequently reported in meters
per second. RATCHET convertsall wind speeds to metersper second for use in calculations.

Surface roughness lengths for stations must be estimatedby the model user. Table 2.1 provides
guidance in this matter.

2.3.2 Meteorological Data Input

RATCHET requiresthe following meteorological data:

* surface-level wind direction and speed at one or more stations
* atmosphericstability class at one or more stations
* currentweather (e.g., light rain, moderatesnow, etc.)
* wind direction and speed at release height
• ambient air temperatureat release height.

These data are enteredusing the meteorologicaldata file described in detail in Section 3.3.8.
Surface-level wind data, atmosphericstability, and currentweather may be entered for each station.
Release height wind data and ambientair temperatureare entered for the first station in the station
file. The first station in station files used in the HEDR Project is HMS. Each meteorologicaldata
record is checked for missing data. When missing data are encountered for a station, the data for the
hour for the stationare not used in the preparationof meteorologicaldata fields.

Each meteorological datarecordbegins with the time of the meteorologicalobservation.
Immediately after a record is read, RATCHET determinesthe time of the next set of meteorological
observations. The data from one observation are used until the time of the next observation. If the
end of the meteorologicaldata file is reachedbefore the end of the simulation, the code notes that the
end of the meteorological data file has been reached, assumes persistence and continues to use the last
data entered. This featurefacilitates preparationof meteorologicaldata files for use in code testing.
It is not used when RATCHET is run in an operational modebecause meteorological data are availa-
ble for the full period of interest.
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Surface Wind

Wind directions and speeds are entered as two-digit integer values. The interpretationof the
numericalvalues for each stationis controlled by the codes for wind direction reportingand wind
speed units entered for the station in the meteorological station file. RATCHEThas provisions for
entering wind directions in compass points or lO-degreeincrements. Wind speeds may be entered as
meters per second, miles per hour, or knots.

4

Missing direction data may be indicated by entering a wind direction greater than 16 if dir_tions
are in compass points, or 36 if directions are in lO-degreeincrements. Missing wind speeds are
indicatedby values greater than 80. Wind speeds shouldbe entered even if the direction is missing
because they can be used in calculations of the friction velocity and mixing depth at the station.

Atmospheric Stability Class

RATCHET requires an estimate of the atmosphericstability class at each meteorological station.
The stability class is entered as an integer ranging from 1 for extremely unstable atmosphericcondi-
tions to 7 for extremely stable conditions. A stability code less than I or greater than 7 is interpreted
as missing or erroneousdata.

Atmospheric stability is not observed directly. Therefore, a preprocessorprogram is used to
estimate stabilityclasses from meteorological dataavailable in standardmeteorological records. The
preprocessorprogram implements a _neral classification scheme discussed by Pasquill (I961),
Gifford (1961), andTurner (1964) for estimating atmosphericstability classes from routine meteoro-
logical measurements, including wind speed, time of day, sky cover, and ceiling height. Sky cover
and ceiling height dataare obtainedfrom the hourly meworological records.

The specific algorithmused in the preprocessorprogram to estimate stability class is a modified
version of the National Weather Service implementationof Turner's classification scheme. The
modified algorithmestimates stabilityif the time of day (solar altitude)and wind speed are available.
NighRime stability classes range from 6 to 4 as a function of wind speed, assuming a net radiation
indexof -I in Table A-I of Turner (1964). Daytime stability classes are determined as a function of
wind speed using the unmodified insolationclass numberfrom Turner (1964, Table A-2) as the net
radiationindex. Additional informationon sky cover, ceiling, andprecipitation,as available, is used
to refine stability class estimates following the complete proc_lure describedin Turner (1964).

Current Weather

The RATCHET meteorological datarecord includes a code for the currentweather at each
meteorological station. These codes determine theprecipitation type and rate used in wet deposition

. calculations.

The current weather code ranges from 0 to 6. A zero is used when there is no precipitation.
Codes 1, 2, and 3 indicate light, moderate, and heaxT liquid precipitation, respectively. Liquid
precipitation includes rain, drizzle, freezing rain,and freezing drizzle. All drizzle intensities are
coded as 1. Codes 4, 5, and 6 indicate light, moderate, and heavy frozen precipitation, respectively.
Frozen precipitation includes snow, snow grains, snow pellets, ice pellets, ice crystals, and hail.
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Release Height Wind

RATCHET uses the release height wind in plume-rise calc,Jlations. If a measurementfor release
height wind is available, it may be entered using the meteorologicaldatafile. Release height wind is
entered in the same manneras surface winds. The wind direction convention andwind speed
conversion factorspecified for the first meteorological station are assumed to applyto the release
height wind.

A release height wind speed greater than 80 indicates that the release height wind is not
available. In this case, RATCHETuses a diabaticwind profile to estimate the release height wind
using the surface wind speed, stability, and surface roughness for the first meteorological station.

Temperature

RATCHET uses the ambientair temperatureat the release height in plume-rise calculations.
This temperature, in degrees Celsius, is entered hourly using the meteorologicaldata file. The code
does not include a default temperature. Therefore, an ambient air temperaturemust be supplied in the
meteorologicaldata file, even if it is a defaultvalue. The effluenttemperature, which is also used in
plume-rise calculations, is inputas a source term or stack variable.

In additionto its use in plume-rise calculations, the release height temperatureis used to control
washout of gases by frozen precipitation. In this application,the release height temperatureis
assumed to apply over the entire model domain.

2.3.3 Calculated Meteorological Parameters

In addition to the input for meteorologicaldata supplied by the user, RATCHET uses several
meteorological parameters that are computedhourly from the inputdata. This section describes the
calculatedparameters.

Monin-Obukhov Length (L)

Atmospheric stability classes are routinelyused in dispersionmodeling as a basis for choosing
among alternativealgorithms. However, in atmosphericboundarylayer theory, a scali,g length for
vertical motions called the Monin-Obukhovlength (L) is used as the measureof atmosphericstability.
This length is needed for wind profile, turbulenceand mixing-layerdepth calculations.

The Monin-Obukhovlength varies from a small negative value (a few meters) in extremely
unstable atmosphericconditions to negative infinity as the atmosphericstability approaches neutral
from unstable. In extremely stable conditions, the Monin-Obukhovlength is small and positive. As
neutralconditions are approachedfrom stable conditions, the Monin-Obukhovlength approaches
infinity. Thus, there is a discontinuityin the Monin-Obukhovlength at neutral. However this
discontinuity is not a problembecause the Monin-Obukhovlength is found in the denominatorof
expressions.

,s
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Golder (1972) provides a means for converting from stability-class est,mates to Monin-Obukhov
lengths. Figure 2.4, derived from Golder (1972, Figure 5), shows ranges for 1/L as a function of
Turner stability class and surface roughness length. Mid-range values for 1/L from this figure are
used by RATCHETwhen a single estimate of 1/L is needed by the model.

,a

Winds

.. RATCHET frequently requires wind speeds at heights other than the height at which they are
measured. For example, winds at a standardheight are required for wind field estimation, but
historicallyin the United States surface-windmeasurements have not been made at a standardheight.
Many measurementswere made at about 10 meters above ground level. Therefore, RATCHET
adjustssurface-wind speeds measured at heights below 8 meters and above 12 meters to 10-meter
level wind speeds prior to estimating surface-wind fields. Similarly, RATCHET uses winds at puff-
release height for transport calculations. Measured winds are not available at this level. Thus,
RATCHETmust estimate them from surface-wind data.

A diabatic wind-profilemodel is used to adjustwind speeds as needed. No attemptis made to
model the variation of wind directionwith height above ground. Diabatic profiles account for the
effects of surface roughness and atmosphericstability on the variation of wind speed with height.

8 o.1

Stability Class
1 2 3 6 7

5

- 0.01
-0.16 -0.12 -0.08 -0.04 0 0.04 0.08 0.12

Inverse of Monin-Obukhov Length (1/m)

" Figure 2.4. Relationship between Stability Class and Monin-Obukhov Length as a Function of
Surface Roughness Length
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The diabaticprofile model is derived from atmosphericboundarylayer similaritytheory
proposed by Monin andObukhov (1954). The basic hypothesis of similarity theory is that a number
of parametersin the atmosphericlayer near the ground, includingwind profiles, should be universal
functions of the frictionvelocity, a length scale, and the height above ground. The length scale, L, is
referredto as the Monin-Obukhovlength and the ratio z/L is relatedto atmosphericstability. When .i

z/L is negative and large (e.g., < -2), the atmosphere is extremely unstable (convective). When z/L
is nearzero, the atmosphere is neutral, and when it is positive and large (e.g., > I), the atmosphere
is extremely stable. A large body of experimentaldata supportsMonin-Obukhovsimilaritytheory.

The diabaticwind profile is

U,

u(zj = --_-[ln(z/zo) - ¢,(z/L)] (2.8)

where U(z) = wind speed at height z (m/s)
u. ffi frictionvelocity (boundary-layerturbulencescaling velocity) (m/s)
k = von Karmanconstant, which has a value of about0.4 (dimensionless)
z = wind speed measurementheight (m)

zo - measureof localsurface roughness (roughness length) (m)
= stability correction factor

L = Monin-Obukhovlength (m).

The term _(z/L) accountsfor the effects of stability on the wind profile. In stable atmosphericcon-
ditions, _(z/L) has the form -o_/L, where _ has a value between 4.7 and 5.2. In neutral conditions it
is zero, and the diabaticprofile simplifies to a logarithmic profile.

In unstable air, _(z/L) is more complicated. According to Panofsky andDutton (1984), the
most common form of _(z/L) for unstable conditionsis based in work by Businger et al. (1971) and
Paulson (1970). It is

¢(z/L) = In {[(1 + x2)/2] [(1 + x)/2]2} - 2tan-1 x + lr/2 (2.9)

wherex = (1-16z/L)TM. Equation(2.8)isusedtoestimatethefrictionvelocity(u,)fromwind
speed,surfaceroughness,andMonin-Obukhovlength.Inunstableandneutralconditions,theuseof
Equation(2.8)islinfitedtothelowestI00metersoftheatmosphere.Instableconditions,theupper
limitforapplicationofEquation(2.8)isthesmallerof100metersorthreetimestheMonin-Obukhov
length.SkibinandBusinger(1985)providerationaleforlimitingapplicationofEquation2.8tothree
timestheMonin-Obukhovlengthinstableconditions.

Figure2.5showsthevariationinwindspeedwithheightbetweenI0andI00meters.For
unstableatmosphericconditions,thewindspeedincreasesslowlywithheight,whileinextremely
stableconditionstheincreaseinspeedwithheightisrelativelylarge.Thewindspeedprofilefor
stability class 7 is only shown to a height of 70 meters because that is about the upper limit for
applicationof Equation(2.8).
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Figure 2.5. Wind Speed Variation at Heights between I0 and I00 Meters in the Diabatic Wind-
Speed Profile Model

Mixing-Layer Depth

In the layer of the atmosphere next to the earth's surface, friction caused by surface roughness
and heating of the surface combine to generate turbulence that efficiently mixes material released at or
near the surface through the layer. This layer is referred to as the mixing layer. The top of the
mixing layer is marked by a decrease in turbulence brought about by stable atmospheric conditions
above. The depth of the mixing layer, also referred to as the thickness of the mixing layer, changes
with atmospheric conditions. The mixing layer is generally thickest during the day and during
periods with high wind speeds, and it is thinnest at night during periods with low wind speeds. In
either case, the mixing-layer depth tends to increase with increasing surface roughness.

RATCHET estimates the atmospheric mixing-layer depth hourly at each meteorological station.
The estimates are based on a combination of reported meteorological conditions and default values

provided by the user. The choice between Calculated and default values is made on the basis of the
relative magnitudes of the calculated and default values, the stability, season, and time of day.

Mixing depths are calculated using relationships derived by Zilitinkevich (1972) for stable and
neutral conditions. For stable atmospheric conditions, his relationship is

q
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H = k(u, L/f) lrz (2.10)

where H -" mixing-layerdepth (m)
k - yon Karmanconstant(dimensionless, -0.4)

u, - frictionvelocity (m/s)
L -" Monin-Obukhovlength (m)
f = Coriolis parameter(s'l).

Pasquill and Smith (1983) indicate thatconstantvalues in the range 0.2 to 0.7 have been suggested in
place of the yon Karmanconstant in Equation(2.10), and authorsreferencedby Weil (1985) suggest
constant values in the range0.4 to 0.7. RATCHET includes provisions to use either the yon Karman
constant or a randomvalue selected from a uniform distributionbetween 0.2 to 0.7.

For neutraland unstableconditions, the mixing-layerdepth is estimated using

H = Bu,/f 2.11

where H = mixing-layer depth (m)
0 = constant (dimensionless)

u, = friction velocity (m/s)
f Corioiis paraweter (s'l).

Zilitinkevich(1972) assumes that 0 is equal to k; Pasquill and Smith (1983) suggest 0 has a value in
the range 0.2 to 0.3; and Panofsky and Dutton (1984) suggest its range is 0.15 to 0.25. When
RATCHET is run in a deterministicmode, a value of 0.2 is assumed for 0, and when run in a Monte
Carlo mode, the value of 0 is taken from a uniform distributionbetween 0.15 to 0.3.

In additionto computing the mixing-layerdepth, RATCHET obtains a default mixing-layer
depth from a file supplied by the user. The default mixing-layerdepth file is described in
Section 3.3.4. It contains an arraythat has three dimensions with indexes based on time of day,
atmosphericstabilityclass, and month. In the defaultmixing-heightfile for the HEDR Project, the
day is divided into eight 3-hourincrements andthe stabilityclass index ranges from one to five (the
two most unstable and the two most stable classes are combined). The data in the file are based on
the hourly mixing heights estimated by the Hartfordforecasters in the 5-year period from 1983
through 1987.

After a mixing."_yerdepth has been calculatedand a defaultvalue has been obtained, the
calculatedand defaultvalues are compared. The larger of the two values is selected as the mixing-
layer depth for the station for the hour. Ultimately, the mixing-layerheight is constrained to be
within the range of 10 m to 2000 m.

One additionaloption has been included in RATCHET. That option permits users to bypass the
calculatedand defaultmixing-layer depth anduse a constantdepth. This option is particularlyuseful
when testing the code.
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2.3.4 Spatial Representation of Meteorological Conditions

The RATCHET code accountsfor spatial andtemporalvariations in atmosphericconditions
between the time material is released to the atmosphereand the time it leaves the model domain. The

- spatial variations in the atmosphereare modeled by interpolating/extrapolatingdatacollected at
meteorologicalstations to nodes on the environmentalCartesiangrid. The following paragraphs
describe the interpolation/extrapolationmethods.

Wind

Windfields used to estimate Lagrangiantrajectories for puffs are based on hourly wind speed
and directiondatareportedfor meteorological stations in and near the model domain. The wind
fields are estimated by weighted averagesof the reporteddata. Weights used are inversely
proportionalto the squareof the distance between the stationand the node. This weighting is
common in spatial interpolationof wind fields (Hannaet al. 1982).

The wind fields ate computedfor a standard referenceheight of I0 m. However, puff advection
is based on the winds at the effective release height. This wind is estimated by first computing the
10-meterspeed beneath the puff center, then adjustingthe wind speed using the diabaticwind profile
model. The wind direction is not adjusted.

Ramsdelland Skyllingstad (1993) provide a detailed descriptionand discussion of the
alternativesfor treating winds considered in the HEDR Project. Experimentalevidence discussed in
that report indicates that neither adjusting the wind fields to obtainmass consistency nor estimating
upper-level winds from surface data would improve the ability of RATCHETto estimate the transport
of radionuclides released to the atmospherefrom Hartfordoperations.

Stability and Precipitation

The stability and precipitationfields are createdby identifyingthe meteorologicalstation with
valid dataclosest to each node. The reportedstability class and precipitationclass for the station are
then assigned to the node. This procedureavoids averaging that would minimize the effects of
extreme stability or instability. It also permits maximumdetail in treating isolated precipitation
events.

Mixing-LayerVepth

Estimates of stationmixing-layerdepths as described above are not considered to be particularly
reliable. Therefore, the spatialvariation of the mixing-layerdepth is modeled by fitting a plane to the
estimated values using multiple linear regression (Snedecor andCochran 1980, Chapter 17). This

, process provides a smooth variation of mixing-layerdepth across the model domain.

When a mixing-layer depth is needed for model calculations, the regression parameters are used
to estimate mixing-layer depth at the location for which it is needed. Mixing-layerdepth estimatesf

obtainedfrom the regression are tested to ensure that they are within the range of 10 to 2000 meters.
If an estimate falls outside of the range, the limitingvalue is substitutedfor the calculatedvalue.
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It is unlikely that sufficient meteorologicaldata will be available for the regression calculations
at all times or that statistically significantregression models will be obtainedat all times. When there
are fewer than four station mixing-layer depthestimates or the regression is not significantat the
lO-percentlevel, a uniform mixing-layerdepthis assumed. The height assumed is the average of the
available estimates for station mixing-layerdepths.

2.4 Source Term

RATCHET has provisions for as many as four release points. In general, the releases of con-
cern were from B and T SeparationsPlants in the 200 Area at the HartfordSite. However, the model
is capableof treatingany release point at the HartfordSite. Each release point must be describedby
location, stack height (release height), stack-exitradius, nominal stack flow, and nominal effluent
temperature. The numberof release points and their descriptionsare entered using the run-specifica-
tion file.

2.4.1 Release Times and Rates

Releases from each point are treated independentlyfrom the releases at the other release points.
Hourly radionuclide release rates must be provided for each release point. The release rates are
containedin separatefiles. Namesof the files are entered using the run-specificationfile.

2.4.2 Plume Rise and Effective Release Height

When appropriate,plume rise is computed. Although several methodsexist for estimating
plume rise, the equations proposed by Briggs (1969, 1975, 1984) have gained a general acceptance
unequaledby the other methods. The equations that follow in this section are from the INPUFF
model (Petersen and Lavdas 1986). They are implementationsof Briggs' equations. Unless
otherwise noted, the numericalconstants in the equations are dimensionless.

Plume rise is caused by two factors, vertical momentum of the exhaustgases in a stack and
buoyancy due to the density differencebetween the stack gases and the atmosphere. In general, one
factor or the other will be dominant and the other will not contributesignificantly to plume rise.
RATCHET includes equations for both momentum-and buoyancy-dominatedplume rise. For a given
set of stack andatmosphericconditions, the temperaturedifferencebetween the stack effluent and the
air determineswhich of the factors is dominant. A critical temperaturedifference that separates the
two regimes can be determinedfrom the plume-rise equations. When the actual temperature
difference (stackeffluent temperatureminus air temperature)is less than the critical temperature,
momentum is the dominant factor in determiningplume rise. Otherwise, plume rise is due primarily
to buoyancy forces.

t,

All plume-rise calculationsin RATCHET estimate the final height of the plume. These heights
are generally between 60 and 100 meters. The change in height of plumes in the vicinity of the stack
is not modeled because it is several kilometersfrom the release points at the Hanford Site to the
nearest points at which air concentrationand surface contaminationare computed.
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In all cases, plume rise is correctedfor stack downwash if the stack-exitvelocity is less than
1.5 times the wind speed at the release height. The downwash correction is

Ahd = 4rs [Wp/U(hs) - 1.5] (2.12)

where _d_ = downwash correction (m)
. rs -- inside stack radius(m)

w = stack exit vertical velocity (m/s)D

U0_) = wind speed at stack height (m/s),

A nfinimum stack height wind speed of 1.37 meters per second is assumed when the wind is near
calm (< 1.37 metersper second).

If the release height is greaterthanthe nfixing-layerheight, the atmosphericstability is assumed
to be extremely stable (class 7) for plume-risecalculations. Otherwise, the stabilityclass used in
plume-rise calculations is the stability-class estimate for the closest meteorologicalstation.

Unstable and Neutral Conditions

In unstable and neutralatmosphericconditions, plume rise is dominatedby momentumas long
as the temperaturedifference between the plume and the air is less than a critical temperature
difference. The criticaltemperaturedifference is calculated using

_tc = 0.0297Wp1/3Tp(2rs)-2/3 (2.13)

where Atc = criticaltemperaturedifference (°K)
Wp ---- stack exit vertical velocity (m/s)
Tp = initial plume temperature(°K)
rs = inside stack radius (m).

Note that0.0297 is a dimensionalconstant which arises from the combinationof constants (and near
constants)when equations 2.14, 2.15, 2.16, and2.17 are solved for Atc. The specific,value of the
constantdepends on the units used for variables in the equations. Assuming the use of metric units,
the dimensions of the constant are (m-s)"1/3.

When Tp - Ta is less than Arc, plume rise is estimated using

_h = 6rs [wp/U(hs)] + _h d (2.14)

where _Lhis the final plume rise in metersand the other symbols remain as previously defined.
tv

If Tp - Ta is greater than _tc, the plume rise is estimatedusing the equation for buoyancy-
dominated rise. This equation is
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Ah = 1.6Fb1/3xf 2/3 U(hs)-1 + Ahd (2.15)

where Fb is a buoyancy flux parameter,xf is the distance to final plume rise (m), and the other
symbols remainas previously def'med. The buoyancy flux parameter,Fb, is defined by

2 (2.16)Fb = g[(Tp - Ta)/Tp] Wprs

where

Fb = buoyancy flux parameter (m4/s3)
g -- gravitationalacceleration(9.8 m/s2)

T --,initial plume temperature(°K)
_a - air temperatureat release height (°K)
Wp = stack exit vertical velocity (m/s)
rs ---inside stack radius(m).

According to Petersonand Lavdas (I986), the distance to final plume rise, xf, for relatively low-
temperatureemissions, such as those from the fuel-processingplants at the Hanford Site, is given by

xf = 49Fb5/8 (2.17)

The leading constant (49) in this equation has dimemiom of siS/S/m3/2.

Stable Conditions

In stable atmosphericconditions, the critical temperaturedifference at which buoyancy-
dominatedplume rise exceeds momentum-dominatedplume rise is

Atc = 0.0196WpTa$1/2 (2.18)

where S is a stabilityparameter. The dimensions of the comtant in this equation are m/s2.

The parameterS is computed from the stability class and air temperaturefrom

S = gTa-I8._0 (2.19)_z

where/)0//)z is the potential temperaturelapse rate. Potential temperaturelapse rates of 0.02°K/m,
0.035°K/m, and 0.O5°K/m are assumed for stability classes 5, 6, and 7, respectively.

When T - Ta is less than Atc, momentum-dominatedplume rise is estimated using
Equation 2.1_. It is also estimated using
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Ah = 1.5S -1/6 [(FoWpTJ/0rU(hm)Tp)]1/3 + Ahd (2.20)

where Fo is the stack flow in m3/s. The final estimate for plume rise is the smaller of these two
- values.

When Tp "Ta is greaterthan Ato, one of two equations is used to estimate plume rise. If the
. wind speed is greater than a critical wind speed, Uc, defined by

Uc = 0.275Fb TM S 1/8 (2.21)

then the plume rise is calculatedusing

Ah = 2.6Fb 1/3 [SU01s)]-1/3 + Ah d (2.22)

If the wind speed is less than Uo duringstable conditions, the plume rise is computedusing

_h = 4FbTM S -3/8 + Ahd. (2.23)

Effective Release Height

The effective release height used for puff transportis the sum of the actual stack height and the
plume rise. This height is computed in subroutinePUFFR at the time each puff is released,

2.5 Transport

There are two fundamentalassumptionsin all l',uffmodels. "l_e first is that plumes can be
representedby a sequence of puffs, and the second is that puff movement may be separated from puff
diffusion. This section discusses how RATCHET moves puffs. The following sections discuss the
calculation of diffusion anddeposition°

Energy spectracomputedfrom Eulerian wind turbulencedatadescribedby Panofsky and Dutton
(1984) indicate that there is a local maximumin the energy associated with eddies with periods on the
order of a few (- 10 to 20) minutes. The spectraalso indicate a minimum associated with eddies
with periods on the order of an hour. Thus, there tends to be a naturaldivision of eddy sizes in the
atmospherethat roughly coincides with the observationfrequency for meteorologicaldata.

qt

Large eddies associated with the weather systems and the diurnalvariationof meteorological
conditions are characterized in the hourly meteorologicaldata. These eddies, which are treated in

. atmospherictransport,are large compared to the crosswind or vertical dimensions of puffs. They
tend to move puffs from place to place rather than changing the size or shapeof the puffs.
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Hourly wind fields, based on the observed winds, are used to compute puff movement in
RATCHET. However, the numberof time steps used in computingpuff movement is equal to the
numberof puffs released per hour (NPH) and is set as an input parameter in the RATCHET run-
specificationfile. The time step used in puff movement is then 1/NPH. This interval is referred to
as the puff advectionperiod. An even shorter interval, called the sampling period is used in
computing time-integratedconcentrationsand surface contamination. In a typical HEDR application,
NPH ffi 4. The rationalebehind this choice is discussed in Section 3.2.1.

Puff movement is computedin a five-step process. In sequence, the steps in the process are:

I. estimate the wind at puff transportheight at the current puff position

2. make an iaitial estimate of puff position at the end of the advectionperiod using the transport-
height wind for the current puff position

3. estimate the transport-heightwind at this initial estimate of the puffs position at the end of the
advectionperiod

4. using the winds estimated in Step 3 and the puffs current position, make a second estimate of
the puffs position at the end of the advectionperiod

5. average the positit,_s estimated in steps 2 and 4.

This average position will be the position of the puff atthe end of the advectionperiod. These steps
are described mathematicallybelow.

The puff movement calculationbegins by calculating the wind at the puffs currentposition.
Bilinear interpolationis used _ calculate the wind vector components at a height of 10 meters directly
beneath the center of the puff from the wind vector componentsat the closest nodes of the environ-
mental grid. Bilinear interpolation,which is describedby Press et al. (1989), results in wind vectors
thatvary continuously throughoutthe model domain.

When the 10-m wind vector components beneaththe puff center have been determined, the
diabaticprofile is used to adjustthe wind speed to puff-transportheight, if necessary. In general, the
transportheight for puffs will be their effective release height. The distance moved will be calculated
using wind speed for the effective release height of puffs when the effective release height is
> 10 meters and _ 100 meters. The 10-meter wind speed will be used in computing movement for
puffs with release heights < 10 meters, and the wind speed at 100 meters will be used to compute
movement of puffs with effective release heights > 100 meters. Extrapolationof wind speeds from a
height of 10 meters to heights in excess of 100 meters is not considered appropriate. The 10-meter
wind direction will be used in puff movement calculations.

Next, an initial estimate of the movementis made using the components of the transportvector
at the puffs startingposition. For a puff initially at x,y,z, the change in position is given by

_t
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_¢ = u(x,y,z) At
(2.24)

`sy = v(x,y,z) `st

" whereu andv are the east-west andnorth-southcomponents of the wind vector, respectively, and `st
is the advectionperiod (60 min/NPH). The initial estimate of the puffs position at the end of the
advection period is

x ! = x . `Sx (2.25)

y/ =y .`sy.

The transportwinds at this location at the currenttime are then determinedfollowing the same
procedureused to obtain the initial transport wind estimates. Bilinearintelpolation is used to estimate
the lO-meter wind components at x', y', and the diabaticprofile is used to adjustthe wind speed to
the transportheight.

The second set of estimates of the transportwind components is used to obtaina second estimate
of the puff movement

Ax / = u(x/,y/,z) ,st
(2.26)

`sy/ = v(x/,y/,z) `st.

Finally, the puffs position at the end of the advection period x", y" is determinedfrom the current
position and the average of the two movement estimates

x# = x + (4x + Ax/)12 (2.27)

y// =y + (`sy+ Ay/)/2.

Material in a puff continues to contribute to the time-integratedair concentrations and surface
contaminationat grid nodes near the edge of the model domain for a period of time after the center of
the puff leaves the interior of the domain. During this period, puff movement is determinedby the
winds at the nearestnodes of the environmentalgrid. Movement is based on linear interpolation
between the winds at the closest two nodes when the puff is off one of the sides of the domain, and
the wind at the corner node is used when the puff is off a corner.

Movement of puffs occurs in subroutineDIFDEP and takes place in one or more steps. The
numberof steps is controlled by the size of the puff and the transport speed to ensure an acceptable

, level of precision in the calculationof time-integrated concentrations and surface contamination. The
maximumnumberof steps that the model will take during an advection period is controlled by a
parameter entered in the run-specificationfile. Model sensitivity to this parameter is discussed in
Section 3.2.2.
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2.6 Diffusqon

Once material is released to the atmosphere, it acts as a passive tracer. Large-scale motions
move plumes about, and small-scale atmosphericmotions distribute materialwithin plumes. The
preceding discussion of transportdescribed how RATCHET accounts for the effects of large-scale ,,
motions. This section describes how RATCHET accountsfor the effects of the small-scale motions.
Section 2.7. describes the depositionof material on surfaces and depletionof the puffs to account for
material lost due to deposition andradioactivedecay. !,

2.6.1 Calculation of Time-Integrated Air Concentrations

The second basic assumptionin puff models is that a continuousplume can be approximatedby
a finite numberof puffs released in succession. The concentrationat a receptor is assumedto be
equal to the sum of the concentrationsfrom all of the puffs, that is

N

X(x,y,z,t) ffi]_ Xi(x,y,z,t) (2.28)
iffil

where X - concentration
x,y,z = position of the receptor in Cartesiancoordinates

t - time of the concentrationestimate
i ---puff number

N - total numberof puffs in the model domain.

In practice, computationalrules based on puff dimensions have been established to limit the number
of terms included in the summation. These rules include assigning a finite radius to each puff and
combining puffs that overlap. The rules and RATCHET sensitivity to the rules are discussed in
Section 3.2.

In the absence of external influencessuch as the ground, the concentrationdistribution in each of
the puffs in RATCHET is assumed to be Gaussian. Diffusion in the directionof the wind and cross-
wind diffusion are assumed to be equal; that is, horizontalcross sections throughpuffs are circular.
A corollary of this assumptionis that concentratiomin a horizontalplane decrease as a function of
increasing distance from the puff center and are independentof the direction in which the distance is
increased. It is, therefore, possible to revise the definition of the coordinatesystem without changing
the relationship in Equation (2.28). The x axis of the coordinatesystem now may be assumed to
point toward the east, with the y axis pointing north and the vertical axis pointing upward.

Because the concentrationin puffs is horizontallysymmetrical, it is only necessary to know the
height of the center Ofa puff and the distance between the center of a puff and a node to compute the
puff's contributionto the concentration at the node. Therefore, the concentrationdistribution in puffs
is defined in terms of the radial distance, r, from the puff center rather than x and y. With these
assumptions,the concentrationat x,y,z at time t due to puff i is given by
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×i(r,z,0 = Q(0F(r)G(z)/[2_.)3/2ar2azl (2.29)

where
•- Q(t) ffi mass of material (radionuclide)in the puff at time t

F(r) - exponential functionthat describes the horizontal concentrationdistribution
G(z) - set of terms describing the vertical concentrationdistribution.

.. ar = diffusion coefficient that describes t_e spreadof the puff in the horizontal
ez ffi diffusion coefficient that describes the spread of the puff in the vertical

F(r) is defined by

F(r) = exp[-r2/(2or2)] (2.30)

where r2 -- (X - Xo)2 4- (y - yo)2, with x,y representing the position of the node and Xo,Yo
representingthe horizontal position of the puff center.

The diffusion coefficient or is assumed to be the same as the crosswind diffusion coefficient Uyused
in Gaussianplume models.

Definition of G(z) requiresfurtherdescription of the modeling assumptions. The height of the
puff center above ground, which is assumed to be constant, is referred to as the effective release
height. If the release is from a stack or elevatedvent, the effective release height is the actual stack
or vent height plus plume rise.

The ground and the top of the mixing layer are assumed to be totally reflecting surfaces for
materialwithin the mixing layer. The top of the mixing layer is not a reflecting surface for material
above the mixing layer. Consequently, the top of the mixing layer is similar to a semipermeable
membrane.

G(z) describes both the vertical diffusion of material and the effects of the reflection. It is an
infinite sum that involves superpositionof contributions from virtual sources located below the ground
and above the top of the mixing layer. This approachfollows from the discussion in Csanady (1973)
and is described in detail in Ramsdellet al. (1983). When receptors are at ground level, as they are
in RATCHET, G(z) is given by

G(z) = 2 _._ expt--0.5(2nH - he)2/az2] (2.31)
llffi-_

where H is the mixing-layerdepth and h e is the effective release height.

, The infinite sum of exponential terms rapidly converges to a limit. Only the terms with n --- -1,
0, and 1 are used in RATCHET. When the vertical diffusion coefficient becomes sufficiently large
(oz m H or az _ 0.8 he, whichever is larger), material may be assumed to be uniformly distributed
in the vertical. In this case, G(z) is given by
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(21r)l/_z/2H if ho _ H
G(z) = (2.32)

(2_-)I/2Oz/2he if he > H

andthe concentrationin the puff is given by

xi(r,z,t) = Q(t)F(r)/[2gOr2 HI (2.33) .

or

xi(r,z,t) = Q(t)F(r)/[21-o) he]. (2.34)

: Equation(2.33) is used when the effective release height is within the mixing layer, and
Equation(2.34) is used when the release height is above the mixing layer.

Dose calculations in subsequentcodes in HEDRIC requiretwo products from RATCHET.
These productsare time-integratedair concentration, which is occasionally referred to as exposure,
and surface contamination. Both productsare outputby day, with the integrationperiodsending at
midnight. Time-integrated air concentrations,which have units of Ci-s/m3, and the surface
contamination,which has units of Ci/m2, are computed at each node on the concentrationgrid
covering the model domain. The spacing between nodes in this grid is set based on an entry in the
run-specificationfile. The HEDR Projectuses a concentration-gridnode spacing of 6 miles.

Time-integrated air concentrationsare computedfrom puff concentrations using the
approximation

T/_ Nj

TIC(I,m) = ]_ ]_ Xij(r)_t (2.35)
jr| i"l

where TIC(I,m) ffi time-integrated concentrationat node l,m (Ci-s/m3)
j ffi model interval within T

T - total time period being modeled (s)
_t ffi durationof the time interval (60 min/NPH or less, expressed in seconds)
i = puff number

Nj ffi numberof puffs at time interval j
xij = concentrationat l,m due to puff i at time interval j

r = distance between l,m and the center of puff i.

The accuracyof this approximationdepends uponthe ratioof puff dimensions to the distance
moved by the puff during the time step. Decreasing the length of the time step used in the calculation
increases the accuracy of the approximation. However, it also increases computationaltime.
Figure 2.6 shows the rangeof potential errorsin time-integrated concentrations for an isolatedplume
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Figure 2.6. Error Band for the Numerical Procedure Used to EstimateTime-IntegratedValues

as a functionof the ratio between distancemoved and ar. When the distance moved is less than 2at:
the maximumerror in time-integratedconcentrationsand averagedeposition rates is less than I0 per-
cent. The dashed lines show that the ratio between distance moved andor could be relaxed to almost
four before the range of potential errors in the integrated values would increase to plus or minus a
factorof two. Section 3.2.2 discusses the sensitivity of RATCHET outputover periods on the order
of a month to changes in the size of the minimumtime step.

2.6.2 Estimation of Diffusion Coefficients

Numerousmethods for estimating diffusion coefficients are described in the literature. They
have been compared andevaluated by several researchers(Gifford 1976; Hannaet al. 1977;
Randerson 1979; Irwin 1983; Weil 1985; Gryning et al. 1987). The general consensus is that
diffusion coefficients should be estimated directly from statisticsfor atmosphericturbulence.
Measured turbulenceStatisticsare not availablefor use in the HEDR study. However, turbulence
statistics may be estimated from atmosphericconditions;e.g., wind speed, atmospheric stability, and
surface roughness. The estin,ation of turbulence statistics is discussed in the next subsection.

The diffusion coefficients included in RATCHET are for plumes because the model attemptsto
predict the behavior of plumes. Puff diffusion coefficients should be substitutedfor plume diffusion
coefficients if RATCHET is used to model instantaneous(very short duration)releases.J

Horizontal Diffusion Coefficients

" The equationgenerally recommendedfor estimatinghorizontal diffusion coefficients near the
source is
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or = Ovtfy(t) (2.36)

where or = horizontaldiffusion coefficient (m)
ov - standarddeviation of the componentof the wind perpendicular to the mean direction

(m/s)
t = travel time (s)

fy(t) - nondimensionalfunction related to the travel time andturbulencetime scale.

Irwin (1983) recommends that the function fy(t) be computedusing

fy(t) = [1 . 0.9(t/Ti)l/2] -1 (2.37)

where t is the travel time and Ti is the turbulencetime scale, which has a value of about 1000 s.

In Equation(2.36), with fy(t) defined by Equation(2.37), or increases as a function of time to
the first power nearthe source andas a function of time to the one-half power at long times. This
behavior is consistent with Taylor's (1921) theoretical resultand diffusion data collected near the
release point. However, Gifford (1977, 1982) presents a strong case based on both theory and
observed plumes that horizontal diffusion increases at least linearly with time for several days. In
addition, tests using the RATCHET code indicatedthat calculational results at large distances are
sensitive to the minimumtime step used in the model when Equations(2.36) _d (2.37) are
implementedin the requiredform. This sensitivity is not related to the diffusion calculations; it has
been traced to the puff consolidationused to reduce the numberof calculations. Section 3.2.3
discusses the model sensitivity to puff consolidation in more detail.

Following comments by Gifford,(a)a less complex algorithm for horizontal diffusion coeffi-
cients has been implementedin RATCHET. For the first hour following release, the horizontal
diffusion coefficient is a function of atmosphericturbulenceand time as indicated in

Or = 0.50vt (2.38)

where Ov(m/s) is the crosswind componentof turbulenceand t is the travel time (s). Estimation of
ov from availabledata is discussed in the next section. The value of the coefficient is the approximate

value of f_,(t)defined in Equation (2.37) for t = 1800 seconds (30 minutes). After the first hour,
diffusion Is a function of t, as shown by

Or = C.yt (2.39)

where %y is a proportionalityconstant with dimensions of meters per second.

(a) Letter (HEDR Project Office Document No. 09930289), "Review of dte Regional Atmospheric Trmmport Code for
Ha:fiord Emission Trazking (RATCHET)," from J.E. Till (TSP) to D. B. Shipler (BNW), July 12, 1993.
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In RATCHET, the actual calculationof or is done in incrementsto avoid problems associated
with spatial andtemporal changes in conditions. The equations implemented in the code are

ar(t+At) = Or(t) + 0.SavAt (2.40)
J

for the first hour, and

ar(t+At) - Or(t)+ CsyAt (2.41)

after the first hour. Given typical meteorological conditions, the change in algorithms at the end of
the first hour generally results in an increase in the growth rate of puffs during the next several hours.

This increased growth of ar is consistent with the growth of ay shown in data compiled by Gifford
(1982) for travel times in the 1 to 24 hour range.

Vertical Diffusion Coeffidents

The vertical diffusion coefficients may be estimated using an equationsimilar to Equation(2.36),

with az replacingar, aw replacing ov, and fz(t) replacing fy(t), respectively. It is

az = awtfz(t) (2.42)

When this equation is applied to releases within the mixing layer, growth of az is limited by the
mixing-layer depth. When it is applied to releases above the mixing layer, aw is set to 0.01 meters
per second, and az is limited by the effective release height. In either case the result is that after a
few minutes, ar is generally much larger than az.

Two forms for the nondimensional function fz(t) are used by Petersen and Lavdas (1986). These
are for unstable and neutral conditions

fz(t) = I (2.43)

and for stable conditions and above the mixing layer

fz(t) = [1 + 0.9(trri)l/2] -l (2.44)

• where Ti = 50 s.

Within the RATCHET code, diffusion coefficients are not computed directly from Equa-
, tions (2.38), (2.39), and (2.42). They are computed from the time derivativesof these equations to

permit the diffusion coefficients to properly reflect the effects of changing physical conditions. Initial
diffusion coefficients are determined from the effluent flow at the release point to ensure that the
concentration of radionuclides in the atmosphere is no greater than the concentration at the release
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point. The diffusion rates following release dependon travel time (wind speed), atmospheric
stability, surface roughness, andheight of the atmosphericmixing layer. All of these factors are
functions of both time and space.

2.6.3 Estimation of Turbulence Parameters

The turbulenceparametersov and ow are needed for calculationof the diffusion coefficients.
These parameter are estimatedas they are needed in RATCHETusing atmosphericboundarylayer
relationships.

The relationshipsused in RATCHET for stable and neutral conditions are those given by Hanna
et al. (1982) relatingthe standarddeviations of the lateraland vertical components of turbulenceto
the friction velocity and other atmosphericboundarylayer parameters. The expression for stable
atmosphericconditions is

av = ow = u, 1.3(1 - zp/H) (2.45)

where Zpis the puff transport height and is below 0.9H. Above 0.9H,

ov = ow = 0.13u (2.46)

For neutral conditions throughoutthe entire depth of the mixing layer, the expression used is

¢;v= aw = u, 1.3exp(-2fZp/U,) (2.47)

Equation (2.46) is used above the mixin"g layer in neutral conditions.

For unstable conditions, RATCHET uses an expression given by Hannaet al. (1982) for av. It
is

ov = u, (12- 0.5H/L)I/3 (2.48)

Three expressions are used to estimate aw in unstableconditions. If the puff transport height is in the
lower half of the mixing layer, ow is computedfrom

ow = 1.3u, (1.0 - 3.0zp/L) 1/3 (2.49)

and if the effective transport height is in the upperhalf of the mixing layer, it is computedfrom

it
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ow - 1.3u,(1.0- 1.51-I/L)I/3 (2.50)

The first of these relationshipswas proposed by Panofsky et al. (i977). The second follows from the
first if it is assumed that the ow is independentof height for z_ between 0.5H and H. Above theis

mixing layer it is assumed that the atmosphereis stable. Thus, ov and ow are both computed using
Equation(2.36).

Ultimately, a lower boundof 0.01 m/s is used for both ov and ow. This lower boundis applied
for all heights and stabilities.

The friction velocity (u,) is computedas needed for estimating diffusion coefficients. When
computedfor this purpose, it is based on the wind speed, atmospheric stability, and surface roughness
at the nearestnode of the environmentalgrid. The diabaticprofile relationshipsare used in the
computation.

2.7 Transformation, Deposition, Depletion, and Decay

I_OILT2 (Ramsdelland Burk 1991a) used simple methods for calculatingdry and wet
deposition. The original purposeof including deposition in the biESOI family of models was to
identify areas where field teams should be sent to measure surface contamination. In thatcontext,
simple deposition models were adequate. More sophisticatedmethods of calculatingdeposition have
been added to RATCHET.

The model is now capable of treatingfour types of material--noble gases, nonreactive(slightly)
gases, reactive gases, and particles. Noble gases do not deposit. The remainingtypes of material
deposit at rates that del_nd on the material. Iodine is treated as a special type of material. The mass
of iodine released to the atmospheremay be partitionedinto nonreactivegas, reactive gas, and
particulatecomponents, and deposition is calculatedt_ing a weighted averageof deposition rates.

Surface contaminationis computedat nodes on the concentrationgrid. Spacing between nodes is
6 roUes. The accumulationperiod for surface contaminationends at midnighteach day. Material
deposited on the surface is removed from the puffs to maintaina mass balance.

2.7.1 Chemical and Physical Transformation

Iodine exists in three general forms in the atmosphere. It is found in organic (slightly reactive)
gases (e.g., CH31), in inorganic (reactive) gases (e.g., 12), _d attachedto aerosol particles. These
forms have significantly differentdeposition characteristics. For example, Voilleque and Keller

• (1981) give typical deposition velocities for CH31, I2, and particles as 0.00001, 0.01, and
0.001 metersper second, respectively.

. Burger (1991) states that the iodine should evolve from the dissolutionprocess in the elemental
form. Ludwick (1964) presents data on the change in the partitioningof iodine with distance
following release of elemental iodine (12). In the time that it took the iodine to travel 3200 meters
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(2 miles), abouttwo-thirdsof the iodine had changedform. Approximatelyone-third of the iodine
was in organic species, and the remainingthird was associated with particulatematerial. The
partitioningof iodine at 3200 meters in Ludwick'sexperiments is consistent with the results of other
measurementsof iodine in plumes from stacks at the HartfordSite (Ludwick 1967; Perkins 1963,
1964), with the partitioningof iodine in the plume following the Chernobylreactoraccident (Aoyama

It

et al. 1986; Bondiettiand Brantley 1986; Cambrayet al. 1987; Mueck 1988), and with the partition-
ing of naturaliodine in the atmosphere (Voflleque 1979). Consequently, RATCHET assumes that the
partitioningof iodine is independentof travel time.

RATCHETmodels the deposition of each of the three forms individually. It can also model the
deposition of a mixture of the forms. Iodine partitioningis specified through three inputparameters
in the run-specificationfile. Thus, the partitioningmay be changed from one model run to the next.

2.7,2 Dry Deposition

The fate of depositionof materialon surfaces is proportionalto the concentrationof the material
near the surface. The proportionalityconstant between the concentration in the air and the flux of
material to the surface is the depositionvelocity. A constantvalue of 0.01 meters per second was
assumed for depositionof iodine-131 in MESOILT2 0tamsdell and Burk 1991a).

The currentgenerationof applied models estimates depositionusing an analogy with electrical
systems. The deposition process is assumed to be controlledby a networkof resistances, and the
depositionvelocity is the inverse of the total resistance of the network. Resistancesare associated
with atmosphericconditions;physical and chemical characteristics of the material; and the physical,
chemical, andbiological properties of the surface. Seinfeld (1986) describes the resistance analogy.

Following the resistanceanalogy, the total resistance in RATCHET is made up of three
components: aerodynamicresistance, surface-layerresistance, and transfer resistance. Thus, the
depositionvelocity is computedby

dvd ffi(ra . r, . rt)-1 (2.51)

where dvd -----dry deposition velocity (m/s)
ra ,- aerodynamic resistance (s/m)
r, = surface-layerresistance (s/m)
rt _- transfer resistance (s/m).

Equation (2.51) is used in the MESOPUFF II model (Scire et al. 1984).

The aerodynamicresistance is a functionof wind, atmosphericstability, and surface roughness.
It is estimatedas
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ra = U(h)/u,2 (2.52)

where h is 10 meters.

The surface resistance is a function of wind andsurface roughness. In RATCHET it is
estimatedas

" rs = 2.6/(0.4u ,) (2.53)

where 2.6 is a dimensionlessempirical constant and 0.4 is von Karman's constant.i

Finally, transferresistance is associated with the characteristicsof the depositing materialand
surface type. For example, Wesley and Hicks (1977) associate transfer resistance with stomatal
openings in plants. In RATCHET, the transferresistance is used as a mathematical means of placing
a lower limit on the total resistance. User_ ;ntertransfer resistanceestimates using the run-
specification file.

Both ra and r, become small as the wind speed increases. If the transfer resistance is set to zero
for neutral conditions when the ratio of U/u. is typically about 10, the dry deposition velocity com-
putedusing Equation(2.51) increases from about0.006 meters per second for a wind speed of
1 metersper second to greater than 0.06 metersper second when the wind speed is 10 metersper
second. Deposition velocities at the upperend of this range are higher than normally assumed for
most reactivegases, and the entire range of deposition velocities is above the range of deposition
velocities measured for fine particles (- 1 micron) and nonreactivegases. Assuming transfer resis-
tances of 10 seconds per meter for reactive gases and 100 seconds per meter for fine particles yields
dry deposition velocities thatare more consistent with reportedvalues. Figure 2.7 shows the varia-
tion in depositionvelocity calculatedfor reactive gases with wind speed and stability using Equa-
tions (2.51), (2.52), and (2.53) and a 10 seconds per meter transferresistance. The variation in
deposition velocity for fine particles shown in Figure 2.8 assumes a transfer resistanceof 100 seconds
per meter.

Equation(2.51) applies specifically to dry depositionof gases. It may be extended to calculation
of deposition velocities for particulatematerial with a relativelyminor modification that incorporates
the gravitational settling velocity of the particles. However, as a practicalmatter, deposition of fine
particles (- 1 micron) may be estimated using Equation(2.51) because the settling velocity is small
compared to the ra"tand rs"l.

Droppo et al. (1983) and Droppo (1985) published dry depositiondatafor ozone that include
values of U and u,. Figure 2.9 shows a comparison of deposition velocities predictedusing Equa-
tions (2.51), (2.52), and(2.53), anda transfer resistanceof 10 seconds per meter with Droppo's
measuredvalues. The predictedvalues tend to be higher than the observed values, but the correlation
betw_n predicted and observed values is as expected. McMahon and Denison (1979), Sehmel
(1980), and Seinfeld (1986) all show dataindicating that elemental (reactive) iodine tends to have a
higher deposition velocity than ozone. Thus, the bias in the model depositionvelocity estimates
shown in Figure 2.9 is consistent with use of the model for predictionof reactive iodine deposition
velocities.
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Separate dry deposition velocities are computedfor each type of materialin RATCHET. If the
material exists simultaneously in more than one form, RATCHET computes a weighted-averagedry
deposition velocity. Such is the case with iodine. The dry deposition velocity for iodine is the
weighted averageof dry deposition velocities computedfor nonreactivegases, reactive gases, and
particles. The averaging weights for each form are based on the fractionof the iodine in the form.
These fractions are inputparameters entered by the user through the run-specificationfile. The
fractions are constantduring a model run, but they may be changed from one model run to the next.

2.7.3 Wet Deposition

MESOILT'2modeled wet deposition assuming washout of both gases and particleswith a wash-
out coefficient that was a coarse function of precipitationtype and rate. RATCHET treats wet deposi-
tion of gases and particlesseparately. Wet depositionof gases is modeled assuming equilibrium
between gas concentrationsin the air and precipitation. Wet deposition of particlesis modeled using

, a washout coefficient assuming irreversiblecollection of particles as the precipitationfalls through the
puffs. Slinn (1984) provides a comprehensive discussion of precipitationscavenging of particles and
gases.

Scavenging rates for gases are based on solubility, assuming equilibriumconditions between the
concentrationof the gas in the air near the ground and in the precipitation. With this assumption, the
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scavenging rate for gases is expressed as a wet depositionvelocity. Slinn (1984) gives the following
equationfor estimating wet deposition velocities for gases:

d_ = c S Pr (2.54)

where dvwis the wet depositionvelocity, S is a solubility coefficient, Pr is the precipitationrate
(water equivalent for snow) in millimeters per hour, andc is a conversion factorfrom millimeters per
hour to meters per second. "

RATCHET includes defaultprecipitationrates of 0.1, 3 and 5 millimetersper hour for light,
moderate, andheavy rain, respectively. The correspondingdefault precipitationrates for light,
moderate, and heavy snow are 0.03, 1.5, and 3.3 millimeters per hour, respectively. These rates are
consistent with hourly precipitationrates observed at the HartfordSite.

The solubility coefficients used in Equation(2.54) are inversely relatedto the Henry's Law
constantfor the gas. Users are required to enter solubility coefficients using the run-specificationfile.
Slinn (1984) provides guidance in their selection. Assuming a solubility coefficient of 500 for
reactive gases gives the wet depositionvelocities shown in Table 2.2 for the defaultprecipitationrates
in RATCHET. Wet depositionvelocities for nonreactivegases are aboutthree orders of magnitude
lower. If both nonreactive andreactive gases are present, RATCHET calculatesa weighted-average
wet deposition velocity.

Table 2.2. Typical Wet Deposition Velocities for Gases and Particle-WashoutCoefficients

Deoosition Velocity (m/s)
- Particle-Washout

Reactive Nonreactive Coefficient (l/hr)

Light Rain 1.4 E-5 1.4 E-8 0.254

Moderate Rain 4.2 E-4 4.2 E-7 3.26

Heavy Rain 6.9 E-4 6.9 E-7 4.78

S_venging of nonreactive gases by precipitationis extremely limited, k may be neglected by
setting the appropriatesolubility coefficient to zero in the run-specificationfile. Scavenging of both
highly reactive and nonreactive gases by snow when the temperatureis less than -3°C is low.
RATCHET ignores scavenging of gases under these conditions.

The wet deposition model for particles assumes thatprecipitationfalls through the full vertical
extent of the puffs and collects particles by collision. The scavenging rate for particles is expressed
as a washoutcoefficient, which is the fraction of the airbornematerial removed by precipitationeach
hour.
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RATCHET uses the following expression, which is discussed in Slinn (1984), for computing
washout of particles by rain:

A = (C E Pr)/(0.35PrPnTM) (2.55)m

where A = washout coefficient (hr"1)
C ffi empirical constantassumed to have a value of 0.5
E = averagecollision efficiency assumed to be 1.0

Pr - precipitationrate (mm/hr)
Pn - normalized precipitationrate (Pr/lmm/hr).

Table 2.2 shows particlewashout coefficients for the default rainfallrates in RATCHET.

During periods of snow, the washoutcoefficient for particles is computedusing

A = 0.2Pr (2.56)

Scavenging of gases takes place when the temperatureis near freezing. When the temperaturefalls
below -3°C scavenging ceases becauseof change_ in the physical characterof the precipitation.

2.7,4 Surface Contamination

Given the dry andwet depositionvelocities, the surface contaminationthat accumulatedat
any point duringa short period is computedas

SCli(:_,y) = dv Xi(x,y)At (2.57)

where SCli(x,y ) = mass or activity deposited (Ci/m2) at x,y from puff i

dv - total deposition velocity, dye "4"_ (m/s)
Xi(x,y) - ground-level concentration(Ci/m) in puff i

At = time period (s).

Equation(2.57) simply states that surface contaminationin an interval is equal to the productof a
transfer coefficient (depositionvelocity), the concentration in the air, and the time period.

To this contamination,RATCHET adds the contaminationresulting from the washout of
particles. This additional contaminationis computedusing

v

A Qi exp[-0.5(r/ar) 2] At
sc2i(x,y)- (2.58)

,, 211"0"r2
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where SC2i(x,y) - mass deposited at x,y from puff i by washout of particles
A ffi washout coefficient (hr"1)

Qi ffi mass in puff i
r = horizontaldistance of x,y from the center of the puff

or ffi horizontaldiffusion coefficient (m) ,
At ffi time period (hr).

Equation (2.58) is derived by substitutinga washout coefficient for the depositionvelocity in
Equation(2.58) and then integratingthe equationfrom ground level throughthe vertical extent of the
puff

The total surface contaminationat x,y duringany period ,_t is the sum of the contributionsof all
puffs:

SC(x,y) = _ [SCli(x,y) + SC2i(x,y)] (2.59)
1

2.7.,$ Depletion

RATCHET maintainsa mass balance. Materialdeposited on the surface by dry and wet
deposition is removed from the material in the puff by decreasing the total mass of the puff. Material
is not selectively removed from the bottom of the puff. This approach,which is a variationof the
source-depletionmodel described in Hannaet al. (1982), was used in MESOILT2.

In _e atmosphere,depositionresults in a mass deficit in the layer of air next to the surface.
Source-depletionmodels instantaneouslypropagatethis deficit throughthe full vertical extent of the
puff. This ProPagationis unrealistic, particularlyin stable atmosphericconditions. Using the
resistance analogy to estimate depositionvelocities does not deal with this problemexplicitly.
However, using the resistance analogy results in lower depositionvelocities during stableconditions,
which reduces the magnitudeof the error.

The mass removed from each puff is determinedfrom analytical integration of the deposition
flux over the area covered by the puff andcomputationinterval. The mass removedfrom each puff
to account for dry deposition of particles and dry and wet deposition of gases is computedusing

25" ee

_Qdf_t [ ! dvxrdrd0 (2.60)OOrO

Substituting the definition of X from Equation(2.29) for X and performing the integration, toe
decrease in material becomes

AQ d = 2dvQG(z)At/[2_.)l/2oz] (2.61) ,
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During periods of precipitation,the additionalrateof mass loss from a puff by washout of
particles is determinedby integratingthe washout rate over the areacovered by the puff

2ff oe

. [ ! AQF<rrdrdOO 0 r 0 2ft_r 2

When this integration is carried out, the rate of loss is equal to the product of the mass in the puff
and the washout coefficient. Thus,

AQw = Q[I.0 - exp(-AAt)] (2.63)

This loss of mass is distributedthroughoutthe puff.

RATCHET computes depletion at the end of ¢ach time step. If there is no precipitation, the
mass remainingin the puff is computed assuming only dry deposition as

(2.64)
Qij+l = Qij - AQd

where i is the puff index andj is a time index. When there is precipitation,the depletion calculation
is

Qij+l = Qij exp(-Aat) - AQd (2.65)

2.7.6 Radioactive Decay

The atmospherictransportmodel accounts for radioactivedecay of radionuclides with half-lives
of 30 days or less. Daughter radionuclides are not consideredby the atmospherictransport model.
However, they are addressed in the dose models, as appropriate.

The activity of radionuclides in the atmosphereis decreasedhourly to account for decay in the
atmosphere. The correction for decay in the puffs is made at the end of each hour using

Qij+l = Qij exp(-kAt) (2.66)

- where X is the radionuclide decay constant (hr"1)and At is 1 hour.

Deposited activity is decreased using a decay correctionfactorto account for decay until
o midnighton the day of d:_Jposition.This decay correction factor, df(t), is

df(t) = exp[-X(23 - t)] (2.67)
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where t is the time of day in hours at the beginning of the depositionperiod. The decay correction
factor is appliedas material is deposited if the half-life of the material is 30 days or less. Assuming
the deposition in any time period is given by Equation(2.59), the surface contaminationat x, y at the
end of the day is calculatedas

tf

24NPH

SC(x,y) = _ [SCj(x,y)df(t)] (2.68)
j=l

where j is a time index associated with the time of day, andthe upper limit of the summationis the
numberof samplingperiods in a day.

2.8 Uncertainty

One of the primaryreasons for the extensive revision of the MESOILT2code was to facilitate
the incorporationof uncertaintyin model calculations. When the numberof sources of uncertaintyis
large and the variables in the model are correlated, a good deal of care must be taken in the way in
which uncertainty is incorporated. Among the potentialproblemsis the compoundingof effects of
uncertainty in an unrealisticmanner.

RATCHETis basically a deterministicmodel. No single model runprovides informationon
uncertainty. However, RATCHETcan produce sets of _'esults(time-integratedair concentrationsand
surface contamination)which, while consistent with all availabledata, are yet differentbecause
RATCHET includes methods for incorporatinginformationon the uncertaintyin model parameters
and input data. A detailed analysis of the results of a set of model runs is necessary in order to
evaluate the uncertaintyin the RATCHET output.

RATCHET treats uncertaintyin two ways. Uncertaintiesin wind directionand speed,
atmosphericstability class, Monin-Obukhovlength, precipitationrate, and mixing-layerheight are
treated explicitly within the code. Uncertainties in othermodel parameters such as release rates and
iodine partitioningcan be treated in model input. The explicit treatment of uncertaintyin the
variables and parameters listed above leads to the implicit treatment of uncertaintyin all model
calculationsusing these variables and parameters.

2.8.1 Random Sampling within RATCHET

RATCHET uses random samplin._from specified distributionsto representthe uncertaintyin
meteorologicaldata and model parameters that are observed or determinedexternal to the model.
Specifically, random sampling is limited to wind directions and wind speeds, stability class, Monin-
Obukhovlength, precipitationrates, and station mixing-layerdepths. This limitation preserves the ,
physically based correlations among other model parametersand variables. Random sampling is
controlledby the user through the run-specification file. It is selected by entering nonzero random-
numberseeds for those variables to be sampled randomly. The following paragraphs describe the u

random sampling within RATCHET by variable.
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When randomsamplingis selected by entering random-numberseeds in the run-specification
file, a large number of samples is drawn in each model run. The number is sufficiently large that it
is highly likely that samples will be drawn from the full range of the distribution. Therefore, simple
random sampling is used within RATCHET. Simple random samplingand an alternative, stratified

_, sampling, are discussed in the HEDR uncertaintyand sensitivity analyses plan (Simpson and Ramsdell
1993).

, Wind Direction

Wind direction dataprior to 1965 are recorded by compass points (N, NNE,...,S,...,NNW,N).
Eachcompass point representsa 22.5 ° sector. This imprecision in the recorded wind directiondata
is a significant source of uncertaintyin atmospherictransportcalculations and, therefore, in the
uncertaintyin concentrationanddose estimates at specific points (Ramsdelland Burk 1991b). At low
wind speeds, the uncertainty in wind directionis greaterthan the imprecision in the recorded values.
There is a thresholdspeed below which wind instrumentsdo not respondproperly. Wind directions
may be meaningless, and wind speeds are likely to be too low.

RATCHETsamples from a uniformdistributionto incorporatethe uncertainty in wind directions
because the wind directionis aboutas likely to be in one partof the range of uncertainty as it is to be
in any other. The width of the uniform distributionis a function of wind speed. When the wind
speed is reportedas calm, the width of the distributionranges from 0 to 360 °. The distribution
narrows as the wind speed decreases until the width of the distributionequals the imprecisionin the
recorded values. The method used to vary the width of the distributionin RATCHET is based on a
proceduredescribedby Schere and Coates(1992).

Other sources of uncertaintyin wind directions are not considered by the random-sampling
algorithmin RATCHET. These sources of uncertainty include

• one-minuteobservationsthat may not be representativeof the average wind directionfor the
hour

• instrument exposures that may cause observed wind directions to differ systematically from the
directions that are representative for the region of measurement

• changes in wind direction with height thatmay cause elevated plumes to move in a direction that
is different from the one predict_ from the reportedwind direction.

Reports on wind field modeling (Ramsdelland Skyllingstad 1993) and on the HEDR meteorological.
database (Stage et al. 1993) describe these sources of uncertainty in more detail.

° WindSpeed

Wind speeds are recorded in meteorological records in integer values in a variety of units. This
, imprecision in wind speeds is addressed in RATCHET. RATCHETalso addresses the additional

uncertaintyin wind speeds near and below the instrumentthreshold. In general, the threshold speed
of the wind instrumentsused in the 1940s was about 1 meter per second or 2 miles per hour.
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When randomsampling of winds is selected, wind speed is drawn from a uniform probability
distributionbecause with a given wind observation there is no reason to assume that the actual speed
is more or less likely to be in any part of the range of values. The width of the distributionis two
reportingunits when the reported wind speed is greaterthan O. When a calm wind is reported,a
wind speed between O mid 2 is used if the wind is reportedin miles per hour or knots. If the wind
speed is report,_! in meters per second, a speed between 0 and 1 is used.

Wind speed measurementsare subject to uncertaintyfrom factors other than the imprecision in I

the recordeddataand errors due to instrumentthreshold. This uncertaintymay result from poor
instrumentexposure and observer bias. However, within the context of atmospherictransport and
diffusion modeling, these errors may be assumed to be a minor source of uncertainty in model
predictions relative to uncertaintiesin wind directionand stability. No attempthas been made to
account for uncertaintyassociated with these errors.

Stability Class

Atmospheric stability is a fundamentalconcept in meteorology, but it cannotbe calculated
directly from the data available for the HEDR studyperiod. Therefore, stabilitymust be estimated
from the limited datathatare available.

Methods of estimating stabilityclasses proposedby Gifford (1961), Pasquill (1961), and Turner
(1964) are based on data that are available in routine meteorologicalobservations. These methods
form the basis of the procedurethat the National Climatic Data Center uses to estimate stability
classes from climatological data(Hatch 1988).

Golder (1972) compares stability-class estimates madeat five locatious using the method
proposed by Pasquill andTurner's variation. The results of this comparison, presented in Golder
(1972, Figure 3), show reasonable agreement among the hourly stabiliW-classestimates. However,
there are other studies such as the study of Luna and Church (1972) which show that these stability
classes have a much wider range of uncertaintywhen attemptingto estimate the turbulence
characteristics that are related to diffusion.

RATCHET allows users to specify the uncertaintyassociated with stability-class estimates. This
uncertaintyis representedby a set of seven conditionalcumulativefrequencydistributions---one
conditionalcumulativefrequency distributionfor each stability class. The details of the distributions
are suppliedby the user througha stabilityclass uncertaintyfile. The name of the file is included in
the run-specificationfile. Section 3.3.5 describes the stability class uncertaintyfile used in the HEDR
Project.

Monin-Obukhov Length

9

Stability classes are discrete estimatesof atmosphericstability. However, boundary-layer
similarity theory uses the reciprocal of Monin-Obukhovlength, l/L, which is a continuousvariable to
representstability. Figure 2.4, based on Figure 5 of Golder's (1972) paper, provides a basis for
converting stability class to Monin-Obukhovlength. Figure 2.4 shows the ranges of the reciprocal of
the Monin-Obukhovlength that is consistent with a given surface roughness length and stability class.
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When randomsamplingof I/L is selected by enteringa random-numberseed in the run-
specificationfile, specific values of I/L are obtainedfrom the appropriateI/L range as needed. The
upperand lower bounds of the range are computed from surface roughnessand the stabilityclass. A
random value between 0 and 1 is obtained and used to calculate a value of I/L, assuming that I/L is

_' uniformly distributedwithin the range.

Precipitation Rates

Precipitationrates are used to compute wet deposition. Precipitationrates are not normally
included in hourlymeteorological observations. However, the currentweatherobservationprovides
an indicationof the precipitationrate at the time of observation. In RATCHET, currentweatheris
used to determineprecipitationclass. If random sampling of precipitationrates is selected by entering
a nonzero random-numberseed in the run-specificationfile, precipitationrates are drawnfrom hourly
precipitationratecumulativefrequency distributions. A precipitationratecumulativefrequency
distributionis needed for each precipitationtype for every precipitationregion. The cumulative
frequencydistributionsmust be contained in a user-suppliedfile. The file name is enteredthrough
the run-specificationfile.

When random samplingof precipitationrate is selected, station precipitationratesare drawn
from the cumulative frequencydistributionsfor the precipitationregime in which the station is
located. When precipitationfields are prepared, the precipitationrate at each node is determinedby
the precipitationrateat the neareststation. If the station and node are in the same regime, the rate
_or the station is used. If the station and node are in differentregimes, an inter-regimeadjustment
factor is appliedto the station precipitationrateto determinethe node precipitationrate. With three
precipitationregimes, nine inter-regimeadjustmentfactorsmust be suppliedby the user. These fac-
tors are enteredas the last record inthe precipitationratedistributionfile. Details of the file are
discussed in Section 3.3.3.

Mixing-Layer Depth

RATCHETcomputes mixing-layer depthsfrom the friction velocity and Monin-Obukhov length.
Variations in the stability class and in the computedvalues of the friction velocity and Mo,dn-
Obukhovlength lead to variations in the computedmixing-layer depths. An additionalmeans of
varying calculated mixing-layer depthsat stations has been incorporatedin RATCHET. If random
sampling for mixing-layer depth is selected, values for the constants k in Equation(2.10) and in
Equation(2.11) are selected at random from the ranges suggested in the |iteramre (see Section 2.3.3)
assuminguniform distributions. This additionalsource of variability is not expected to have a
significant effect on the model predictionsbecause the model does not use the calculated mixing-layer
depths in all cases. Section 2.3.3 describes the rules used to determinewhen the calculated values
will be used.

RATCHETdoes not include a method for internallyvarying defaultmixing-layer depths.
However, the default mixing-layer depths can be changed from one model run to the next by
changing the default mixing layer file.

In general, the model output is not sensitive to uncertaintyin the individual station mixing-layer
depths because the station mixing-layer depths and station coordinatesare used to calculate a
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regression planethat describes the spatialvariationof the mixing-layerdepth over the model domain
in an average sense. The mixing-layerdepthsused in model calculationsare determinedfrom the
coordinatesof the puff and the equationof the plane. If the regression is not significant at the lO-
percent level, the averagemixing-layerdepth for all stationsis used. In either situation,the effect of
random samplingon calculationof the individualstationmixing-layerdepths is likely to be
minimized.

2.8.2 Uncertainty Treated Externally ..

There are several sources of uncertaintyin the model calculationsthat are not treatedinternally
by RATCHET. These sources of uncertaintymay be treated externally by the user if the user varies
the model input from runto run. Model parameters that can be changed using inputin the run
specificationfile include:

* the proportionalityconstantused in calculatingdiffusion coefficients at travel times in excess of
an hour

• the partitioningof effluent among differentspecies

• the transfer resistancesused in calculatingdry depositionvelocities

• the solubility coefficients used in calculating wet depositionvelocities of gases

• the stack parametersused in calculatingplume rise.

In addition, users may vary the informationin files used to define source terms, surface roughness
length fields, anddefault mixing-layerdepthto account for uncertainty.

When uncertaintyis treatedexternally, the numberof samples drawnfrom the distribution
describing the uncertaintyis relativelysmall. Consequently, a stratified sampling procedure shouldbe
used to ensure thatsamples are drawnfrom the full range of the distribution. In stratified sampling,
the rangeof the distributionis subdivided into regions of equal probabilityand an equal numberof
samples is drawn from each region. Stratifiedsamplingwas used in the HEDR Projectto select the
diffusion coefficient proportionalityconstantand the effluentpartitioningcoefficients; the other
parameters were not varied.

Treating the source-term uncertaintyexternally is essential in the HEDR Project because it is the
only way of applyingrealistic physical constraints to the release times andmagnitudes in the source-
term time series. If the source-term time series were to be generatedwithin the atmosphericmodel,
random sampling of release times and rates could lead to unrealisticrelease scenarios. For example,
if release rates early in a run segment are too low, unrealistically high release rates might be required
at the end of the segment to match a known monthlytotal release.

In the HEDR Project, source-term uncertaintyis treatedusing a set of 100 realizationsof release
rates andtimes generatedby the HEDR source-termmodel. Each realizationof the complete source-
term time series is based on and consistent with availablereactor and fuel-processing plant records.
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WhenRATCHET uses a differentrealizationof source-termtime sequence in each model run, the
variabilityin atmosphericmodel outputreflects the uncertaintyin both the source-termand
atmosphericmodels.

2.9 RATCHET Model Evaluation

_" Napier et al. (1993) describe the model-validationplan for the Hanford EnvironmentalDose
IntegratedCodes (HEDRIC), which includeRATCHET. The plan describes the general strategy for
model validation. This strategy includes,four steps. These steps are:

• peer review of the models during model development
• verification of the computer implementationof the models
• verification of the assumptionsand parameters in the codes
• comparison of code predictionswith measurements.

Experts in descriptionof the atmosphericboundarylayer and in transport and diffusion have been
involved in the developmentof the RATCHET code (Ramsdell 1992). Otherexperts acted as peer
reviewers duringdevelopment. A third set of experts reviewed the code andpreliminarydocumen-
tation for the CDC. (') These reviews have addressedthe models, parameters, and assumptionsin
RATCHET. The RATCHET code has undergoneextensive developer tests. These tests checked
individualprogram elements (subroutinesand functions) and integrationof the elements within
RATCHET. An independentreview of the code was conductedfollowing completion of the
developer's tests.

The HEDR model-validationplan describes eight sets of monitoring dataused to validate the
models in HEDRIC, including RATCHET. The measured data in seven of the eight data sets are
iodine-131 concentrations in vegetation or iodine-131 thyroid or body burdens. In these cases,
comparisons of model predictions with measured dataprovide information on the performance of a
sequence of models without providinginformationon the specific models in the sequence. The
results of these comparisons are presentedby Napier et al (1994).

The eighth data set is a set of measurementsof krypton-85made between November 1983 and
September 1987 at 10 locations on the perimeterof the Hanford Site and in nearbycommunities.
These data may be compared directly with RATCHET output. This section focuses on the compari-
son of RATCHET predictions with krypton-85measurements.

2.9.1 Krypton-8$ Monitoring Data

The krypton-85 monitoringprogram was in place when the PUREX plant, which is a major
" source of krypton-85, was restartedin 1983. The monitoring program collected air samples by

slowly pumping about0.3 m3 of air into a bag over a 4-week period. Following samplecollection,
the kryptonwas cryogenically separated from the rest of the sample andcounted in a low-temperature

(a) Letter (HEDR ProjectOffice DocumentNo. 09930289), "Reviewof the Regional AtmosphericTransportCode for
HartfordEmission Tracking (RATCHET)," from J.E. Till (TSP) to D. B. Shipler (BNW), July 12, 1993.
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liquid scintillationcounter with a detectionlimit of about2 pCi/m3. For samples above background,
the :/=2_counting error is about I0 percent of the measuredvalue (Woodruff 1988).

Table 2.3 lists the krypton-85monitoring locations, their positions relative to the PUREX plant,
the time period duringwhich the samples were collected, and the numberof samples collected. Two
air samplers were located at the 300 Area Trench on the northside of the 300 Area. Occasionally,
the samplers were operated simultaneously. The data from the periods of simultaneousoperation
provide a second means of estimatinguncertaintiesin the krypton-85data. Figure 2.10 shows a

._,

comparison of krypton-85concentrationsmeasuredby the two samplers. In general, there is good
correlationbetween the measured values. Despite the good correlationand the small counting error,
differences of the order of a factor of two do occur. Nevertheless, the quality of these data is better
than can be expected for other datasets used in validation.

The _ton-85 data provide an opportunityto evaluate RATCHET's ability to predict monthly
time-integratedair concentrationsfor a nondepositingmaterial. Neither the measured nor the pre-
dicted concentrations are affectedby deposition. The concentrationsare a function of the release rate
and timing, atmospherictransport, and diffusion. Based on analysis of krypton-85data, errors in
RATCHET depositioncalculations and in subsequentHEDRICmodel components will not affect
model evaluation.

Table 2.3. Krypton-85Monitoring StationData

Bearing/Distance Monitoring Number of
Monitoring Locatio_ from PUREX (deg)/(km_ _ Samples

300 Area Trench 136/26 1983-1987 42
1983-1987 25

Fir Road 120/24 1984-1987 34

Prosser Barricade 154/19 1984-1987 28

Ringold 090/22 1983-1987 40

Sagehili 054/24 1984-1987 32
Pasco 136/46 1986-1987 22

Eltopia 105/40 1986-1987 15

Othello 043/41 1986-1987 18

Sunnyside 234/43 1984-1987 41
Yakima 272/77 1986-1987 18

.4
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Figure 2.10. Comparisonof Krypton-85Concentrationsin Samples Collected by Two
Different Air Samplers at the Same Location

2.9.2 Krypton-85Source Term

The environmentalmonitoringreportsfor 1983 through 1987 (Price et al. 1984; Price et al.
1985; Price 1986; PNL 1987; Jaquishand Mitchell 1988) list the annualreleases nf krypton-85by
area from the HanfordSite. These reports indicate that the 200 Area (PUREX Ceparationsplant)
released approximately1,690,000 curies of krypton-85duringthis period. The PUREX plant releases
overwhelmed releases from any other locatiox2at the HanfordSite. The only other krypton-85
releases mentioned in these reportswere 350 curies released from the 400 Area (Fast Flux Test
Facility) in 1985 and 45,000 curies released from the 100 Area (N Reactor) in 1986.

PUREX plant processing recordsprovide sufficient informationto reconstructapproximate
hourly release rates from November 1983 throughSeptember 1987. These records included

• fuel charged into the dissolvers (datesand amounts)
• periods of dissolution (number, time, and duration)by dissolver
• total amountof fuel dissolved each month.

The following assumptions were made in convening this information and the total numberof curies of
krypton-85released from PUREX each year to hourly release rates:
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• the numberof curies of krypton-85released per hour was constantduringdissolution

• the krypton-85hourly release ratefrom PUREX was equal to the sum of the release rates
computedfor the active dissolvers

d

• the numberof curies of lra'ypton-85released per ton of fuel processed was constant duringa
year.

Figure 2.11 shows the monthly totalsof the krypton-85releases estimatedwith these assumptions.
Hourly release rates within each month were highly variablebecause the dissolutionof reactor fuel is
a batchprocess andthe numberof dissolvers in operationat any time ranged from zero to three.
Typically, dissolutionlasted for about 12 hours.

The hourly krypton-85release ratesestimated for use in RATCHETevaluationdo not account
for the uncertaintyinherentin the estimates. The variability in RATCHETconcentrationestimates
will be underestimatedbecause this uncertaintyhas not been addressed :n model calculations. The
assumptionsused to generate thehourly release rate estimates are clearly sources of errors, and the
errorsmay not be random. The effect of errors associated with the assumptionthat the rate of release
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Figure 2.11. Monthly Krypton.85Releases from the PUREX Plant, November 1983 -
September 1987
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of krypton-85is constantduringdissolutionis likely to be minimized by the long sample collection
period. Similarly, the effect of errors in estimates of the time and durationof dissolutionperiods may
be minimized by the averaging done in sample collection. In contrast, the assumption that the curies
of krypton-85released per ton of fuel processed is constant throughouta year may not be minimized

" by the sample collection.

2.9.3 Meteorological Data
D

Meteorologicaldata for 1983 through1987 used for the earlierHEDR calculations (Ramsdell
and Burk 1991b) were used to calculate krypton-85concentrations for comparisonwith the krypton-85
monitoringdata. These data consist of the meteorologicalobservations at HMS and 12 other regular
weather observationstations in and near the model domain. Tl:e meteorological data also include
wind directions and speeds for 25 surface stationson and adjacentto the HartfordSite that comprise
the HanfordTelemetry Network.

Data for six of the telemetry stations near the PUI_EX.PIantwere not used in order to ensure
that the wind at the 200-foot level of the HMS tower received proper weight in determiningthe wind
field in the vicinity of the release point. Data from two other stations (RattlesnakeMountain and
Gable Mountain)were not used because they are more representativeof winds aloft than they are of
winds near the surface.

All of the wind directions for this period are reportedin 10-degree increments. This resolution
is better than the wind direction resolutionin the meteorological data set used by RATCHET in other
HEDR calculations. No attempt was madeto degradethe wind directionresolutionto match that in
the other data sets.

2.9.4 RATCHET Compute

Version 1.1 of the RATCL _e was used for model calculationsfor comparison with the
krypton=85data set. There is no difference in the atmospherictransportand diffusion calculations
between RATCHET Version 1.1 and the code documentedin this report. The two primary differ-
ences between the versions are 1) the maximumnumber of meteorologicalstations in Version 1.1 is
40 rather than 25, and2) Version 1.1 i_eludes an additionaloutput subroutineto create a file
containingthe daily time=integratedcon_atrations for 20 nodes thatare in the vicinity of the
monitoring locations.

RATCHET was run using the optionthat skips calculationof depositionbecause kryptonis.a
noble gas. The half-life was set to zero to bypass the radioactive decay calculations. Krypton-85 has
a half-life of 10.7 years. Therefore, neglecting decay in the model calculations does not affect the
concentrationssignificantly.

Two sets of RATCHET rT,nswere made for comparison with _e krypton=85data. The first se,
consisted of 50 runsusing the t_l meteorologicaldata set with the exceptions noted above. The
second set consisted of 50 runs using meteorologicaldata from only those stations thatwere available
for other HEDR calculations. The first set of mooel runs was made to providedata for use in
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evaluatingthe RATCHET model. The second (limited) set was made to provide data for use in
evaluating RATCHET within the HEDR meteorological data environment.

Following completionof the RATCHET calculations, the files containing the data for the nodes
in the vicinity of monitoringlocations were transferredto a personal computer. A utility program
then simulatedthe monitors by accumulatingthe daily, time-integrated air concentrationsat the node
nearesteach monitoring locationfor periods when an air sampler was active.

It was assumed that all sampling periods startedandended at noon. Thus, only one half of the
daily value was added to a sample on the first and last days of the sampling period. The utility
program then 1) convertedthe sample to concentrationby dividing by the durationof the sample
collection period, 2) converted the concentrationunits to pCi/m3, and3) added a backgroundcon-
centrationof 24 pCi/m3 to the calculatedvalue because RATCHET does not consider the background.
The alternativeto adding background to the calculatedconcentrationswouldbe to subtract the back-
ground from measured concentrations. However, this results in negative concentrations and small
concentrations thatmay or may not be background.

The backgroundconcentrationwas estimated from air sampling datacollected duringperiods
when Hanfordoperations were not releasing krypton-85. The backgrounddata are summarized in
Table 2.4. These datado not show a significantvariation in the backgroundbetween 1983 and 1987,
although increases in the local and global backgroundof krypton-85have been noted (Woodruffet al.
1991). Besides the absenceof a temporal trend, there does not appearto be any systematic spatial
variability in the backgrounddata.

Table 2.4. Krypton-85 BackgroundConcentrationin the Vicinity of the HartfordSite, 1983-1987

Number of Average Background StandardDeviation
Monitorin_Location Samnles (vCi/m3) (vCi/m3)

300 Area Trench 11 21.9 5.6
18 22.8 4.3

Fir Road 8 26.4 6.1

Prosser Barricade 5 23.3 4.4

Ringold 8 22.7 4.3

Sagehill 9 24.9 4.5

Pasco 8 26.6 8.4

Eltopia 7 25.1 4.3

Othello 8 23.0 4.2

Sunnyside 14 20.0 4.8

Yak_ma 8 24.0 3.8 "

TOTAL 104 23.35 5.43
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2.9.5 Node 17,23 Time Series

Air samples were simulatedfrom RATCHET outputby accumulatingthe daily, time-integrated
air concentrationsat nodes for periods correspondingto the times of sample collection, typically

" 28 days. Each sampler was assumed to be at the location of the nearest node. No attempt was made
to interpolate time-integrated concentrations from the nodes to the actual sampling locations. As a
result of this process, three samplers were assumed to be located at node 17,23 of the RATCHET/

- HEDR concentration grid. Node 17,23 correspondsto a location in the middle of the ColumbiaRiver
approximatelymidway between the 300 Area Trench and Fir Road samplinglocations.

The datafor these three samplersprovide an almost continuousrecord of krypton-85concen-
trationin the vicinity of node 17,23 from November 1983 throughSeptember 1987. In addition,
there are many periods within this time frame when there was more than one samplerin operation.
As a result, node 17,23 is an ideal location for comparisonof RATCHET concentrationpredictions
with measureddata.

Figure 2.12 compares the median concentration predicted by RATCHET for node 17,23 in
model runs with the full meteorological data set with the krypton-85 concentrations measured at the
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lCigme 2.12. Comparisonof the MeasuredKrypton-85Concentrationsat Node 1";,23with the
Median ConcentrationPredictedby RATCHET, November 1983 - September 1987
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300 Area Trench and Fir Road samplinglocations. In general, the model results agree with the
monitoringdata. The median predictiongives concentrationsof the correctorder of magnitude and
closely matches the temporalvariationsin the measuredconcentrations.

In Figure 2.13, the same concentrationmeasurementsare compared with the minimumand _,
maximum concentrationspredictedby RATCHET in the first set of 50 model runs (full
meteorologicaldata). The measuredconcentrationsgenerally lie near, but are not necessarily within,
the rangeof predictions.

Even ignoring Me measuredvalues near the background,there are more measured concentrations
below the predicted rangethan above it. This indicates that the model is biased toward overprediction
of concentrations. The fact that there are a relatively large numberof underpredictionsin spite of the
apparentbias toward overpredictionsuggests thatRATCHET tends to underestimatethe range of
uncertainty. However, RATCHETdoes not model the uncertainty associated with sampling.
Samplinguncertainty suggested by the datashown in Figure 2.10 is a factor in RATCHET's apparent
underestimateof the range of uncertaintyin monthly averageconcentrations. Given this unmodeled
source of variability, it is reasonableto conclude that the kryption-85data indicate that RATCHET
does not overestimatethe uncertainty in monthly averageconcentrationsbut may underestimateit.
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Figure 2.13. Comparison of the MeasuredKrypton-85Concentrationsat Node 17,23 with the Range
of ConcentrationsPredictedby RATCHET, November 1983 - September 1987
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2.9.6 Model Bias

The time series of concentrationsfor node 17,23 indicatesthat there is a bias in RATCHET's
concentrationestimates. Furtherinformationon potential model bias can be obtainedby examining

" the bias at the individualmonitoring locations for the entire period of record.

Table 2.5 shows the ratio of median predicted to measured time-integratedconcentrationsfor
each krypton-85sampling location for both sets of RATCHET runs. When RATCHET was run with
the full meteorologicaldataset, the maximumratio is 2.31 at the Ringold monitoring location. This
ratio shows that on the average, the predictedconcentrations are a factor of 2.31 too high. Biases at
all of the other locations are less than a factor of two for the full meteorological dataset. In no case
is the ratio less than one, a situationthat would indicatea bias toward underprediction. The overall
model bias is a factor of 1.45 overprediction.

Table 2.5. Bias in RATCHET Median Estimates of Krypton-85Concentrations

Median Predicted/Measured
Concentration

Monitoring Numberof Full Met. Limited Met.
Mo0itoring Location Period Samples Data Dat_

300 Area Trench 1983-1987 42 1.12 2.06
1983-1987 25 1.24 1.82

Fir Road 1984-1987 34 1.28 2.44
Prosser Barricade 1984-1987 28 1.62 1.43

Ringold 1983-1987 41 2.31 2.36
Sagehill 1984-1987 32 1.72 1.59
Pasco 1986-1987 22 1.16 1.23

Eltopia 1986-1987 15 1.62 3.31

Sunnyside 1984-1987 41 1.09 0.82
Yakima 1986-1987 18 1.13 0.89

Overall 316 1.45 1.85

When RATCHET was run using limited meteorologicaldata, the overall bias increases from
1.45 to 1.85. However, the increase in bias is not uniformly distributed among monitoring locations.
The bias increases at six locations and decreases at five.

t

Figure 2.14 shows cumulativefrequency distributionsfor the ratio between the median predicted
concentrationand the measured concentration for _11samples andboth sets of RATCHET runs. The
distributionsfor the two sets of runs are similar. They show that the median ratio is about 1.25 when
the full meteorologi_'aldata set is used to predict concentrations and about 1.38 when the meteoro-
logical data are limited. In addition, median predictedconcentrations are about 10 percent more
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Figure 2.14. Cumulative Frequency Distributions for the Ratio between the Median Value of Pre-
dicted Concentrations and the Measured Concentrations in the Krypton-85 Data Set

likely to be within a factor of two of the measured concentration when the full meteorological data set
is used (73 percemcomparedwith 64 percent). However, running RATCHET with either meteoro-
logicaldata set resulted in more than 90 percent of the medians of the predicted concentrations being
within a factor of four of the measured concentration.

2.10 Data Quafity Objectives

Data quality objectives related to accuracy, precision, completeness, representativeness, and
comparability have been established for the atmospheric transport model (Shipler 1993). The
RATCHET code and input have been evaluated for completeness, representativeness, and
comparability by numerous reviews. In an independent review conducted for the CDC,(a)the
reviewers concluded

• that the modeling approach implemented in the RATCHET code was appropriate for the problem
at hand

(a) Letter(HEDRProjectOfficeDocumentNo. 09930289), "Reviewof the RegionalAtmosphericTransportCodefor
HanfordEmissionTracking(RATCHET),"fromJ.E. Till ('rsP) to D. B. Shipler(BNW),July 12, 1993.
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• that the appropriateatmosphericprocesses were included in the model

• that the representationof the science was consistent with presentunderstandingand the
constraints imposed by available meteorologicaldata

• that they knew of no better code for use in the HEDR Project.

-_ These findings indicate that RATCHET meets the dataquality objectives for completeness,
representativeness,and comparability.

Model accuracyand precision are evaluated in the HEDR model-validationstudies (Napier et al.
1994). The final determinationis based, in part, on comparisonsof RATCHET concentration
predictions with measureddata in the krypton-85 data set, as discussed above. Seven additionaldata
sets that do not include direct air concentration or deposition measurements(Napier 1994) provide
indirectevidence relatedto model accuracyand precision.

The data quality objective for RATCHET relatedto accuracy is "...that bias in monthly time-
integratedair concentrationsand ground contarainationsbe less than a factor of three." The krypton
data indicate that the bias in the median values of RATCHET predictions of air concentrations for
nondepositingmaterial is less than a factor of two. Furthermore,the data indicate that the median
monthly-averageconcentrationfrom a set of 50 model runs is within a factor of 3 of a measured
concentration for more than 80 percentof the comparisons. These results suggest that RATCHET
meets the data quality objective for accuracyof time-integrated air concentrations. RATCHET
performance relatedto ground concentration will be evaluated as partof the evaluation of the
environmentalaccumulationmodel, DESCARTES, and the dose calculation model, CIDER.

The data quality objective for RATCHET related to model precision is "...to characterize the
uncertaintyin time-integratedair concentrations and surface contmninationresulting from uncertainty
in the source term, meteorological data, and atmosphericmodel." The structureand componentsof
the RATCHET code have been selected and implementedto meet this objective. Average air concen-
trations calculated by RATCHETvary over ranges of factors of two to five without accountingfor the
uncertainty in the source term. This variation in calculated concentrations is of the same magnitude
as the variation among independentmonthlyaverage air samples collected at the same time at node
17,23. The results of prelhninary studies of uncertaintysuggest that uncertainty in the iodine source
term will have an effect on the iodine air concentrationsand deposition that is comparable to the
uncertainty in the meteorological data and the model (Simpson and Ran_dell 1993).
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3.0 RATCHET User's Guide

This chapteris a user's guide for Version 1.2 of the RATCHETcomputer code. All user
* interactionsanddatainput are accomplishedusing datafiles. The sections in this chapterdescribe the

input datafiles and their preparation,the outputfiles, andprogramexecution. The first section deals
with the run-specificationfile; the second describes the selection of model parameters, the third

" section describes the remaining files used for data input. The fourth section describes the outputfiles.
The last two sections describe program control in a productionenvironwent and provide two sample
problems.

3.1 Run-SpecificationFile

The RUN SPECIFICATIONFILE is the primarymeans of user inputto the atmospheric
transportcode. The informationin this file includes

* run identification
* model option controls
. input data file names
• output file names
• source characteristicsand release rate file names
• effluent characterization
• random-numberseeds.

The name of the file is stored internally in the character variable RS_FILE. A utility program,
MAKE_RSF, creates run-specificationfiles. Run-specification files may also be created or modified
using an ASCII text editor.

The run-specification file contains44 records when there is one source, and 3 more records for
each additionalsource. Figure 3.1 shows the information in a typical run-specification file. The file
in Figure 3.1 could be used to calculate the time-integratedair concentrations for the iodine-131
releases in January 1945. All records shown are mandatory,but the blank lines should not be
included. They have been added to emphasize groups of relatedinput. The record numbers, which
are included in the figure for referenceonly, must not be included in an actualrun-specification file.
The comments following the slashes are includedfor reference. However, they are not part of the
record. The precise format for each record is given in squarebrackets at the end of the comment in
Figure 3.1 and again in parentheses as each record is discussed. A_Iinputbegins in the first column.
When several items are entered in one record, commas may be used to separate the fields.

"w
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INPUT COMMENT

1 HEADING..JAN 1945 / Run identification[A80]
2 010145 / Date to start model run segment [312]
3 0 / Hour of the day to start run segment [12]
4 013145 / Date of end of segment [312] ,,
5 24 / Hour of end of segment [12]

6 19312.128 / Node spacing on envir, grid (m) iF10.0]
7 4 / Numberof puffs per hour [I2] "
8 3 / I 'in. time step index..see NSIA in DIFDEP [*]
9 T 1.5 / Puff consolidationflag, criterion ILl,F10.0]

10 0 / Computation option; 0 or 1 [*]
11 3.72 / Maximum puff radius (ar units) [*l
12 1.0E-13 / Minimum conc. at puff centers [*]
13 5.1, 10.3 / Initial diffusion coefficients (m) [2F5.0]

14 0.5 / ar coefficient for t > 60 min. [*]
15 N / Use constant mixing-layer depth [AI,F8.3]
16 44 / Reference year for internal model clock [14]

17 JAN45.MET / Met,-.orologicaidata file [A40]
18 MSTA.DAT / Me_.eorologicalstation fie [A40]
19 MSTA_REV.DAT / Meteorologicalstation revision of file [A40]
20 RP_DEC44.001 / Puffs from previous run segment [A40]
21 HEDR_Z0.001 / Surface roughness lengths [A40]
22 PRZONES.DAT / Precipitationzone definitions [A40]
23 PRATES.DAT / Precip.-rate frequency distributions[A40]
24 DEF_MIX.DAT / Default mixing-layer depth [A40]
25 STAB_DIS.DAT / Stab. class cum. freq. distributions [A40]

26 EX..JAN45.001 / Primaryoutput fde name [A40]
27 NG_JAN45.001 / Secondary output foe name [A40]
28 RP_JAN45.001 / Output residual-puffoutput file name [A40]
29 MBS.001 / Monthlymass-balancesummary file name [A40]
30 MPS.001 / Monthly precipitationsummary file name [A40]

31 1 / Number of sources[12]
32 -44.21, -6.89, 61.0 / Position of source, release height [*]
33 0.792, 9.44, 25.0 / Stack parameters,effluent temperature[*]
34 TQ.001 / Release rate file [A40]

35 4 / Effluent type [b]
36 8.05 /Half life (days) [*]
37 20.0, 30.0,50.0 / Species partitioningin percet,t[3F10.0]
38 10000.0, 10.0, 100.0 / Transferresistances(sec/m) [3F10.0]
_.9 0.5, 1000.0 / Solubility coefficients [2FI0.0]

40 120983843. / Random-numberseed for wind[*]
41 399287741. / Random-numberseed for stab. class [*]
42 2873651. / Random-numberseed for M-O length [*]
43 29084621. / Random-numberseed for mix. depth [*]
44 98654321. / Rar,_om-numberseen for precip rate [*]

Figure 3.1. Typical RATCHETRun-Specification File (January 1945)
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3.1.1 Run-Segment Description

RATCHET is designed for climatological dispersion modeling. A single model run is expected
to cover a period of several years. The code is structuredto make long runs in short segments, rather

, than attemptingto make them without interruption. The first group of records in the run-specification
file defines the run segment.

•- The first record (AS0) supplies a characterstring that is used to identify the model run. This
string may contain as many as 80 characters. If the first characterin the string is an asterisk, a
programoption will be activatedthatgenerates additional model outputused for code verification.
This outputincludes position, distance moved, diffusion coefficients, and mass in each puff at the end
of each hour.

The second and third records specify the date and time, respectively, of the beginning of a
model run segment. These values are used in searching the meteorologicaldata file for the initial
meteorological datarecord.

The date must be entered in the second record (312) as a six-digit integer in the form mmddyy,
where mm is the month, dd is the day, and yy is the year. Leading zeros must be entered. The time
must be later than January 1 of the referenceyear used for th_ model internal timing. The reference
year is entered in the sixteenth record. If a time prior to January 1 of the reference year is entered,
program execution will be aborted. Similarly, program execution will be aborted if either dd or mm
is less than 1, if dd is greater than 31, or if mm is greater than 12.

The third record (12) contains the hour that the run segment begins. For the purposeof this
record, the day begins at hour 00 (midnight),and the last hour of the day is 23 (11 p.m.). Leading
zeros may be droppedfor the first 9 hours of the day. Entries less than 00 or greater than 23 will
causeprogram execution to abort.

The fourthand fifth records contain the date and time of the end of the run segment. The date
is contained in the fourthrecord (312) in the same form as the date for the startof the run segment.
The fifth record (12) containsthe hour of the end of the run segment. This number is the last hour of
the day to be completed and should be between 01 and 24.

3.1.2 Model Parameters

The second group of records in the run-specificationfile containsmodel parameters. These
parameters set the size of the domain, set the puff release rate anddiffusion computationtime step,
control consolidationof overlapping puffs, define puff dimensions, set a de minimis concentration in
puffs, control calculationof the mixing-layerdepth, and set the model reference time. This section

- briefly describes each of the records. Section 3.2 describes the sensitivity of RATCHET calculations
to several of the parameters and provides guidance on selecting values for use in climatological
studies.

The sixth record (FI0.0) specifies the spacing between nodes on the environmental grid, which
is _t<_ in the variable DELXY. The spacing between nodes is entered in meters. It is the same in
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both the x and y directions. The spacing between nodes on the concentration grid used for model
output is one half the environmental grid spacing.

The seventh record (12) specifies the number of puffs to be released each hour (NPH). The
number entered must be at,,integer factor of 60. Tests on an early version of one of the predecessors
to RATCHET(Ramsdell and Athey 1981) showed that three to six puffs per hour provide reasonable
estimatesof daily averageconcentrations. Fewer puffs can be used for climatological studies.

The eighth record (*) controls the minimum sampling interval(time step) used in diffusion and
depositioncomputations. The maxim m time step used in calculatingpuff movement is based on the
puff release rate. It is 60/NPH minutes However, puffs may be moved in smaller time steps to
improve the accuracy of the summations used to approximatethe time-integratedair concentrations
and surface contamination. The number enteredvia this record is the index, IOPDTA, that controls
the maximum number of time steps and, therefore, the minimum time step used to calculate concen-
trations.IOPDTA must be in the range from 1 through 12. The maximum number of sampling
intervals which correspond to the index ranges are as follows:

INDEX 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Max. Intervals 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 15 30 60

The minimum time step in minutes is 60 divided by the productof NPH and the maximum number of
sampling intervals. The minimum time step is not necessarily an integer.

RATCHET's predecessors automatically consolidated overlapping puffs to reduce the code
execution time. Puff consolidation is an option in RATCHET. Entries in the ninth record control the
option. The first entry (L1) sets the value of the logical variable, CLN_FLG. If CLN_FLG is false,
the puff consolidation option is disabled, and the second entry is ignored. If CLN_FLG is true, the
second en:ry, CLN_CRIT sets the criterion used to determine when puffs are combined. Puffs from
the same source are combined when the ratio of the separation between,,!_ff centers to the average or
is less than CLN_CRIT. RATCHET has two computational options, it _, ,putes time-integrated
concentrations for a nondepositing, nondecaying gas in both options. "lhi, , is might be a long-lived
noble gas such as krypton-85 or some other inert tracer. A1 should be t: ,ed in the tenth record (*)
if this is the only computational product desired. The alternative is to enter a zero in the tenth
record. Entering a zero in the tenth record enables computation of time-integrated air concentrations
and surface contamination. In this ease, the effluent may deposit and decay.

The Gaussian model will calculate extremely small concentrations at large distances from a puff
center. These concentrations are insignificant compared to the concentrations near the center of the
puff, but their calculation can significantly increase model execution time. The eleventh record (*)
defines the trmximum puff radius in terms of or. Entering 3.72 in this record sets the maximum puff
radius as 3.72o r. With this definition, the concentration at the edge of the puff is 0.1 percent of the
concentration at the center.
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The twelfth record (*) in the run-specificationfile is a de minimis concentration. When the
concentrationat the center of a puff falls below this value, the puff is deactivated. This concentration
should be sufficiently low to ensure that furtherexposure to the material in the puff could not
contribute significantly to the dose received by any individual.

tt

The th_teenth record (2F5.0) contains initial values for the diffusion coefficients. These values
are most significant nearthe release point. They should be selected on the basis of the flow and

J concentrationat the source so that initial concentrationin puffs are approximatelyequal to the
concentration at the source. Typical stack flows in the fuel-processing plants at the Hanford Site were

20,000 cfm. If ay is assumed to be equal to 2az and NPH ffi 4, then 5.1 and 10.3 m are reasonable
values for az and ar, respectively. As a practicalmatter, with spacing between nooseson the environ-
mental grid (DELXY) ffi 19,312 m, the initial values could be neglected for HEDR calculations with-
out significantly affecting the monthly time-integrated air concentrationsor surface contaminationat
nodes.

Record fourteen(*) in the run-specificationfile containsa constant (SY_CNST) used in the
calculationof horizontaldiffusion coefficients afterthe first hour. RATCHETcomputationsare
sensitive to the value of this parameter. Therefore, the parameter has been included in the run-
specificationfile to permit its value to be changed without recompilationof the code. Section 3.2.6
deals with selection of values for this parameter.

The fifteenth record (AI,FS.3) controlsthe mixing-layerdepth. If an N is enteredvia this
record, the program will compute the mixing-layerdepth used to limit vertical growth of the puffs
from the meteorologicaldata. Otherwise, if a Y is entered, the program will use a constant mixing-
layer depth. This option is includedto facilitate checking the oPerationof the code. The constant
mixing-layerdepth is entered following the Y.

The sixteenth record (14) in the run-specification file, and the last record in the model parameter
section, sets the reference time for the internal model clock. The internal model clock measuresthe
elapsed time from midnightbeginning the first of Januaryof the year specified in the record. The
year is specified by its last two digits.

3.1.3 Environmental Data Piles

RATCHET uses nine files to define the physical environmentwithin the model domain. The
names of the nine files are entered in the seventeenth throughtwenty-fifth records of the run-
specification file. These files are discussed in detail in Section 3.3. All file names are read with an
A40 format.

The seventeenth and eighteenth records specify the names of files that contain the meteorological
data and define the locations of the meteorological stations to be used in the model run segment.
Both records must contain names of files that exist. If either file is missing or unreadable,program
execution will abort. The nineteenth record is used to input the name of a file that contains updates

. to the meteorological stationinformation. This file is optional, but the record must be included in the
run-specification file even if it is blank.
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The twentiethrecord is used to enter the nameof a file that contains informationon puffs that
were active within the model domain at the end of the previous model-runsegment. The information
in this file is used to maintaincontinuity in a model run. The puff datafile will not exist at the
beginning of the first segment of a model run. Therefore, the file name should be left blank, but a
blank record must be included in the run-specificationfile. If a file name is specified and the file is
not found or cannotbe opened, programexecution will be aborted.

The twenty-first record in the run-specificationfile is used to enter the name of a file containing .,
surface roughness lengths for each node on the environmentalgrid. The file is required. If the file
named in this record does not exist, program execution will halt in an errormode.

The twonty-second and twenty-thirdrecords are used to enter names for files containing
information related to precipitationregimes in the modeldomain. The file named in the twenty-
second record is used to assign a precipitationregime to each node on the environmentalgrid. The
twenty-third record containsthe nameof the file containingprecipitation ratedistributionsfor each of
the precipitationregimes. Six distributionsare required for each regime; one distributionfor each of
the precipitationtypes. This file also containsinformation to be used to adjustprecipitationrates at
nodes where the node is in a differentprecipitationregime than the meteorologicalstation used to
determinethe precil:itationtype.

The twenty-fourthrecord is used to enter the name of a file containing defaultnfixing-layer
depths. The defaultnfixing-layer depth file is required. If the file named in the recorddoes not
exist, program execution will halt in an errormode.

The last record in the environmentaldata file section of the run-specification file is used to enter
the name of a file containing conditionalcumulativeprobabilitydistributionsto be used in random
sampling of stabilityclasses. This file is required. If the file named in the record does not exist,
program execution will halt in an error mode.

3.1.4 Output File Names

RATCHET creates six outputfiles in the normal operationalmode. In the testing mode, it
creates one additional file. The name of the log file used to documentcode performance is auto-
matically generatedby RATCHET from the run-specification file name. RATCHET also generates
the file name for test output when the code testing option is selected. RATCHET replaces the first
two characters in the run-specificationfile name with "lg" to create the log file name andwith "ts"to
create the test file name. File names for the remainingfive output files must be entered by the user
in the twenty-sixth through thirtieth records of the run-specification file. All file names are read with
an A40 format.

The name for the primary model output file is entered in the twenty-sixth record. This file will r
receive the daily time-integrated air concentrations and surface contan_ation to be used in subsequent
calculations leading to dose estimates. The twenty-seventh recordis used to enter the nameof the file
to receive the time-integrated air concentrationsfor nondecaying, nondepositingmaterial. The
twenty-eighth record is used to enter the name of the file to receive the information on puffs within
the model domain at the end of the run segment. The name given to the twenty-eighth record at the
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end of one run segment should appearas the file namedin the twentieth recordof the run-
specificationfile for the next run segment.

The twenty-ninth and thirtieth records specify file names to receive informationthat may be used
• to evaluate model performanceat a later date. The file named in the twenty-ninthrecord will receive

information on the model mass balance at the end of each run segment. Information in this file
includes estimates of the amountof materialdecaying in the air in transit, depositing within the model

• domain, and being carried out of the model domain. The file named in the thirtieth record receives
the total precipitationestimated for each node during the run segment.

Use of a naming convention for the files specified in records 17 through 30 will facilitate file
manipulation. The following convention is suggested. Data files, such as the meteorological station
file, that will be the same for all productionruns end in ".DAT." Meteorologicaldata files, which
are independentof realizationbut change monthly, are named MMMYY.MET where MMM is a
three-letterabbreviationof the month, and YY is the last two digits of the year. Standardprefixes
should be used to indicate file types for other files that change during the course of a model run. For
example, EX may be used for the primary outputfiles. Names for specific files are determinedby
adding an appropriatesuffix to the file type. Files that change as a function of realization (e.g., the
surface roughness_e and the mass-balance summaryfile) have names that end in ".NNN" where
NNN is the realizationnumber. Finally, files that change as a function nf both time and realization
have names that end in " MMMYY.NNIq." For example, the file ex_dwA4.001 would contain the
RATCHET output to be used in dose calculation for the first realizationof December 1944.

3.1.5 Source Characterization

The next group of records defines the source term or terms for the model. This group contains
one recordthat gives the numberof sources to be defined and three records for each source.

The thirty-first record (I2) in the run-specificationfile sets the numberof sources to be con-
sidered by the model in the currentrun segment. From one to four sources may be specified. Each
source requiresthree additional records. These three records define the source characteristicsand
provide the name of the file giving the release rates for that source.

The thirty-second record (*) contains the position of the source relative to the center of the
environmentalgrid. It also contains the release height. Three entries are expected. The first two
entriesgive the horizontalposition of the release point relative to the center of the model domain.
These positions are entered as distanceseast and northof the center in kilometers. Positions west and
south of the domain center are entered as negative numbers. Release points must be within the model
domain. The third entry is the height of the release point above the ground. It is entered in meters.

- The thirty-thirdrecord (*) provides additional information about the source. It gives the stack
radiusin meters, stack flow _ m3/s, and effluent temperaturein degrees Celsius. These three entries
may be zero if the release is at ground level. However, the blank recordmust be included in the run-

_ specification file.
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The last record in this group (thirty-fourthrecord in the file) provides the name for a file that
containshourly release rateinformationfor the source. The file name is read with an A40 format.

If more sources were specified, the last three records would be repeatedfor each source as a
group. Definition of one source is completed before starting the definition of the next. A

3.1.6 Effluent Characterization

RATCHET can simulate transport,diffusion, deposition, and decay of five types of effluents.
The thirty-filth through thirty-ninth :ecords in the run-specificationfile define the effluent
characteristics.

The thirty-fifth record (I5) defines the basic effluent type for the run segment. Table 3.1 defines
general effluent type characteristics. The specific effluent characteristics, including half-life anddry
and wet deposition, are controlledby dataentered in the next four records.

Table 3.1. Effluent Tyre Characteristics

Description Deposit Decay

0 Noble gas No Yes
1 Slightly reactive gas Yes Yes
2 Highly reactive gas Yes Yes
3 Small particles Yes Yes
4 Combinedgas and particles Yes Yes

The thirty-sixthrecord (*) containsthe half-life of the effluent. The half-life is entered in days.
If the effluent does not undergo radioactivedecay or if the half-life is long, a zero may be entered for
the half-life.

The thirty-seventhrecord (3FI0.0) is used to enter the fractionsof type 4 effluents (combined
gas and particles) thatare associatedwith slightly reactivegases, reactive gases, and particles. The
fractions are entered as percents in the order listed above. Table 3.2 summarizes informationon
partitioningof iodine in the atmosphere. For HEDR model runs, the fraction associated with particles
is assumed to be uniformly distributedbetween 5 percent and 45 percent, and 20 percentto 60 per-
cent of the gaseous iodine is assumed to be in reactive species. The remainderof the iodine is
assumed to be in slightly or nonreactivegases. If the effluent is not type 4, the thirty-seventhrecord
may be blank. However, the blankrecordmust be includedin the run-specification file.

The thirty-eighth record (3F10.0) is used to enter the transfer resistancesused in the calculation
of dry deposition velocities. These resistancesplace an upper limit on the depositionvelocities.
Guidance in selecting transfer resistancescan be obtained from the review papersthatsummarize
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Table 3.2. Partitioningof Iodine in the Atmosphere

IodineSource
(distance from Iodine Associated Gaseous Iodine in

A source) with Particles (%) Reactive Svecies (%) R_ferences-

Hanford Stacks 0 to 6 30 to 90 Perkins (1963)A

Ludwick (1967)

HartfordExpts 10 to 30 49 to 82 Ludwick (1964)
(200-3200 m)

HanfordPlumes 5 to 14 35 to 48 Ludwick (1964)
(5-8 kin) Ludwick (1967)

HartfordPlumes 4 to 42 Perkins(1963)
(2-40 kin) Perkins(1964)

1949 Green Run 6 to 39 Jenne and Healy (1950)
(I-55kin)

Chernobyl 7 to 54 11 to 54 Aoyama et al. (1986), Bondietti
(> 1000 km) and Brantley (1986), Cambray

et al. (1987), Mueck (1988),
BIOMOVS (1990)

NaturalIodine 6 to 33 10 to 75 Voilleque (1979)

deposition measurements(McMahon andDenison 1979; Sehmel 1980). An approximatetransfer
resistancefor a specific material can be estimatedby finding the largest reporteddeposition velocity,

.converting it to meters per second, and taking the reciprocalof that value.

The thirty-ninth record (2FI0.0) is used to enter solubility coefficients for type 1 and 2 effluents.
These coefficients are relatedto the Henry's Law constantsfor the gases. Slinn (1984) discusse_ the
calculationof solubility coefficients and lists values for several chemical species. Solubility coeffi-
cients of 0.5 and 1000 are used in the HEDR Project for the slightly reactive and highly reactive
gases, respectively.

3.1.7 Random-Sampfing Controls

The remaininggroup of records (*) in the run-specificationfile controls random sampling in the
program. These records contain seeds for the pseudorandom-numbergenerator. Random sampling is

, enabledby setting these seeds to values other than zero. The seeds should be large integers.

The first, second, and third seeds (fortieth, forty-first, and forty-secondrecords) enable random
. sampling for wind directions and speeds, for stability classes, and for the reciprocal of the Monin-

Obukhovlength, respectively. Random sampling must be enabledfor both stability classes and the
reciprocal of the Monin-Obukhovlength to get full representationof uncertaintyrelated to
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atmosphericstability. The fourthseed (forty-thirdrecord)enables randomsamplingfor calculated
mixing-layerdepths. If a Y is entered in the fifteenth record, the use of variable mixing-layer depths
is bypassed and entering a seed in this recordwill have no effect on model calculations. The fifth
seed (forty-fourthrecord)enables randomsampling for precipitationrates.

A

The use of random sampling for each variable is completely independentof the random sampling
for the other variables. The randomnumberseeds can all be O, or one or more of the seeds may be
nonzero. Selective use of nonzero seeds permitsevaluation of model sensitivity to uncertaintyin
various model components.

3.2 Selection of Values for RATCHET Model Control Parameters

Selection of RATCHET parameters relatedto transportand diffusion is generally governed by
availabledata. Otherinput is determined by the scenariounder evaluation. This section discusses the
selection of values for a group of parameters that are not defined by the available data or the
scenario. Specifically, this section describes the sensitivity of the code execution time and time-
integratedair concentrationsand surface contaminationto variations in several model parameters
(e.g., NPH and IOPDTA) which were introduced in Section 3.1.2.

Model sensitivities to these parametershave been determined from calculationsfor the HEDR
atmospherictransport model domain for the months of May 1945 and Octoberthrough December
1949. Figure 2.1 shows the HEDR atmospheric transportmodel domain (DELXY - 19,312m) and
the names of 50 locations within the domain. Monthlytime-integrated air concentrations and deposi-
tion at these nodes are representativeof the conditions throughoutthe model domain.

3.2.1 Number of Puffs per Hour

The seventh run-specificationfile record determines the numberof puffs per hour (NPH) used in
RATCHET to representcontinuousplumes. The numberof model calculationsis directly relatedto
the numberof puffs released. However, Ramsdell and Athey (1981) indicate that increasingNPH
beyond four to six does not result in a correspondingincrease in precision of model calculations of
daily concentrations. Figure 3.2 shows changes in time-integrated iodine-131 air concentrationsand
time requiredfor code execution when NPH increasesfrom 1 to 15. The time-integrated air
concentrations at five locations are relatively insensitive to changes in NPH, while the time required
for code execution increases almost linearly with NPH. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 compare time-integrated
concentrations for all 50 locations computedwith NPH - 3 and NPH - 4, respectively, with
concentrations computedwith NPH = 15. The solid diagonal lines in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 indicate
perfect agreement between the model predictions. Also note that in some instances datapoints overlie
each other. The results shown in Figures 3.2, 3.3, and3.4 support use of NPH - 4 as an
appropriat_compromise between computationalaccuracyand code execution time.
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3.2.2 Minimum Time Step for Calculations

Run-specification file recordeight sets the minimum time step used in diffusion and transport
calculations. The value entered via the recordis an index (IOPDTA) that is used in determining the
minimum time step given NPH and the puff or. If IOPDTA is greater than one, the time steps used
for young (small) puffs will be shorter than those used for old (large) puffs. Figure 3.5 shows the
variation in May 1945 time-integrated air concentrations calculated for five nodes and code execution
time as a fmtction of the minimum time step. Changing the minimum time step does not have a
significant effect on time-integrated air concentrations at these locations. Computational time does
increase with decreasing minimum time step. However, the effect of IOPDTA on computational time
is much less than the effect of NPH on computationaltime. Figure 3.6 compares time-integrated air
concentrations computed for "all50 locations using 5-minute minimum time step with concentrations
computed using 1-minute minimum time step. The solid diagonal line hi Figure 3.6 indicates perfect
agreementbetween themodel predictions. The results in these figures suggest that use of a 5-minute
minimum time step (NPH-4 and IOPDTA ffi 3) is reasonable.

3.2.3 Puff Consofidation

D

The RATCHET code includes an option to combine puffs that cow:r essentially the same area to
decrease code execution time. This option is elected by seRing the puff consolidation flag in record 9
to true and entering a minimum separation criterion, CLN_CRIT in the _;amerecord, The parameter
CLN_CRITis the ratio of the separationbetween puffs divided by the average arof the puffs that
separates the conditions when puff consolidation occurs and when it does',not occur. The puff con-
solidation criterion is applied to puffs from the same source. When the ratio of the separation
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between puffs to the average or is less than CLN_CRIT, the puffs will be combined, and the con-
solidated puff will be placed at the center of mass of the original puffs.

As intended, puff consolidation significantly reduces code execution time. For example, without
puff conso,dation, the time required to simulate May 1945 averages about 5400 seconds. With
consolidation of puffs and CLN_CRIT equal to two, the time is reduced to about 130 seconds. How-
ever, puff consolidation does have an effect on concentrations at specific locations. Figure 3.7 shows
Realization 003 of May 1945 calculated with various CLN_CRIT values. It shows the effect on total
surface contamination and run time of increasing CLN_CRIT from zero (no consolidation) to two.
Increasing CLN_CRIT reduces the run time by a factor of more than 40, but only changes the surface
contamination at these nodes by a few percent.

Figures 3.8 and 3.9 provide a more complete picture of the effect of puff consolidation on
surface contamination for May 1945. These figures show the average and standard deviation,
respectively, of the estimates of surface contamination for five realizations of May 1945 with and
without consolidation. The consolidation criterion for these calculations was 1.5.

Figure 3.8 provides a strong indication that puff consolidation dces not have either a large or
systematic effect on the average surface contamination determined from a number of realizations in
the main portion of the monthly plume footprint. The only nodes for which the differences might be
significant are on the edges of the footprint, and they have little contamination in any of the real-
izations. The differences in standard deviations with and without consolidation shown in Figure 3.9
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Figure 3.7. Variation of Surface Contamination and Code Execution Time as Functions of
the Minimum Separation between Puffs
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are larger than the differences in the averages. However, this increase may be due to the small
number of realizations used in the comparison rather than to real differences in the spread of the
distributio_ of the surface contamination at the nodes. At nodes with high contamination, consolida-
tion does not appear to change the standard deviations systematically. The apparent increase in
standarddeviation with consolidation at nodes with low contamination may be real, or it may be an ,,
artifact of the small number of realizations. If the increase is real, it is not likely to be a significant
factor in calculation of doses. Thus, the conclusion to be drawn from Figures 3.7 through 3.9 is puff
consolidation within the limits tested significantly reduces RATCHET execution time without having a
large or systematic impact on the precision of the calculations.

3.2.4 Puff Radius

The Gaussian curve has infinite tails. Therefore, when Gaussian models are used for dispersion
calculations, the distribution has to be truncated at some point to avoid calculating a large number of
extremely low concentrations. These concentrations are generally meaningless, while their calculation
is time consuming.

May 1945 data have been used to determine the sensitivity of monthly time-integrated values and
computational time to choice of the truncation point. During initial development, the concentrations
were c.alculatedfor nodes within 5.3 ar of the center or each puff. Concentrations at distances greater
than 5.3 or were assumed to be zero. With this assumption, the ratio of the minimum concentration
in a puff to the concentration at the puff center was lx10 "_. Figure 3.10 shows the effect of
decreasing the maxunum puff radius. Monthly surface contamination is very insensitive to the puff
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radius within the rangeevaluated, while the computational time is directly related to puff radius.
Decreasing the puff radius from 5.3 or to 3.7 or results in a 30-percent reduction in run time.

Further decreases in puff radius do not yield comparable reductions in run time because the time
,, required for preparation of the meteorological fields sets a lower bound on the run time. Figure 3.11

compares surface contamination at all 50 named nodes for puff radii of 3.7 or and 5.3 ar.

•, Figures 3.10 and 3.11 clearly demonstrate that the changes in surface contamination that result
from changes in puff radius are small compared to the range of values within the model domain.
Thus, using a puff radius of 3.7 or instead of 5.3 ar will not have a significant impact on the
precision of model calculations. Truncating puffs at 3.7ar gives a concentration at the puff edge that
is three orders of magnitude lower than the concentration at the center.

3.2.5 De Minimis Concentration

RATCHETuses a de minimis concentrationas another means of limiting the numberof
calculationsand thereby decreasingthe runtime. Nominal dose conversion factors may be used in
selecting a de minimis concentration. For example, using the breathingrates andinhalation dose
conversionfactors for iodine-131 in Snyderet al. (1992), the inhalation dose to the thyroid is on the
order of 200 to 300 radper Ci-s/m3 of exposure. Ingestion doses from locally-produced milk may be
two orders of magnitude larger than the inhalationdose. Thus, if you assume that annualthyroid
doses are the primaryconcern and that doses of less that one mrad are negligible, a simple calculation
indicates that the concentrationof iodine-131 in a puff must exceed about 1E-13 (1 x 10"13Ci/m3)
before iodine-131 doses would be of concern, even with continuousexposure. The HEDR Technical
Steering Panel has set an annualthyroid dose cut-off level at 1 rad.
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Figure 3.11. Comparison of Calculated Surface ContaminationValues for Puff Radius = 3.7 or and
Puff Radius = 5.3 or
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3.2.6 Horizontal Diffusion Coefficient Proportionality Constant

In RATCHET, the horizontaldiffusion coefficient is assumedto be proportionalto time. For
the first hour after a puff is released, the proportionalityconstant is a function of atmospheric
turbulence and those parametersmat affect the turbulence. After the first hour, factors.other than ,_
atmosphericturbulence(e.g., wind shear) control horizontaldiffusion. These factors are not modeled
explicitly in RATCHET. However, their effect on horizontaldiffusion is modeled implicitly in the
proportionalityconstantused in calculating increases in the diffusion coefficient after the first hour. ur_

This dimensional constant, SY_CNST, is entered via record 14 of the run-specification file. In the
HEDR Project, SY CNST is assumedto be a randomvariable and is changed as a function of realiza-
tion. Long-rangediffusion datasummarizedby Gifford (1983) suggest the distribution in Table 3.3
with a median value of about 0.5 metersper second. This section discusses sensitivity of model
calculations and run time to the value of SY CNST.m

Table 3.3. Distributionfor HorizontalDiffusion Coefficient, SY_CNST

SY_CNST Range (m/s) Probability (%)

0.14 to 0.28 20

0.28 to 0.56 60

0.56 to 1.40 20

Large values of SY_CNST are associated with large puffs andlow concentrations at the puff
center, while small values of SY_CNST are associated with small puffs and high concentrations at
puff centers. Thus, changing SY_CNST has two effects 9n time-integratedair concentrations and
deposition at nodes. It changes the frequencyof exposure at nodes, and it changes the concentrations
during the exposure period.

Model studies indicatethat time-integrated air concentrations and surface contaminationon the
edges of the monthly exposure patternsare more sensitive to the value of SY CNST than the values
in the centers of the patterns. Figure 3.12 shows the effect on time-integrated concentrationestimates
at five nodes for December 1949 of changingSY_CNST. At the four nodes located nearthe
centerline of the pattern(Pasco, Walls Walls, Spokane, and Pendleton), the total depositiontends to
decrease as SY CNST increases. At the fifth node, Yakima, which is located on the western edge of
the pattern, the deposition increases by more than two orders of magni.tudewith abouta factor of five
increase in SY_CNST. This increase is the resultof a general broadeningof the pattern. Large
values of SY_CNST tend to reduce gradients of time-integrated air concentrations and deposition.
This effect is seen in Figure 3.12 in the decrease in difference in deposition between Pasco and
Yakima as SY CNST increases.

The effect of SY_CNST on run time in the normal RATCHEToperationalmode with puff
consolidation is also shown in Figure 3.12. Increasing SY_CNST from about0.15 to I.I increases
the run time by about60 percent. This increase is caused by _ _ increase in area covered by each
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puff.When RATCHET isrunwithoutpuffconsolidation,therangeofrunc_esincreasestomore
than a factor of three. Figure 3.13 compares the relationshipbetween run time and sY_CNST with
and without puff consolidation.
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3.3 Input Files

Eleven inputfiles are used in RATCHET. The files and file characteristics are listed in
Table 3.4. The first section of the user's guide discussed the run-specificationfiles used to control
the model execution. This section discusses the ten remainingfiles.

Table 3.4. Summaryof RATCHET InputFiles

Filo Ngm¢ Access Form Stares

Run Specification Sequential Formatted Required

SurfaceRoughnessLengths Sequential Unformatted Required

PrecipitationRegime Definition Sequential Formatted Required

Precipitation Rate Distribution Sequential Formatted Required

DefaultMixing Layer Sequential Formatted Required

StabilityClass Distribution Sequential Formatted Required

MeteorologicalStations Sequential Formatted Required

MeteorologicalStation Revision Direct Formatted Optional

Meteorological Data Direct Formatted Required

Source-TermData Direct Formatted Required

Residual-PuffData Sequential Unformatted Optional

Three types of files are used for data input. These are formatted, sequential files; formatted,
direct access files; and unformatted, sequentialfiles.

Formatted,sequentialfiles are used for data entered once per model run. They can be prepared
using a text editor or a computerprogram. They can be displayed on terminals, and they can be
printed directly.

Formatted,direct access files are used for data that are entered periodically during the code
execution. Direct access files must be generatedusing a computer program. However, they may be
displayed and printed. When direct access files are displayedor printed, one line is used for each
record. As a result, the ends of the records may not be seen.

Unformatted,sequential files are used to pass data between componentsof the overall HEDR
project model, with one exception--the surface roughness length file. The order, type, and ,
dimension of variables in the statements writing and reading the files must be read identically to be
successful. In general, unformattedfiles are difficult to interpretunless they are convertedby a
program.
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3.3.1 Surface Roughness Length File

The surface roughness length is a characteristiclength thatenters into many atmospheric
boundarylayer calculations. It arises as a constant of integrationin the derivationof the logarithmic

" wind profile. Section 2.2.1 describes the surface roughness length in more detail, andTable 2.1
relates surface roughness lengths to topographic and land use characteristics.

- The surface roughness length file containstwo records. The first record is a file heading, and
the second record is an arrayof roughness lengths. The heading is a 60-characterstring and should
contain informationto uniquely identify the file contents. The surface roughness length arraycontains
one element for each node on the environmentalgrid. The orderof elements in the file is important.
The first element must be the roughness length for the node in the southwest corner of the grid. The
next element must contain the roughness length for the node immediately to the east of the first. This
pattern continues until the roughness length for the southeastcorner node is entered. After the
surface roughness length for the southeast corner node is entered, the roughness length is entered for
the node immediately northof the southwest corner node. This pattern is continued until the surface
roughness is entered for the last node. The last node should be the node in the northeastcorner of
the grid.

The surface roughness length file is an unformattedfile. A listing of a simple utilityprogram
for creating the file is availablewith the program listings.

3.3.2 Precipitation Regime Def'mition File

Precipitationcan contributesignificantly to depositionof radionuclidesand thereby increase
ingestion doses. RATCHET includes wet deposition algorithmsthatrequireestimates of precipitation
rates. Initially RATCHET assumed that a single set of conditional distributionscould be used to
describe precipitation ratesgiven the reportedweather type. This approachunderestimated
precipitation in many locations. As a result, the precipitationmodel was expanded to include three
precipitation regimes and a differentset of precipitationrate distributionsfor each regime.

For the HEDR Project, the precipitation regimeshave been defined using the annualprecipita-
tion patternsdefined in climatological documents, such as Climates of the States (Waterlnformation
Center 1974). Precipitation regime 1 is that region of the model domain having lO inches of
precipitation or less per year. Precipitation regime 2 includesthe.area with annualprecipitation
between 10 and 20 inches per year, and regime 3 is the area with more than 20 inches of precipitation
per year.

Precipitationregime definitions are entered for each node of the environmental grid via the file
named in record 22 of the run-specificationfile. The initial record in the file contains a heading

'_ (A60) that may be used to identify the file contents, date of preparation, source of data, etc. This
heading is written to the log file. The remainingrecords containintegers that representthe precipita-
tion regime at the environmental grid nodes. The precipitationregimes are read from west to east
starting at the northernmostrow of nodes using a 3X,2112 format. Figure 3.14 shows a precipitation
regime file. The integers in the left column are included to facilitate identificationof specific nodes.
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PrecipitationZones based on AnnualAverage Precip Amounts
26 333333222222223333333
25 333332222222222233333
24 333332222222222223333

23 333322222222222222333
22 333322222222222222333
21 333322222222222222333
20 333 3 22 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 3 3
19 333 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
18 3 3 2 2 I I I I I I I I 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3
17 332 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3
16 332 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3
15 332 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3
14 3 3 2 I I I I I I I I I I 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3
13 3 3 2 I I I I I I I I I I 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3
12 332 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
11 332 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3
10 332 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
9 322 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
8 222 2 1 1 1 1 12 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
7 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
6 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3
5 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3
4 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
2 122 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
I 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

i

123 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

Figure3.14.SamplePrecipitationRegimeDataFile

They are skippedby the formattedread statement in RATCHET. The bottom row of integers is
included in the file for the same reason. It is not read by the program.

3.3.3 Precipitation Rate Distribution File

Conditional precipitationrate distributionsare requiredfor each precipitationtype and
precipitationregime. The conditionaldistributionsprovide a methodof translatingthe current
weather observationin standard meteorologicalreports to precipitationrates. They can be generated
from climatological data. Conditionalprecipitationdistributionsfor the HEDR Project were
developed in two ways. The first was direct estimationof the distributionsfrom records of hourly
weather observations at HMS. These records containboth current weather observations and hourly
precipitationamounts. The second way of developing the distributionswas to use the hourly weather • _
observations to determinecurrent weather and to obtain the corresponding precipitationamounts from
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monthly summariesof local climatologicaldata. Hourly data and the correspondingmonthly
summaries were available for Yakima, Pendleton, Spokane (Felts Field), Lewiston, and Stampede
Pass. Data from HMS and Yakima were combined to estimate the conditional frequency distribution
for precipitationregime 1. Data from Pendleton, Spokane, and Lewiston were used for regime 2,
and data from Stampede Pass were used for regime 3.

The cumulative frequency distributions are entered via the file named in the twenty-third record
- of the run-specificationfile. The first record in the file (A60) is a headerrecord. It may be used to

identify the file contents, date of preparation, etc. The next 18 records contain informationon the
distributions. These records are read using a 5X,12FS.0 format. The final record is used for
entering adjustmentfactors to compensatefor differences in precipitationregimes between nodes and
the closest meteorological station. It is also read using a 5X, 12F5.0 format.

Figure 3.15 shows a sample precipitationratedistributionfile. The first 2 columns shown in
records containingthe distributioninformation are the precipitationtype andprecipitation regime,
respectively. These columns are included in the file for clarity, but skipped when the file is read.
The remaining 12 columns alternatebetween precipitationrate and cumulative frequency. All
precipitationrates are in inches per hour, waterequivalent. The frequencies are upper limits for
precipitationrate bands.

I

Precipitation Rate Data for HEDR PrecipitationZones 1-3
1 1 .01 .581 .02 .433 .04 .781 .07 .939 .10 .974 .15 1.00
2 1 .01 .000 .09 .063 .14 .594 .18 .750 .30 1.00 .45 1.00
3 1 .01 .000 .09 .063 .14 .594 .18 .750 .30 1.00 .45 1.00
4 1 .01 .690 .02 .444 .04 .820 .07 .956 .10 .994 .15 1.00
5 1 .01 .000 .03 .043 .06 .478 .10 .913 .14 1.00 .15 1.00
6 1 .01 .000 .03 .043 .06 .478 .10 .913 .14 1.00 .15 1.00
1 2 .01 .483 .02 .357 .04 .697 .07 .885 .10 .957 .15 1.00
2 2 .01 .000 .08 .081 .14 .581 .20 .823 .25 .903 .45 1.00
3 2 .01 .000 .08 .081 .14 .581 .20 .823 .25 .903 .45 1.00
4 2 .01 .650 .02 .473 .04 .819 .07 .975 .10 .994 .15 1.00
5 2 .01 .000 ,07 .733 .10 .933 .12 1.00 .15 1.00 .15 1.00
6 2 .01 .000 .07 .733 .10 .933 .12 1.00 .15 1.00 .15 1.00
1 3 .01 .345 .02 .295 .04 .598 .07 .878 .10 .959 .15 1.00
2 3 .01 .000 .11 .044 .14 .415 .17 .648 .23 .906 .32 1.00
3 3 .01 .000 .10 .000 .31 .158 .32 .526 .46 1.00 .50 1.00
4 3 .01 .308 .02 .303 .04 .739 .07 .870 .10 .967 .15 1.00
5 3 .01 .000 .04 .000 .08 .067 .11 .176 .16 .728 .28 1.00
6 3 .01 .000 .04 .000 .08 .067 .11 .176 .16 .728 .28 1.00

• 1.00 2.00 4.00 0.50 1.00 2.00 0.25 0.50 1.00

Figure 3.15. Sample PrecipitationRate DistributionFile
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The first pair of entries for precipitation type 1 (light rain) in precipitationregime 1 is 0.01,
0.581. The first precipitation rate band deals with accumulations of less than 0.01 inch in an hour.
This band accounts for all of the hours with trace amounts of precipitation. The 0.581 indicates that
58.1 percent of the hours with light rain resulted in a total accumulation of a trace. The first pair of
entries in each of these records deals with trace precipitation amounts. The remaining fields in the ,de

recordsdeal with precipitation rates greater than a trace. The cumulative frequencies in these fields
are based on hourly data with accumulations of 0.01 inch of precipitation or more. Thus, 43.3 per-
cent of the time when there is light rain in precipitation regime 1, the hourly accumulation is less than _s

0.02 inches. Similarly, the probability that hourly accumulation is less than 0.04 inches is
78.1 percent.

The last pair of fields in each recordcontaining the precipitationrate distributionrate
informationdefines an upperlimit for the precipitationtype andregime. This is accomplished by
setting the maximumrate in the next to the last column and setting the cumulative probabilityin the
last column equal to 1.00. If the precipitation rate distributions can be defined adequately with less
than five bands, the upper limit may be set at any time. In the example file above, an upper limit of
0.30 inches per hour is set for moderate rain (precipitation type 2) in precipitation regime 1. T,,e
example file also shows several instances where the same distribution is used for more than one
precipitation type. In these cases there is insufficient information on which to base a separate
distribution for the types with heavier precipitation.

The final record contains adjustmentfactors used to modify precipitationrates to account for
differences in precipitation regimesbetween a node and the closest meteorological station. Selection
of these factors is subjective, althoughthe conditional frequency distributions may provide some
insight into the selection process. These factors are read into a three by three array. The first index
of the array corresponds to the precipitation regime at the node, and the second index corresponds to
the precipitation regime at the meteorological station. If the indexes are the same the adjustment
factor should be 1. If thenode index is greater than the meteorological station index, the adjustment
factor should be greater than 1, and if the node index is less than the station index, the adjustment
factor should be less than 11

3.3.4 Default Mixing-Layer Depth File

The default mixing-layer depth file is a formatted, sequential file that conte'ns 60 records. Each
record contains the defaultmixing-layerdepths for one stabilitygroup and month. Eight fields within
the record give the variation in defaultmixing-layerdepth with the time of day. The format for the
records is 11X, 8F7.1. The defaultmLxing-layerdepth file may be created with a text editor.

Only five stability classes are used for determiningthe default mixing-layerdepth. For the
purposesof determiningthe defaultmixing depth, stability class combines the two extremely unstable
classes (1 and 2) used in the remainderof the program. Stability classes 2, 3, and 4 correspondto
original stability classes used in the remainderof the program minus 1. The remainingstability class
(5) includes the original stability ,:.lasses6 and 7.

Figure 3.16 shows the first 15 records of a default mixing-layer depth file based on mixing-layer
depth estimates made by HMS forecasting staff from 1983 through 1987. The first set of five records
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O. O. O. 225. 225. O. O. O.
O. O. 175. 300. 300. O. O. O.

900. 900. 750. 750. 750. 750. 750. 750.
275. 300. 300. O. O. 350. 275. 225.
200. 175. 150. 0. O. 200. 150. 175.

O. O. 175. 275. 375. O. O. O.
O. O. 175. 375. 475. 275. O. O.

- 700. 700. 700. 800. 1000. 750. 750. 700.
225. 225. 225. O. O. 375. 225. 225.
150. 175. 150. O. O. 225. 175. 150.

O. O. 200. 450. 600. 500. O. O.
O. O. 250. 525. 725. 550. O. O.

550. 550. 550. 1025. 1125. 850. 625. 625.
300. 250. 225. O. O. 550. 300. 300.
175. 175. 150. O. O. 325. 175. 175.

Figure3.16. Default Mixing-Layer Depths _the Hanford Sitefor January throughMarch

is for January, the next set of five is for February, etc. Within each set of five records, the first
record is for the most unstable atmospheric conditions. Each succeeding record represents an increase
in stability. The time of day is represented by the columns, starting with midnight to 3:00 a.m. in the
first column.

3.3.5 Stability Class Cumu,ative Prequency Distribution File

The stability class cumulative frequency distribution file is a formatted, sequential file that
contains seven records. Each record contains the cumulative frequency distribution for the possible
actual stability class for one reported stability class. The format for the records in the file is 1X,
7F7.4.

Figure 3.17 shows a stability class cumulative frequency distribution file based on five years of
data at HMS. The first record contains the cumulative frequency distribution for actual stability
classes given a reported stability c;,ass of 1; the third record has the distribution given a reported

0.8950 0.9286 0.9454 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
0.5971 0.7174 0.7862 0.9634 0.9864 0.9972 1.0000
0.3776 0.4922 0.5785 0.8358 0.9133 0.9682 1.0000
0.1316 0. t716 0.2158 0.6059 0.8695 0.9654 1.0000
0.0007 0.0015 0.0032 0.1080 0.4726 0.8335 1.00003_

0.0005 0.0019 0.0033 0.0805 0.4027 0.7931 1.0000
0.0000 0.0009 0.0017 0.0706 0.3540 0.7724 1.0000

Figure 3.17. Stability Class Cumulative Frequency Distribution File Based on Comparison
of Classes Estimated from Climatology with Classes Estimated by Temperature
Lapse Rate at HMS 1983-1987
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stabilityclass of 3, etc. When randomsamplingof stability classes is selected in the run-specification
file, the inputstability class for a station is used as the row index and the columu index is set to 1.
The randomnumbergeneratedby RATCHET is compared with the value at this location in the array.
If the random numberis greater than the value at the location, the columnindex is increasedby 1 and
the comparison is repeated. This process continues until the value in the arrayexceeds the random
number. When this occurs, the column indexbecomes the outputstability class. _e stability class
cumulativefrequencydistributionfile may be createdwith a text editor.

3.3.6 Meteorological Station File

Meteorological station locations are entered via the meteorological station file spt_cifiedin the
eighteenth recordof the run-specificationfile. This file is a formatted,sequentialaccess file that may
be created and edited with a text editor. A simple utility programhas been created to prepare
meteorological station files. The programis called MAKE STA and is includedwith the program
listing. Meteorological station files can also be created with a text editor. The meteorological station
file must include an entry for each location for which meteorological data are available. The order of
the stationlocations must correspondto the order of the data in the meteorological data file.

Records in the file contain the station name, the position of the station relative to the center of
the domain, an('_the height of the wind measurement. They also containan estimate of the surface
roughnessat the station, wind reportingunit indicatorsfor directionand speed, and a status flag. The
formatfor the file is 1X, A4, 2F10.0, 2F7.0, 1X, 314.

Station names consist of four alphanumericcharacters selected by the user. They arc used only
for identificationin the RATCHETlog and are not required.

Stationposition is requiredand is specified by a pair of numbersthat are the distanceseast and
northof the center of the domain in kilometers. Positions west and south of the center are indicated
by negative numbers. "1he stations are not requiredto be in the model domain.

The wind measurementheight is the height, in meters, of the wind instrument above ground.
Instrumentheights for stations that maintainofficial records are found in the original station records.
Measurementheights may also be found in the National l_nd Data Index (Changery 1978).

Wind direction and speeds are reportedin several differentways. RATCHET can accept and
correctly interpret wind directions that are reportedusing a 16-pointcompass or in 10-degree incre-
ments. It can accept wind speeds measuredin miles perhour, knots, or meters per second. How-
ever, the user must indicate how the wind data for each stationare recorded. This information is
included in the meteorological station file in the fields following the surface roughness length. If
wind directions are reported in 10-degree increments, enter a 1 in the first of these fields. If they are
reportedin compass points, enter a 2. Similarly, if wind speeds are reportedin meters per second, a
1 should be entered in the second of these fields. If the speeds are reportedin miles per hour, enter a
2, and if they are reported in knots, enter a 3.

ID
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The status flag is a switch that may be used to eliminate specific stations from considerationin
calculating wind fields. The station status must be one if data from the station are to be considered,
otherwise the data for the station will be ignored.

• 3.3.7 Meteorological Sta'"m Revision File

Occasionally, meteorological stationmeasurementlocations or instrumentheights change.
- RATCHET can adjust the station datato account for these changes as they occur. The changes are

entered via a formatted,direct access file called the meteorologicalstation revision file. It is an
nptional file. These files must be createdwith a programbecause they are direct actress files. A
simple utility program, MAKE_REV, has been prepared to create meteorological station revision
files.

The meteorological stationrevision file contains the same information that is in the meteoro-
logical station files plus the date andtime of the change. The order of the information in
meteorological stationrevision file records is

• year of the change (last two digits)
• day of the year of the change (threedigits)
• hour of the change
• stationname (four characters)
• stationposition (kilometers east/west and north/south)
• wind-measurementheight (meters)
• surface roughness length
• wind measurementunit codes (directionand speed)
• station status.

The format for the records is 1X, 12, 13, 12, IX, A4, 2FI0.0, 2F7.0, IX, 314.

The hour of the changes may be difficult to find. If it cannotbe found, the change should be
assumed to take place at midnight.

3.3.8 Meteorological Data File

The meteorological data file is a direct access, formatted file with a recordlength determined by
the parameter MaxSta that defines the maximumnumberof meteorological stations that can be used.
The numberof characters in a r_cordis equal to 18 plus 6 times MaxSta. The file is read in
sabroutine DATRD. Each time DATRD is called, the file is accessed twice. The first time the file is
accessed, the subroutinereads the full data recordto obtain data used in transportand diffusion
calculations. The second time the file is accessed, the subroutineobtainsthe date and time of the next
set of meteorologicaldata.

A simple utility program, MAKE_MET, may be used to create meteorological data files. Use
, of a program is required because the meteorologicaldata files are direct access files.
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Data are entered in each record in the file in the following order:

* year (last two digits)
. day of the year (threedigits)

. hour (two digits) t

. release-heightwind directionand speed (two digits each)
• release-heighttemperature(four digits)
• surface-winddirection and speed (two digits each)
• stability class (one digit)
• precipitationcode (one digit).

The last three items are repeatedfor each station. The recordmust be filled, even if fewer than
25 stations are defined. The utility programuses nines to indicatemissing data. The record format is
1X, I2, I3, 12, 1X, 212, I4, 1X, 25( 212, 211). The units and ranges for meteorologicalvariablesare
listed in Table 3.5. The release height temperatureis entered as an integer value to the nearesttenth
of a degree. RATCHETdivides the value entered by 10 when the temperatureis convened to
degrees Kelvin in subroutineMET FLD.D

3.3.9 Source-Term Data Files

The atmosphericmodel uses hourly release rate data that are entered via source-term data files.
One source-term data file is required for each source defined in the run-specificationfile. Each
record in these files contains a date, time, and release rate. Dates are representedby the year (last
two digits) and day of the year (three digits). The time of release is representedby the hour (two
digits), and the release rate is the mass or activity released per hour. Hours rangefrom 00 (midnight)
to 23 (11 p.m.).

Source-term datafiles are read by subroutineREADQ whenever a change ih the source term
occurs. The model assumes persistence for each release rate until a differentrelease rate is entered.

Table 3.5. Uaits and Ranges for Meteorological Variables

Variable Units _ Range

Year none 00 through99

Day none 001 through366

Hour none 00 through 23
Release height temperature 0.1 °F none

Wind direction as defined for Met. Station 00 through 36, 88 and 99

Wind speed as defined for Met. Station 00 through 80, 88 and 99

Stabilityclass none 1 through7
g,

Precipitation class none 0 through6
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As a result, hourly release rates need to be enteredonly when the release rate changes. Thus, a
uniform release can be enteredusing two records. The first record gives the time that the release
startsand the release rate. The second recordgives the time it ends and a release rateof 0.0. Three
or more records define a release if additionaldetail relatedto the release is available.

q

Source-termdatafiles are direct access, formatted files having a record length of 21 characters
that must be createdusmg a program. They cannotbe createdor modified using a text editor, but

- they can be viewed with an editor. The format used to create the file records is
1X,I2,13,I2,3X, IPEIO.3. The file is read using a similar format with El0.3 replacing IPE10.3.

In the HEDR Project, source-termdata files will be provided by the Source Term Task of the
HEDR Project. However, it is necessary to create special source-termdatafiles for use in testing the
computer code. A simple utility program, MAKE_Q, has been prepared for this purpose.

3.3.10 Residual-Puff Data File

Residual-puffdata files provide the means for carryingairbornematerial within the model
domain at the end of a run segment forwardto the next segment. They are sequentialaccess,
unformattedfiles that are created automaticallyat the end of each RATCHr'Trun segment.

The nameof one residual-puffdata file may be entered via the run-specification file. Entering a
name is optional, but if a name is not entered, a blankrecord must be insertedin place of the name.
If a name is entered and the file exists, subroutinePUFFIN will read the file. If a file name is
entered and the file cannotbe read, the program will abort. The program will continue execution
without attemptingto read the residual-puffdatafile when the file name is missing.

Data in the residual-puffdata file include the title of the RATCHETrun segment thatcreated the
file, the date and time of the run creating the file, the numberof puffs for which data are recorded,
the position andheight of the center, the original mass, the last movement, the diffusion coefficients,
the depleted mass, a flag, and the source of each puff. The data in the file are in binary form. As a
result, the file cannotbe examined or modified using a text editor.

3.4 Output Files

RATCHET produces six types of output. They are

• two files containingdaily time-integratedair concentrationsand surface depositionfor use in
environmentalpathways and dose calculations

" • a file providing records of computer-runsegments

• an intermediatedata file used to pass information from one run segment to the next when several
. segments are used to cover a period of interest

• a file containingmass-balance summaries for one or more run segments
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• a file containing total precipitationsummaries for one or more run segments

• a file containingsupplementaryinformationon puff status for use in testing model performance.

This section briefly describes the outputfiles.

3.4.1 Time-Integrated Air Concentrations and Deposition

The time-integratedair concentrationand surface-depositionfiles are the primarymeans of
passing information from the atmospherictransportcode to the environmentalpathways and dose
calculationcodes. These files are sequential, unformattedfiles.

One primaryoutputfile is createdper month for each radionuclideor radionuclidegroup. This
file requiresabout500 kilobytes of storage. The name for the primaryoutput file is enteredvia the
twenty-sixth record of the run-specificationfile. The file begins with a file header record of up to
80 characters. This record is followed by a set of recordsthatcontains the daily model output. The
general form of the daily model outputis

• daily header
• time-integrated air concentrations
• daily header
• surface contamination.

Eachdaily header record (up to 80 characters) identifies the data that follow andgives the date of
simulatedand run-segment identification. The data records are binary copies of the model time-
integrated air concentration(TICI)and surface-contamination(SCI) arrays.

These arrays have dimensions of 41 (west to east) by 51 (south to north). The spacing between
nodes is DELXY/2 in both directions. The binary write of the arraysstarts in the southwest corner
and writes the arrayelements from west to east. The rows are writtenfrom south to north.

The time-integrated air concentrationsin the primary output files are daily accumulations in
Ci-s/mz. They include decay from the time of release to the time of arrival at the grid node. The
surface contaminations,which are also daily accumulations,are given in curies per square meter.
They include decay duringtransit and from the time of depositionto midnightat the end of the day of
deposition.

A secondary output file is producedby the model primarily for use in model tests. It contains
daily time=integratedair concentrations for a nondepositing, nondecayingtracer having the same
release characteristics as the actualeffluent. The file requires about250 kilobytes for storage. The
name for the secondaryoutput file is entered via the twenty-seventh record in the run-specification
file.

These output files are written in a binary format. Text editors cannotbe used to read or modify
them. A short utility program has been written that may be used to read the files andcreate
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formattedfiles that can be printed. The utility program is called MONSUM2. The formattedfiles
createdby the MONSUM2 are largerthan the binaryfiles. They also can be read and modified using
a text editor.

• 3.4.2 Run-Segment Record Files

RATCHET generates a run-log file each time the code is executed. It can also generate a file
- that contains intermediatecomputationalresults.

The RATCHET log file is the primaryrecordof the model run. Its heading lists the program
name andversion. The log file, which is written to the default output device, has a name derived
from the run-specification file name. The first two charactersof the log file name are "lg." These
characters are substitutedfor the first two charactersof the run-specification file name. The
remainder of the run-specificationfile name is duplicatedin the log file name. The log file is an
ASCII file that may be viewed or printed.

The log file containsthe following information:

• date end time that code execution is begun
• run identification
• fixed model parameters
• input/outputfile names
* data in run-specification file
• daily mass-balance data
• status and errormessages.

If a model run segment terminatesin a normal mode, the message

*** SIMULATIONTERMINATED ***

is enteredin the log. However, this message does not ensure that the model executed as intended. It
may have been unable to read one of the optional data files and have simply continued in a default
mode. If the program abortswhile trying to read a requiredfile, the terminalmessage in the log will
indicate the file access that caused the programto terminateprematurely.

3.4.3 Residual-Puff Data File

RATCHET simulates atmospherictransportand diffusion for long periods by breakingthe
simulationinto segments. The residual-puffdata file is used to carry informationon material that is
airbornein the model domain at the completionof one segment forward to the next segment. For

, example, the period of interest in the HEDR Project covers many years. Atmospheric transportand
diffusion for the full period will not be simulatedin a single step. Instead, the code will simulate one
month at a time and residual-puffdata files will carry information on puff status from one month to

, the next.
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The informationto be carriedforward in residual-puffdatafiles is primarily relatedto the
position andmass in puffs representingplumes existing at the end of the month. These files are
intended for use in subsequentatmosphericmodel runs. They will not be used by the environmental
pathways or dose models.

SubroutinePUFFOUT automaticallycreates a residual-puffdata file each time the code is run.
The file is assigned the name enteredas the twenty-eighth record. It is an unformatted,sequential
access file that cannotbe reador modified by a text editor.

3.4.4 Mass-Balance Summary

At the end of each run segment RATCHET will open the file named in the twenty-ninth record
of the run-specificationfile, appendtwo records, and close the file. This file is the mass-balance
summary file. If the file named in the run-specificationfile does not exist, RATCHET will create a
file with the name entered.

The first record added to the file describes the period for which the mass balance has been
computed. The year, month, day, and hour of the beginning of the run segment are written to the
file, followed by the same informationfor the end of the segment. The second recordcontains six
elements of the mass balance. In order, these elements are

* airbornemass in the model domain at the beginning of the run segment
* mass released during the run segment
* airbornemass transportedout of the model domainduring the run segment
* airbornemass lost in transitin the domain throughradioactivedecay
* mass deposited by dry deposition and wet depositionof gases
* mass deposited by wet depositionof particles.

The amountof airborne material in the domain at the end of the run segment is equal to the sum of
the first two elements minus the sum of the last four elements. This sum should be equal to the mass
in the model domain at the beginning of the next run segment.

3.4.5 Total Precipitation Summary

The file named in the thirtieth recordof the run-specificationfile stores a summary of the total
precipitation(water equivalent) at each node of the environmentalgrid during the runsegment. If the
named file exists, RATCHET will appendthe precipitationinformation to the information alreadyin
the file. If the file does not exist, RATCHETw_l create a file with the name entered.

The primarypurpose of the total precipitationsummaryfile is to provide informationthat can be
used to evaluate the performance of the portion of the RATCHET code thatestimates precipitationfor
use in wet deposition calculations. After RATCHET has been run for a month using hourly
meteorological data, monthly climatological precipitationrecords for stations having precipitation
records can be compared with the monthly total precipitationpredictedby RATCHET. This
comparisonrequires the use of a post-processorcode to read the total precipitationsummary file and
extract the totals for the climatological station locations.
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3.4.6 Supplementary Output

If the run identificationenteredas the first recordof the run-specification file has an &gteriskas
the first character,RATCHET will create a file that containsinformationthat may be used to check

- intermediate model calculations. The name of this file is created by RATCHET by substitutingthe
letters "ts"for the first 2 charactersof the run-specification file name.

- RATCHET writes the location and statusof all puffs at the end of each hour when this option is
selected. The information writtenincludes the puff number, source, status (active or inactive), age in
minutes, horizontalposition in environmentalgrid coordinates,transportheight in meters, x and y
componentsof the distance moved in the last advectionperiod in meters, diffusion coefficients in
meters, initial activity in curies, and remainingactivity in curies.

3.5 Program Control

RATCHET is run in a batchmode. User interactionwith the code takes place throughthe run-
specification file andother data input files. For simple applications, the executable code and all input
files may be moved to a common subdirectory. Then the code can be executed by changing to that
subdirectory,typing the name of the executable file followed by the name of the run-specification file
on the command line, and pressing the enter key.

Script files can be used to perform a variety of operationsand to run the code several times in
sequence. Figure 3.18 shows a script file used to run a developmentalversion of RATCHET for
1945. The first record in the file is a commentthat describes the file's purposeand the second record
chances the active directoryto the directory where the executable code and the unchanging data files
reside. The next two records copy the run-specification and source-term files into the active direc-
tory. When these steps are complete, the code is executed 12 times in succession. Upon completion
of the code execution, the chmod -w command removes write permission from the primary output
files. The next set of commands moves the output files to separate directories for storage, and the
last two commands delete the run-specificationand source-termfiles that are no longer needed. At
the completion of the script, the active directory has been restoredto its original status.

Script files of the sort shown in Figure 3.18 can be duplicated,modified, and strungtogether to
permit data processing for long unattendedperiods. It is also possible to prepare shell scripts that
perform the same function with even less interventionby the user. An example of this type of script
is included with the code listings, which are availableon electronicmedia from

Technical Steering Panel, c/o K. CharLee
Office of Nuclear Waste Management

" Departmentof Ecology
Technical Supportand PublicationInformation Section
P.O.Box 47651

• Olympia, Washington 98504-7651
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# SCRIPT 3 FOR DOSE MODEL SENSITIVITYSTUDIES -- 11/19/92
cd I...Iruadir

/.../rsfiles/*rsf.021 /.../rundir/
/.../nov92.q/*q.021 /.../nmdir/

ratchetjan45_rsf.021
ratchet feb45 rsf.021 _'

m

ratchetmar45 rsf.021

ratchetapr45_rsf.021
ratchetmay45_rsf.021 ,. r
ratchet jun45_rsf.021
ratchetju145_rsf.021
ratchetaug45_rsf.021
ratchetsep45_rsf.021
ratchet oct45 rsf.021
ratchetnov45 rsf.021m

ratchetdec,45rsf.021w

chmod -w ex* lgf* rig*rpf*
mv pr* /.../prout/
mv rig*.* /.../rigour/
mv ex*.* /.../ex out/

mv rpf*.* /.../puffs/
mv *log.* I...llogsl
rm *rsf.*
rm *q.0*

Figure 3.18. Sample Script File that Executes a Sequence of RATCHET Runs

The script in the example performs the following tasks:

• excutes a program to create run-specification fries

• copies the meteorological and source-term data files to the subdirectory where RATCHET is to
berun

• executes RATCHET for 1945 for realization 21

• distributes the RATCHET output to other subdirectories for storage

• deletes files that are no longer needed.

These tasks are repeated until the requested series of model runs is complete.

3.6 Sample Problems

The two problems presented here may be used for quick checks of the RATCHET code follow-
ing installation of the code on an new computer. However, neither problem provides a complete
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check of the code. A complete check of the code can only be accomplished by runninga large
numberof simple tests that isolate specific code functions, and running one or more tests that cover a
period of several months. Both types of tests have been completed duringRATCHETdevelopment.

, The input files and the primaryoutputfiles for the sampleproblems are included on the
electronic media that contain the code listings for RATCHET and the utility programs. They are
available from

Technical Steering Panel, c/o K. CharLee
Office of Nuclear Waste Management
Departmentof Ecology
Technical Supportand PublicationInformationSection
P.O. Box 47651
Olympia, Washington 98504-7651

3.6.1 Straight-Line Plume Problem

The straight-lineGaussianplume model forms the basis for most regulatorydispersion
calculations. Model calculationscan be done easily by hand using a scientific calculator. When
RATCHET is run with constantrelease rate, spatially uniform surface conditions, and spatially
uniform and temporally constantmeteorological conditions, the RATCHET model is equivalent to a
Gaussian plume model. Therefore, the first sample problemis one that can be checked using the
Gaussian plume model.

The problem is a one-hourelevated release (61 meters)of a reactive gas. The release point is at
environmentalgrid location 8.00,16.75. For meteorological conditions, assume a 10-metersreference
height wind from the north at 3 meters per second during neutral stability with a temperatureof
35°F. To facilitatemodel testing, assume that the 200-foot wind data are missing, a constant mixing-
layer depth of 2000 meters, and a surface roughness length of 0.1 meters. The release rate is
10 curies per hour. Figure 3.19 shows the run-specification file for the problem. Note thatthe
identificationrecord startswith an asterisk so that test outputwill be provided.

Table 3.6 contains partof the test output for this problem. The first columnlists the puff age
(time since release). The second column gives the y-coordinateof the puff. Because the wind is
from the north, the x-coordinateof the puff is the same as the x-coordinate of the release point
(8.00). The puff positions can be used to test the transport. In this example, the transportshould be
greater than 3 metersper second because the puff-release height is 61 meters. The log file shows that
the 61-meter wind speed is calculatedto be 4.18 metersper second; the puff movementfor the first
hour shows a transport speed of 4.18 metersper second, which is consistent with the 61-meter wind
speed. The last two columns give the horizontaland vertical diffusion coefficients at each age.

, These coefficient values can be compared with hand calculations. They can also be used to calculate
time-integrated air concentrationsfor comparisonwith model output.

, Table 3.7 lists RATCHET results for selected nodes underthe centerline of the plume in Sample
Problem 1. The values in the table were extracted from the ng..examplel and ex..examplel files
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* RATCHET Example 1 North wind ® 3 meters per second, D stability
012745
0

012745
16

8000.0
4
12

T 1.5
0

3.72
I.0E- 13
0.0 0.0
0.5

Y 2000.0
44

examplel, met
example, sta
(blank record)
(blank record)
example_z0
example, przone
prates, dat
def mx h.dat---- m

stab unc. dat

ex_examplel
ng_examplel
rp_examplel
robs_example1
mps_examplel
1

-24.0, 26.0, 61.00
0.0, 0.0, 0.000

example1, q
3
0.

20.0 30.0000 50.0000
10000.0000 10.0000 I00.0000

0.5000 1000.0000
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

Figure 3.19. Run-SpecificationFile for Sample Problem I
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Table 3.6. Partial Test Output for Sample Problem 1

Puff Age (rain) Y Posit. Env. Grid _Oy(m) _Oz...(._

, 0 16.75 0 0
15 16.28 145.1 290.1
30 15.81 290.1 580.2

,, 45 15.34 435.2 870.3
60 14.87 580.2 1160.
75 14.40 1030. 1451.
90 13.93 1480. 1600.

120 12.99 2380. 1600.
150 12.05 3280. 1600.
180 11.11 4180. 1600.
232.5 9.46 5755. 1600.
277.5 8.05 7105. 1600.
337.5 6.17 8905. 1600.
397.5 4.29 10,710. 1600.
457.5 2.41 12,510. 1600.
517.5 0.53 14,310. 1600.

Table 3.7. RATCHET Results for Selected Nodes for Sample Problem 1

Time-Integrated Air
Conc. Grid Y Coord. Noble Gas. particles Surface Contamination

32 5.9E-5 5.7E-5 3.4E-7
31 7.0E-6 6.7E-6 4.0E-8
30 2.6E-6 2.4E-6 1.4E-8
29 1.3E-6 1.2E-6 7.3E-9
28 5.7E-7 5.3E-7 3.2E-9
27 3.5E-7 3.3E-7 1.9E-9
26 2.2E-7 2.0E-7 1.2E-9
25 1.8E-7 1.7E-7 1.0E-9
24 1.6E-7 1.5E-7 9.0E- 10
23 1.4E-7 1.3E-7 7.8E- 10
22 1.3E-7 1.2E-7 6.9E- 10
21 1.1E-7 1.0E-7 6.0E- 10
20 9.7E-8 8.9E-8 5.3E-10
18 8.4E-8 7.7E-7 4.6E-10

, 16 7.5E-8 6.8E-8 4.0E-10
14 6.3E-8 5.7E-7 3.4E-10
12 5.6E-8 5.0E-8 3.0E-10
10 5.0E-8 4.5E-8 2.6E-10

• 7 4.3E-8 3.9E-8 2.3E-10
4 3.8E-8 3.4E-8 2.0E-10
1 3.4E-8 3.0E-8 1.BE-10
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createdby RATCHETusing the MODSUM2 utilityprogram. Rememberthat the spacing of
RATCHET outputis equal to half the spacing specifie0 in the run-specificationfile.

3.6.2 Box-Transport Problem

The second example problem is designed to check transportcalculationswith temporally varying
wind directions. The model domain, release location, andrelease rate anddurationare the same as in
the previous example. Figure 3.20 shows the run-specification file for this example.

* RATCHET Example 2 Box Pattern @ 4 meters per second, D stability, Precip
on 2nd leg
012745
0

012745
16

8000.0
4
12

F
0

3.72
I.0E- 13
0.0 0.0
0.5

Y 2000.0
44

exa_%_le2,met
example, sta
(blank record)
(blank record)

example_z0
example .przl
prates, dat
def_mx_h, dat
stab unc. dat

ex_.example2
ng_example2
rp_example2
robs_example2
raps_example2

1
-24.0, 26.0, 61.00

0.0, 0.0, 0.000
example1, q

4
0.

20.0 30.0000 50.0000
i0000.0000 i0.0000 100.0000

0.5000 1000.0000
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

Figure 3.20. Run-SpecificationFile for Sample Problem 2
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The meteorological conditionsdefined in example2.metare as follows. For the first four hours,
the wind directionand speed are north at 4 meters per second. At the beginning of the fifth hour, the
wind directionchanges from northto west, and light rain begins. These conditions persist for 4
hours. At the beginning of the ninthhour, the rain stops and the wind directionshifts to south.
Finally at the beginning of the thirteenth hour, the wind directionchanges to east. Assume D
stability, a 35.0 °F temperature,and missing 200-foot winds as betore.

Assuming that the final wind direction persists for at least four hours, the first puff will pass
over the release point 16 hoursafter it was released. Table 3.8, abstractedfrom the test outputfile,
shows the position and mass in the first puff each hour. Note that the puff does, in fact, returnto its
release point at the end of the sixteenth hour. Comparison of the puff depletion rate duringthe
periods before andafar the precipitationwith the rate during precipitationshows a significant change.

Table 3.8. Puff Position and Mass in Sample Problem 2

Puff Age (hr) l_rlv.GridX Coordinate Env. Grid Y C_ordinate Depleted O

0 8.00 16.75 2.500

1 8.00 14.24 2.380

2 8.00 11.74 2.345

3 8.00 9.23 2.311

4 8.00 6.72 2.277

5 10.51 6.72 1.976

6 13.01 6.72 1.714

7 15.52 6.72 1.487

8 18.03 6.72 1.290

9 18.03 9.23 1.271

10 18.03 11.74 1.252

11 18.03 14.24 1.234

12 18.03 16.75 1.216

13 15.52 16.75 1.198

14 13.01 16.75 1.181

15 10.51 16.75 1.164

, 16 8.00 16.75 1.147

Table 3.9 contains the results of RATCHETcalculations for selected nodes. Again the
MONSUM2 utility program was used to extract the node values from the binary RATCHET output
files. The nodes tend to follow the path of the first puff released. However, only the nodes on the
first leg (x-coordinate - 15) are under the plume centerline. During the west and east winds, the
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Table 3.9. RATCHET Results for Selected Nodes for Sample Problem 2

Time-lntegrated Air Concentrations
Concentration Grid

Position (x.y) Noble Gas Iodine,-_l._ Surface Contamination _,

15,32 4.3E-5 4.2E-5 3.4E-7
15,26 2.6E-7 2.4E-5 1.9E-9
15,20 1.0E-7 9.5E-8 7.9E-10
15,14 4.9E-8 4.4E-8 1.3E-9
20,14 3.7E-8 3.0E-8 2.3E-9
25,14 3.3E-8 2.3E-8 1.8E-9
30,14 3.1E-8 1.9E-8 1.3E-9
35,14 2.5E-8 1.4E-8 6.9E-10
35,23 2.4E-8 1.2E-8 1.1E-10
35,32 2.1E-8 1.0E-8 8.3E- 11
30,32 1.9E-8 9. IE-9 7.5E- 11
25,32 1.4E-8 6.4E-9 5.2E- 11
20,32 1.0E-8 4.8E-9 3.9E-11

four puffs are moving across the grid in a line that resembles a flanking movement in marching. As
a result, the nodes selected do not have the highest values.

Note that ratios of the values in the Surface-Contamination column to the Time-lntegrated Air
Concentration values in the second and third columns can be considered to be effective deposition
velocities. These ratios provide another indication of the effect of precipitation on deposition.
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4.0 Programmer's Guide

Chapter2 discussed the technical basis for the RATCHET computer code. The last chapter
" discussed the computercode from a user's point of view. This chapter discusses the code from a

programmer'spoint of view. It covers programmingstyle, hardwarerequirementsof the code, and
the individualprogramelements.

&

The RATCHETcomputer code was writtento meet the following general goals:

* the models used should be appropriatefor the questionsbeing addressed in the HEDR Project

* the process models and model input should be technically defensibl_

* the computer codes implementingthe models should not require more than 1 second of computer
time per hour simulated.

Elaboratesteps have been takento ensure that these goals are met by the -._de.

The first goal was addrr3sedin the model-selection process. RamsdeU(1991) discussed the
practical alternatives for transportanddispersionmodeling and recommendeda Lagrangian-trajectory,
Ganssian- puff modeling approach. The feasibility of the approachwas demonstratedin the early
phase of the HEDR Project (Ramsdelland Burk 1991a, 1991b). A TSP review(a)following the
initial model calculations determinedthat the basic atmosphericmodeling approach was appropriate.
However, analysis of the results of the calculations (Simpson 1991a, 1991b) indicated that substantial
modeling changes in the basic approachwere required. The code documentedhere incorporatesthe
changes directed by the TSP.

The second goal was addressed in the selection of components for use in revising the early
HEDR atmosphericmodel. The TSP directed that a Monte Carlo modeling approachbe used to
estimate the effects of uncertaintyon model predictions. A working group meeting was convened in
March 1991 to consider representationof atmosphericprocesses in the transportand diffusion model
(Ramsdell 1992). The group's recommendationson models for various processes includedan inter-
nally consistent set of equations representingatmosphericprocesses. To a large extent, those recom-
mendationshave been implemented. The working group recommendationrelatedto elevated winds
has not been implementedbecause dataon upper-levelwinds are not available during the period of the
largest releases. Several alternatives to the use of upper-level wind data, including arbitrary rotation
of wind directions andestimationof upper-level winds from surface pressures, have been considered
and rejected(Ramsdell and Skyllingstad 1993). The lack of upper air data also resulted in deviation
from the group recommendationsrelatedto calculationof the mixing-layer depth. Technical bases for

" other revisions to the atmospherictransportmodel are addressed in Section 2.

(a) Unpublished Report (HEDR Project Document No. 01910072), "Atmospheric Transport and Diffusion Modeling
(ATDM) Workshop (Richland, WA; June 12-13, 1990) Summary Report," from A. H. Murphy (HEDR Technical
Steering Panel) to the HEDR Technical Steering Panel, Washington State Department nf Ecology.
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The thirdgoal was addressedas the code was developed. %ction 3.2 includes a discussionof
code tests conductedto ensure that measurestakento reduce run time did not adversely affect code
accuracy. In October 1993, calculations were made for a set of I00 realizationsof the period
between December26, 1944 andthe end of December 1949. The calculations covered a period of
almost 4,400,000 hours andtook almost 296 hoursof computer time. This amounts to about 0

0.24 seconds of computertime per hour simulated. The third goal has clearly been met.

4.1 Program Development

This section discusses three components related to programdevelopment: programming
language and style, the hardwarefor which the program was developed, and the size of the program
and its files.

4.1.1 Language and Style

RATCHET is written in standardANSI FORTRAN-77 programminglanguage with extensions
designed to enhance code maintenanceand to promote a structuredprogrammingstyle. Specific
extensions used include long variable names, IMPLICITNONE, INCLUDE statements, and the DO
WHILE and END DO statements.

In additionto formatted,sequentialflies, the code makes use of formatted,direct access files and
unformatted,binary data flies. These flies are computer specific, but the read andwrite statements
f-- the flies follow the ANSI standard, except as noted above. The code also uses three computer-
specific subroutines. One subroutineis used to read the command line argument that specifies the
name of the run-specificationfile and the other two subroutinesobtainthe currentdate and time from
the system clock.

The following coding standards are followed in the program:

• The code for each program unit includes a definition block and a code block. The definition
block includes the program unit name, history, description, and relationshipto other units and
INCLUDE flies. It may also contain references, describe algorithms, anddefine variables. The
code block contains the code and comments.

• All program units begin with the statementIMPLICITNONE. The type anddimensions of all
variables are defined in type statements.

• Named common blocks are the primary method of passing variables between majorprogram
units. They contain generally relatedinformationwith the block names indicating the general
natureof the information. The common blocks are defined in code segments contained in
INCLUDE files. INCLUDE flies also contain PARAMETERstatements, type definitions, and
dimensions associated with all variables in the common blocks defined in the file.

V

• Functions are used in preferenceto subroutineswhen possible. Common blocks are not used to
pass variables to functions.
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* Argumentlists are used to pass variables to functions and to some subroutines. The use of
formal argumentlists is preferred in functions andin subroutineswhere the formal argument list
facilitatesprogram development,verification, and maintenance.

_ • Parameter statements are used to define arraydimensions that establish the model domainsize
andmodel limits. All of these statements are located in the PARM.INC file.

*- • Data statements used to define variables containedin common blocks are placed in the BLOCK
DATA unit. The code for the BLOCK DATA unit is located at the enc1of the code for the main
program.

• Use of system-dependentcalls has been minimized. They have been limited to the calls to the
system clock to determinethe date and time of program execution.

• Structuredprogrammingtechniques(IF...THEN, ELSE IF... THEN, DO WHILE)have been
used when appropriate. The use of statement numbershas been minimLTed.

RATCHET includes its own random-numbergenerator. The random-numbergeneratoris described
in Section 4.3.7.

4.1.2 Target Computer

RATCHET is implementedon RISC/SPARC-basedhardware using a UNIX or UNIX-based
operating system. However, much of the code developmentand testing has takenplace on personal
computers andon a VAX 6000 series computersystem. The code has been compiled and runon
various Sun computers using versions 4.1.2 and4.1.3 of the SunOS operationsystem. The code has
also been ported to, modified for, and run on personal computersusing version 5.1 of the MS-DOS
operating system. The PC version of RATCHET has not been tested and is knownto containerrors.

Inputdatarequired by RATCHET have been obtainedfrom many sources, entered into fiat files,
and documented. The input files and their documentationare included in the HEDR Projectrecords.

The meteorological data and RATCHET outputfiles may be converted into files suitable for use
with a geographic information system. This conversion involves reading the files using a post-
processing program with appropriateread formats and rewriting the files in a formatcompatible with
the specific geographic information system in use. This documentdoes not include a post-processing
program for this purpose.

4.1.3 Program Size

, RATCHET is a sufficiently small program to fit within the memory limits of personal
computers. However, RATCHET processes data one month at a time and produces daily output. As
a result, several of the files used and createdby the program are relatively large. Monthly

, meteorological data files exceed 100 kb, andmonthly outputmay exceed 900 kb.
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4.2 Program Organization

RATCHET is a highly modular code consisting of a mainprogramand block dataelement,
26 subroutines,and 19 functions. In addition,th,_reare 10 INCLUDE blocks thatcontainparameter,
type, andcommon statements. The mainprogram provides a general frameworkfor the code and
controls the sequence of code execution. The subroutinesand functions performmost of the
calculations.

.,4

The following sections describethe mainprogram and the other program units.

4.2.1 Main Program

The mainprogram provides the general framework for the code. It containsthe six sections
listed below:

* an initializationsection
* an hourly environmentand source-updatesection
* a transport, diffusion, and deposition-calculationsection
* an hourly and daily outputsectionI

* a housekeeping section
* a program-terminationsection.

Figure 4.1 shows the generalorganizationof these parts.

The initializationsection determinesthe date and time of code execution, opens the run-log file,
andcontrols model initialization. Code initializationbegins by calling a subroutinethat reads the run-
specification file containinguser input. Then, additionalsubroutinesreaddata files that contain initial
conditions and defaultdata.

When initializationis complete, the code enters an hourly loop that performs the model
computations. This loop containsthe hourly environment and source-updatesection; the transport,
diffusion, and deposition-calculationsection; the hourly and daily output sections; and the
housekeeping section.

The transport, diffusion, and deposition section of the code involves two nested loops. The
outer loop has a time-incrementdeterminedby the variable NPH, which is supplied by the user. The
time increment in minutes is 60/NPH. This increment is referred to as the advection period. Th.e
loop starts by generating new puffs if there are active sources. After a new puff is generated for each
active source, the code enters the inner loop. In this loop, each puff is moved, and diffusion and
deposition calculationsare made. The time step used in puff movement and the diffusion and depo-
sition calculations is called the sampling interval. It depends on puff size. Calculationsfor small r
puffs may be made at 1-minute intervals. As puffs grow, the time step increases until a maximum
time step is reached. The maximumtime step is the interval between puff releases (I/NPH hours).
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Pigure 4.1. Regional Atmospheric Transport Code for Hartford Emission Tracking (RATCHET)

After the transport, diffusion, and deposition calculations have been completed, the code enters
the hourly and daily output section. The primary code output is written to files at the end of each
day. This output consists of sets of daily time-integrated air concentrations for depositing and
nondepositing material, and surface contamination for depositing material. At the end of each day,

• the code also performs a set of mass-balance calculations and records the results on the program run
log. If the code-testing mode has been selected, an additional file will be created. This file contains
hourly test output. The test output includes the status, position, dimensions, movement, and mass of

. each puff during the last advection period of the hour.
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Each hour, the code enters the hous=keepingsection in which the statusof the puffs is examined.
Puffs that have moved out of the model domainor have been depletedso that the concentrationsin
the puffs are negligible are deleted. The de minimis concentration entered by the user is used as the
basis for determiningif a puff within the model domainmay be deleted. The positions and dimen-
sions of consecutive puffs from the same source are also examined. If the separation between puffs is it

small compared to their size, the puffs are combined into a single puff andone puff is deleted.

The code leaves the hourly loop when the time specified in the run-specificationfile for termin- ,,
ating the model simulationis reached. It then enters the termination section. This section of the code
saves information on active puffs within the model domain for future model runs, writes a message
indicatingnormal model termination,andcloses files as appropriate.

4.2.2 Relationships Between Program Units

The section just completed gives a general overview of the structureof RATCHET. This
section provides more detail on the interrelationshipsbetween the program units. The next section
contains a description of each of the units.

The subroutinecalling sequence in RATCHET is shown in Figure 4.2. Nineteen of the
program's 26 subroutinesare called by the main program. The main program sections are indicated
by mixed upper-and lower-case headings. Subroutinenames are shown in upper-case letters, and the
indentation indicates the level of nesting of the subroutines. _e commentto the right of the
subroutinename gives an indicationof the subroutine'spurpose.

Data are generally passed between subroutinesusing named common blocks. These common
blocks are defined in INCLUDE files that are incorporatedin the code of subroutinesas the
subroutinesare compiled. In additionto the common block definitions, the INCLUDE blocks contain
type statements and, where needed, parameter statements. All variables in the common blocks are
included in type statements. Table 4.1 shows the INCLUDE files associated with each subroutine.

Nineteen special-purposefunctions have been developed for use in RATCHET. Most of these
functions are used to calculate variables used in the transport,diffusion, and depositioncalculations.
Special functions have also been developed for use in time conversions within the program and for
random sampling. None of these functions use INCLUDE files; all data are passed to the functions
via formal argument lists. Table 4.2 shows a list of the RATCHET functions used in each
subroutine.

4.3 Program Element Descriptions

The last section discussed the main program and the relationshipbetween program elements.
This section describes each of the remainingprogram elements. The subroutinesare discussed first in
groups relatedto their functions in the overall program. The subroutines in each group are listed
alphabetically. The functions are discussed in alphabeticalorderfollowing the descriptionsof
subroutines.
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RATCHET
Model Initialization Section

GETARG -- get command line arguments (system)
IDATE -- get current date (system)
SPECIN -- read run-specification file
PUFFIN -- read residual-puff data file, if specified
GRIDIN -- initialize computational grid

STRAY-- associate nodes with met. stations
ASCND-- sort station list by distance frcm node

- READ STA-- update station locations, if required
STRAY
ASCND

INIT -- set up initial met. conditions
METOPN-- find initial met. record in file
DATRD-- read met. data
DATWR-- write first met. data record to log file
MET_FLD2-- decode met. data, set up met. fields

DATACK-- check met. data for availability
SUBST200-- substitute HMS 200' winds for surface winds

REG2D-- fit plane to station mixing height estimates
RELEAS -- initialize source term

Hourly Environment and Source-Update Section
READ STA

STRAY
ASCND

DATRD
MET FLD2

DATACK
SUB ST200
REG2D

READQ -- read source-term data file
Diffusion and Deposition Calculation Section

PUFFR -- assign puff attributes at release time
PUFFM -- compute puff movement
DIFDEP -- diffusion, deposition, decay and depletion

Hourly and Daily Output Section
BALANCE -- daily mass-balance calculation
OUTPUT -- output daily results
TESTM -- output info. on puffs, if requested

Housekeeping Section
COMBINE -- combine overlapping puffs, if requested
CLEAN2 -- delete inactive puffs

Month-end Output Section
_CE-- output cumulative mass balance
PUFFOUT -- create residual-puff data file

Figure 4.2. The RATCHET SubroutineCall Sequence

4.3.1 Initialization Subroutines
,L

The following nine subroutinesare used primarily in the initializationphase of RATCHET.
Several other subroutines, for example DATRD and MET_FLD2, are used in the initializationphase
but are called hourly. These subroutinesare discussed later.
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Table 4.1. Cross Reference between Subroutinesand INCLUDE Files

INCLUDE FILE

CONST DATES MASS_BAL MATRIX MET_DATA PARM PUFF8 RAND_DAT REL STATION

RATCHET X X X X X X X X X X
BLOCKDATA X X X X X
A8CND X X
BALANCE X X X X X
CLEAN2 X X X X
COMBINE X X X X -,
DATACK X X X
DATRD X X X
DATWR X X X
DIFDEP X X X X X X X X X
FBALANCE X
GRIDIN X X X ' X X
INn" X X X X X X X
MET_FLD2 X X X X X X
METOPN X X
OUTPUT X X X
PUFFIN X X X X
PUFFM X X X X X X " X
PUFFOUT X X X X
PUFFR X X X X X X

READ 8TA X X X X
READQ X X X
REG2D X
RELEAB X X X X
8PECIN X X X X X X X X X X
STRAY X X X
8UBBT200 X X X
TEBTM X X X X

Subroutine ASCND

SubroutineASCND is a bubble-sortroutine. It arranges the distances in a node-to-station
distance vector in orderof increasing magnit.de. The order of the stationnumbersis adjustedas the
order of the distances is adjustedto maintainthe correspondencebetween stationnumbers and
distances.

SubroutineASCND is called from subroutineSTRAY any time a change is made in the
meteorological station data.

Subroutine DATWR

SubroutineDATWR writes the initial meteorologicaldata record to the RATCHETlog. It
provides a check to ensurethat the meteorologicaldatafile is being read correctly. DATWR is called
from subroutineINIT after subroutineDATRD reads the first meteorological record andbefore the
subroutineMET FLD2 is called.
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Table 4.2. Cross Reference between Subroutinesand RATCHET Functions

_UBROUTINE I_CTIQN$ U_ED

| RATCHET MXLD_EST, PLUMRISE

ASCND None

BALANCE HOURDT

CLEAN2 None

COMBINE None

DATACK None

DATRD DTHOUR

DATWR None

DIFDEP DDEPVEL, MXLD_EST, PUFFSIGZ, PUFSIGY,
TURBSIGV, TURBSIGW, USTAR, WDEPGAS, WDEPPART

FBALANCE None

GRIDIN DTHOUR

INIT None

MET_FLD2 HOURDT, I_L, MIX_HT, PRCPRATE, PROFILE,
RAN_STAB, USTAR, U01

METOPN DTHOUR

OUTPUT HOURDT

PUFFIN None

PUFFM PROFILE, USTAR

PUFFOUT None

PUFFR None

READ_STA DTHOUR

RE_DQ DTHOUR
REG2D None

RELEAS DTHOUR

SPECIN DTHOUR, JULIAN

STRAY None

SUBST2 00 PROFILE, USTAR

TESTM HOURDT

Subroutine GIUDIN

Subroutine GRIDIN sets up the model domain. It reads the surface roughness length,
precipitationregime, and meteorologicalstationfiles. If a meteorologicalstationrevision file name
has been entered, GRIDIN will compare dates of meteorologicalstationchanges in the station revision
file with the startingdate of the run segment and make any needed changes in stationinformation.
Finally, it records datarelatedto the model domain in the RATCHETlog file.
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GRIDINdeterminesthe position of the meteorological stationsin environmentalgrid coordinates
from the distance components in the meteorological station file and the node spacing. When the
meteorological station positions have been defined, the subroutinedeletes any stations that are marked
as inactive. _It then calls subroutineSTRAY, which builds a look-up table for each node that gives

the distance from the node to each meteorological station. STRAY, in turn, calls subroutineASCND, !
which arranges the entries in the look-up table in order of increasingdistance.

GRIDIN records informationaboutthe model domain and meteorological station in the log file_
This informationincludes the numberof nodes along each axis, the center of the model domain, and
the spacing between nodes on the environmentalgrid. It lists the environmental grid coordinates,
wind-measurementheight, surface roughness length, wind-unitcodes, and status for each station.
Following the list of meteorological stations, GRIDIN writes arraysshowing the station numbersfor
the three meteorological stations closest to each node. Finally, it calculates and records the area
associatedwith each node on the concentrationgrids.

Subroutine INIT

SubroutineINIT is the primaryinitializationroutine for diffusion and deposition calculations. It
startsby checking to ensure that the numberof puffs to be released each hour entered via the run-
specification file is an integer factorof 60. If it is not, program execution will be aborted. IN1Tthen
initializes the puff counter and the variables used in the mass-balance calculations.

INIT then reads three data files required for model execution. These files are the surface
roughnesslength file, the defaultmixing-layerdepth file, andthe stabilityclass cumulativefrequency
distribution file. Names for these files are entered via the run-specificationfile. The surface
roughness length arrayis writtento the log file.

The subroutinethen performsmeteorological initialization, which includes 1) calling subroutine
METOPN to find the initial meteorologicaldata record for the simulation, 2) calling subroutine
DATRD to read the initial meteorological data, 3) calling subroutineDATWR to copy the initial
meteorologicaldata recordto the RATCHET log, and 4) calling subroutineMET_FLD2 to process
the initial meteorological data set. The initial stability and precipitationfields are written to the log
file along with the mixing-layer depths calculatedfor each station. The log file also contains the
results of the regression that fits a plane to the mixing-layerdepths to describe their spatial variation
for use in model calculations.

When the meteorological datainitialization is complete, INIT records the run title, date, and
time on the log. If the additional outputfor use in code verificationhas been requested, a note to that
effect is written. Finally, INIT recordsthe time that the simulationis to starton the RATCHETlog.

Subroutine MErOPN

SubroutineMETOPN is used to open the meteorological data file and to set the meteorological
record index to the proper set of observations for the startof the simulation. If the character variable
METFILEdoes not contain the name of a meteorological data file, if there is an error in opening the
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file, or if an error is encounteredin readingthe date/time group in the first record, METOPN will
write a message to the RATCHET log that identifies the problem. It will then abortexecution of the
program.

After the date/time group in the first recordhas been read successfully, an error in reading a
subsequentdate/time group will result only in writing an error message to the log. The simulation
will continue. Data will be used as appropriateuntil the record in which the error occurred is
encountered. The remainderof the simulationwill use the data in the last good record.

Subroutine PUFFIN

SubroutinePUFFIN reads in the residual-puffdatafile, if one exists. The name of the residual-
puff datafile is entered via the run-specificationfile. When PUFFIN is called by RATCHET, the
subroutineimmediately checks the residual-puffdata file name andreturnsto the main program if the
name is blank. If the name is not blankand the file cannotbe opened, program execution is aborted.
If the file can be opened, PUFFIN reads it.

After the residual-puffdata file is read, PUFFIN computes the amountof airborne material in
the model domain at the beginning of the run segment. This informationis used later in mass-balance
calculations.

Prior to returningto the mainprogram, PUFFIN records three items in the RATCHET log file.
These are the numberof puffs for which data were read, the heading of the residual-puffdata file,
and the date and time of the run segment that created the residual-puffdata file. It then writes five
random-numberseeds from the previous run segment. These seeds are used in place of the seeds
entered in the run-specification file.

Subroutine RELEAS

SubroutineRELEAS has three functions. It checks the source-termdatafiles, determinesrelease
rates for the startof the run segment, and defines and checks the positions of the sources.

RELEAS checks to ensure that a source-term data file exists and can be opened for the number
of sources specified in the run-specification file. If there is an error in opening any of the source-
term data files, program execution is aborted.

While each source-term data file is open, RELEAS determinesthe date and time of the first
record in the file. After all files have been checked, RELEAS enters a DO WHILE loop in which it
first finds the last record in each file for a time prior to the startof the run segment, then determines
the release rate for the source at the beginning of the simulation.

SubroutineRELEAS then defines the position of the sources. In general, RATCHET has the
ability to treat simultaneousreleases from four sources. The releases may be from any location

, within the model domain, and from any release height from the ground to 300 meters. The position
of the sources is recorded on the RATCHET log. If any of the positions are out of the model domain
or are greater than 300 meters, program execution will be aborted.
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The release schedule is established using the time information in source-term data files.

Subroutine SPECIN

Subroutine SPECIN has two primary functions. It reads the run-specification file, and it records
much of the run-specification file information in the RATCHET log file. The run-specification file is
discussed in detail in Section 3.1. If SPECIN cannot open the run-specification file, program
execution will be aborted. ,.

SPECIN does not perform any calculations. However, it does call functions JULIAN and
DTHOUR to convert date,s and times entered by the user to internal model times. The internal model
time is elapsed time from midnight beginning the first of January of the reference year supplied by
the user in the run-specification file. SPECIN also sets five logical flags that are used to control
random sampling in the model. These flags are initially set .TRUE. The initial random-number
seeds in the run-specification file are checked, and flags are reset .FALSE. for each option that has a
zero seed.

Subroutine STRAY

Subroutine STRAY sets up two three-dimensional arrays that relate the meteorological stations to
the nodes on the environmental grid. One of these arrays contains the distance from each node to

each meteorological station, and the other array contains identification numbers assigned to the
meteorological stations. The distances in the first array correspond to the station identification
numbers in the second.

The data for each node are initially entered into two vectors. STRAY calls subroutine ASCND
to arrange the station data in the two vectors in order of increasing distance. After the order of the
data has been established, the data are copied into the final three-dimensional distance and station
number and arrays.

I

4.3.2 Hourly Update Subroutines

The seven subroutines discussed in this section are used by RATCHET to update model status
each hour. Four of the subroutines are called directly by the main program. They are READ_STA,
DATRD, MET_FLD2, and READQ. MET_FLD2 calls DATACK, SUBST200, and REG2D.

Subroutine DATACK

Subroutine DATACK screens meteorological data records for valid wind, stability, and
precipitation data prior to data processing in Subroutine MET_FLD2. The results of the screening
are stored in the logical variables windck, stabck, and precipck, which are returned to MET FLD2.m J

The upper-level wind data are checked first, then the surface data are checked. After one valid

wind data point is found, windck is set to .TRUE. Further checking of wind data is bypassed. A
similar process is followed for stability and precipitation data.
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Thus, all that .TRUE. logical variables indicate is that there is at least one valid value of the
type in the currentrecord. This is sufficient to prevent MET_FLD2 from replacing an hour-oldfield
based on data with a field that has no data. In fact, an hour-olddata field based on 10 or 12 data
points may be betterthan a current field based on one or two dautpoints.

Subroutine DATRD

- SubroutineDATRD is used to read formattedrecordsfrom the direct-access r,_eteorologicaldata
file. METOPN readsdate/time groups until it identifies the record containing the meteorological data
to be used at the beginning of a simulation. The variable MINDEX containsthe numberof that
record. When DATRD is called, it reads the complete record identified in MINDEX.

If an error occurs in reading the data, the recordnumberand errorcondition are writtento the
RATCHET log. The simulationwill continue using the last meteorological data read without error.

If the data record is read successfully, DATRD attemptsto read the date/time group of the next
record. If the attemptis successful, the date and time are converted to a time that is used to trigger
the next meteorological data read, and MINDEX is incrementedby 1. If an error occurs in reading
the date/time group, the error is noted in the log, and an end-of-file flag is set for the meteorological
data. In either case, the simulationwill continue with the last set of meteorological observationsthat
were re,_dsuccessfully.

Subroutine MET FLD2

SubroutineMET_FLD2 processes the meteorologicaldata each hour. It decodes wind, stability,
and precipitationdata from the meteorological stations; adjustswind speeds to a common 10-meter
reference height; and generatesthe wind, stability, precipitation, and mixing height fields. All
randomsampling related to uncertainty in the meteorological data occurs in MET_FLD2.

The first stage in processing the meteorologicaldata is to check the station data readby sub-
routine DATRD. In this stage, DATACK is called to determine status of the meteorologicaldata in
the current record. Three logical variables--windck, stabck, and precipck--are used to indicate the
status of wind, stability, and precipitationdata, respectively. If the logical variables are .FALSE.,
the record does not containgood data. When a recorddoes not containgood data, persistence is
assumed and the previous field is reused. A note is writtento the log any time persistence is used. If
the variablesare .TRUE., the recordcontains data and data processing continues.

Decoding of the meteorological data record is the next stage of data processing. Wind speeds are
converted from the units in which they were recorded to meters per second, and wind directions are
converted to degrees. Random sampling of winds, if selected, takes place just prior to the unit

, conversion. Stabilities are decoded and inverse Monin-Obukhovlengths are calculated. Random
sampling related to stability takes place in this stage, if selected. Precipitationclasses are decoded,
and the precipitationrate is selected if precipitation is occurring. At the completion of the decoding
stage, all of the valid meteorological data for each station are ready for use in preparationof
meteorological fields.
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Following the decoding of the meteorologicaldata, MET_FLD2 generate_the stability and
precipitationclass fields. Stability andprecipitationclasses are estimated for each node on the
environmentalgrid. In both cases, the valt,es used for each node are the reported values for the
meteorological station closest to the node that has valid data.

!
Whenthe stability and precipitationfields are completed, the subroutinereturnsto the station

winds. All wind speeds measured at heights below 8 metersor above 12 meters are adjustedto a
reference height of 10 meters using the diabaticwind profile. In this process, MET_FLD2 uses the
INVMOL, USTAR andPROFILEfunctions. Wind speeds measured at heights between 8 meters and
12 meters are not adjusted. At this time, MET_FLD2 also determines the mixing-layer depth using
the MIX_HT function. If a stationwind is calm or the wind speed is missing, the estimationof
mixing-layer depth is bypassed.

Following adjustmentof the wind speeds and determinationof mixing-layerdepths, MET_FLD2
calls subroutineSUBST200 to substitutea 10-meter wind estimated from the upper-level wind data for
the surface datafor the first meteorological station. This process ensures that the release-heightwind
controls the dispersion of material nearthe release point. It is a substitutionthat is made specifically
for the HEDR Project.

When the substitutionis complete, the MET_FLD2 computes the "u" and "v" components f the
transport vector at each station. A positive "u" indicates transport to the east, and a positive %
indicates transport to the north.

Transport componentsat nodes on the environmentalgrid are then computedby weighted
interpolation. The interpolation weights are inversely proportional to the square of the distance
between the meteorological stationand the node. Only the data from the closest meteorological
stations are used for the interpolation. The maximum numberof locations considered in the
interpolation is five. If data are availablefrom fewer than three locations, all data are used in the
interpolation regardless of distance. If meteorologicaldata are available from three or more locations,
the data from the closest two stations are used regardless of distance, but the data from the next three
stations are used only if the stations are within 80 kilometers of the node.

The next stage in processing the meteorologicaldata is to determinethe spatial variation of the
mixing-layerdepth. RATCHET has two options relatedto mixing-layer depth--a spatially varying
depth and a constant depth. If the option for a spatiallyvarying mixing-layerdepth is selected in the
run-specificationfile, MET_FLD2 calls subroutine REG2D, which fits a plane to the station mixing-
layer depths. If the option for constant depth is selected, the constant value specified by the user is
substitutedfor the mixing-layer depth determined for each station prior to calling REG2D. In either
case, the output from REG2D is used to determine mixing-layerdepths for the hour.

In the final stage for processing meteorological data, the ambientair temperatureis converted
J

from degrees Fahrenheitto degrees Kelvin. When this step is complete, MET_FLD2 returns to the
calling program.
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Subroutine READQ

SubroutineREADQ readssource-termdata from a formatted,direct access file. READQ is
called from RATCHET. The source numberis passed to the subroutineand the source term is
returnedto the calling programunit via formalarguments. The file names are passed via common
blocks defined in the INCLUDE statements.

-. Each time it is called, READQ opens the source-term file and reads two records. The first
record is read to obtain the new source term, and the second is read to get the date and time of the
next source-term change. READQ uses the DTHOUR functionto convert the date and time of the
next change to a time relative to the model reference. The time of the next change is stored in the
variable TOTHR_NEXTQ. The recordnumberfor the data is stored in the variable QINDEX.

Subroutine READ STA
m

SubroutineREAD_STA is used to read meteorologicalstation revision files. Each time the
subroutineis called it reads two records. The first record is read to obtain revisions to meteorological
stationinformationand the second to determine the time of the next revision. READ STA uses the
DTHOUR function to convert dates andtimes to the model internaltimes.

After the revised stationinformationhas been read, the subroutinedeterminesthe station number
to which the revision applies, makes the revision, and calls subroutineSTRAY to revise the node-to-
stationdistance arrays. The revised stationinformationis noted in the RATCHET log file.

Subroutine REG2D

SubroutineREG2D is a general-purp0se, linear-regression routine used to fit a plane to variables
in two dimensions. It is used to calculate the coefficients for the equationof a plane that best
representsthe spatialvariation of the mixing-layerdepth.

The procedures for determiningthe regression coefficients and evaluatingthe significance of the
regression are described by Snedecor and Cochran(1980). If there are fewer than five meteorological
station mixing-layer depths or the regression is not significant at the 10-percentlevel, the subroutine
returnsthe average mixing-layerdepth rather thanthe regressioncoefficients.

The subroutinereturnsthe sums, sums of squares, and sums of productsthat were used to
compute the regression. However, these values are not used or store _by RATCHET. They are
included in the data returnedto facilitate testing of the subroutine.

Subroutine SUBST200

SubroutineSUBST200 is used to ensure that the 200 foot-level winds will be used in calculating
the initial transportand dispersion of effluents from fuel-separation facilities at the HartfordSite. If

. the 200 foot-level winds are good, the wind direction is substituted directly for lower direction and
the speed is adjustedto the 10-meter level and substitutedfor the lower speed.
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SUBST200 performs a second function. If the wind observationsat the 200-foot level andat the
surface for the first stationare incomplete, the subroutinewill attemptto put together a composite
observationfor the first station from the availabledirectionand speed information.

4.3.3 Transport and Diffusion Subroutines

Three subroutinesare directly involved in the atmospherictransportanddiffusion calculations.
These subroutinesare PUFFR, PUFFM, and DIFDEP. PUFFR creates the puffs; PUFFM computes
puff movement; and DIFDEP moves the puffs, computestheir diffusion, computes the time-integrated
air concentrationsand surfacecontamination,and makes corrections for puff depletion. PUFFR,
PUFFM, and DIFDEP are called from RATCHET.

Subroutine DIFDEP

SubroutineDIFDEP is the primaryprogramelement in the computationof diffusion, deposition,
and depletion of the materialin puffs. It implementsthe equations discussed in Sections 2.6 and2.7.
It also performsthe transportcomputations for the puffs within advectionperiods.

DIFDEP is called once' for each puff in each advectionperiod. When DIFDEP is entered, the
first function performed is the selection of the numberof sampling intervals needed in the
approximateintegration of the concentrations and depositionat grid nodes. This determinationis
made on the basis of the ratio between puff movementduring a sampling interval and the horizontal
diffusion coefficient. The maximum numberof intervals is established in the run-specificationfile.
When the puff is small, the maximumnumberof sampling intervals may be used, but when the puff
is large there is only one sampling interval. After the numberof sampling __tervals and the sampling
interval durationhave been selected, DIFDEP computes the distance traveled in each interval.

Having completedthese preliminarysteps, DIFDEP enters a computationalloop that processes
the puff. The code goes throughthe loop once for each sampling interval.

The order of operations in the loop is

• increment the puff age by the length of the sampling intetval

• determine the surface roughness length and atmosphericconditions (stability, friction velocity,
precipitation, etc.) at the position of the puff

• compute the diffusion coefficients, depositionvelocity, and washout coefficient for the sampling
intervai

• compute the concentrationat puff center, the vertical diffusion term, and ground-level
concentration beneath the puff center

• compute time-integrated air concentrationsand deposition at nodes near the puff

• adjustthe mass in the puff to account for depletionresulting from deposition.
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As the deposition and depletion calculationsare made, the amountsof materialbeing deposited and
depletedare totaled for use in mass-balance calculations.

DIFDEP determines the diffusion coefficients for diffusion calculations using the approach
described in Section 2.6.2 using functions PUFSIGY and PUFFSIGZ. The turbulenceparameters
used in computing the diffusion coefficients are estimated by functions TURBSIGV andTURBSIGW,
which implementthe equations presentedin Section 2.6.3.

When the preliminarycalculations are completed, DIFDEP determinesthe location of the puff
and selects those computationsthat are appropriatefor the location. If the puff is outside the model
domain, the logical flag that indicates that the puff is active is set .FALSE., and the programreturns
to RATCHET. Otherwise, DIFDEP checks the concentrationat ground level.

If the ground-level concentrationbeneath the center of the puff is greater than a threshold value,
CHIMDT, DIFDEP continues with the accumulationof the time-integratedconcentrations and
deposition computations. Section 2.6. i discusses the accumulationof the time-integrated air
concentrations. Sections 2.7.2, 2.7.3, and 2.7.4 discuss the deposition calculation.

If the ground-level concentration is less than CHIMDT, DIFDEPjumps to the section that
computes wet deposition, if there is precipitation. If there is no precipitation, DIFDEP returnsto the
main program.

When all diffusion and depositioncomputations for the sampling interval are complete, the mass
in the puff is depletedto accouut for depositionand decay. Depletion of the puffs is discussed in
Sections 2.7.5 and 2.7.6.

After depleting the puff, the pass throughthe sampling interval loop is complete. If there are
more sampling intervals in the advectionperiod, the process is repeatedfor the next interval.

Subroutine PUFFM

SubroutinePUFFM is used to determinethe total puff movementduring the advection period
(60 min/NPH). The movementis computed in environmentalgrid units in four steps: 1) estimating
the puff movementbased on the winds at the puff's initial location, 2) using thatmovementto
determine an approximateendpoint, 3) using the winds at the approximateendpoint and the initial
position to estimate a second endpoint, and 4) averaging the two endpointestimates.

If the puff transportheight is above 10 meters, puff movementis computedusing winds at the
transportheight. The transport-heightwind is determined by first computing the 10-meter wind
beneath the puff center and then adjustingthe 10ometerwind using the diabaticprofile implemented in
the PROFILE function.

The method of estimating the wind beneath the puff center depends on the location of the puff.
If the puff is within the computationaldomain (Cartesiangrid), the wind is estimated from the fourj.

surrounding nodes using bilinear interpolation. If the puff center is on a boundaryof the
computational domain, the wind is determined by linear interpolationbetween two adjacentnodes.
Finally, if the puff is outside of the computationaldomain, the wind at the closest node is used.
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Subroutine PUFFR

SubroutinePUFFR assigns initialcharacteristicsto each puff. When PUFFR is called, the first
actionstaken are to incrementthe total numberof puffs, incrementthe numberof puffs released from

a specific snurce, andset the flag that indicates thatthe puff is active to .TRUE.

The puff location and transportheight are then initialized. Two variables, QP and QPI, are used
to track the mass in the puff. Both variables are given a mus equal to the productof the release rate
and interval between puffs. The mass of the first variable, QP, remains constant as the puff moves
through the model domain. The second mass is depleted as material in the puff deposits and decays.

Finally, each puff is assigned initial diffusion coefficients. The initial diffusion coefficients are
set via the run-specificationfile. For simulations using four puffs per hour and a stack with a
20,000-cfm flow, initial diffusion coefficients of oz = 5.1 metersand or - 10.3 meters give an initial
concentrationat the center of the puffs that is equal to the concentration in the stack.

4.3.4 Hourly and Daily Output Subroutines

The three subroutinesdiscussed in this section provide the routineprogram output. Subroutine
BALANCE writes a daily mass balance to the log file. SubroutineOUTPUT produces the primary
outputfiles for the program. When requestedby the user, subroutineTESTM generates an hourly
summaryof puff positions for use in testing model performance.

Subroutine BAJ.ANCE

At the end of each day, subroutineBALANCE performs a series of calculationsthat provide
checks on model arithmetic. The results of these checks are written to the log file. The individual
elements of the mass balances are also writtento the log file.

The first check is made on the airborne,undepletedmass. BALANCE computes the amount of
materialthat should be in active puffs (QP) in the model domain at the end of the day by adding the
mass released to the mass in the puffs active at the beginning of the day andsubtracting the mass in
the puffs that leave the domain. It also calculatesthe actual sum of the masses in the active puffs.
These two sums, which should be identical, are writtento the log file as the "NOBLEGAS"check.

The second check is madeon the airborne, depletedmass. The mass in the active, depleted
! puffs (QPI) at the end of the day shouldbe equal to the mass in depletedpuffs at the beginning of the

day plus the mass released duringthe day, minus the sum of the mass lost in transit by radioactfve
decay, the mass removed from the puffs to account for deposition, and the mass in the puffs leaving
the domain. This sum is compared to the sum of the depleted mass in the puffs. These two sums are
writtento the log file as the "OTHERAIRBORNE"check.

d

The third check is made on the surface deposition. To perform the check, BALANCE computes
the sum of the mass deposited minus the mass lost during the day by radioactivedecay, and the sum
over all nodes of the mass on the surface at the end of the day. These sums are written to the log file
as the "SURFACE"check.
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If the arithmetic in the code is correct, the numbers in each pair in the first three checks should
he identical within the limits of computerround-off errors. The fourthcheck compares the mass
deposited on the surface with the mass removed from the puffs. This is an approximatecheck. The
difference between the numbersindicatesthe magnitudeof the error associated with the assumption

0 that mass per unit area on the surface at each node representssurface contaminationfor the area
representedby each node on the concentrationgrid (36 square miles when the nodes are 6 miles
_part).

The mass removedfrom a puff is based on an analytical integrationof the deposition flux (e.g.,
Ci/mLs"1)over the area covered by the puff and the time of deposition. The total mass removed is
the sum over all puffs and time during the day. It should be exact within the limits of precision of
the numbersused. In contrast, the amountdepositedon the surface is an approximatevalue,
estimatedby multiplyingdepositionflux at the node by the area representedby the node and the time
of deposition and then summingover the time and all nodes.

The "DEPOSITION/DEPLETIONRATIO" is the ratioof the approximateamountof material
deposited to the amount of materialremoved from puffs. The ratio should be near one. However, it
can be as large as four or five and as small as 0.2 underunusualconditions. For example, ratios
near 5 can be obtained if the release point is on a node and the wind direction is constanton a
cardinal heading. In practice, the ratiostend to be between 0.5 and 2 when real meteorological data
are used.

The individualmass-balance elements are writtento the log file following the checks. The first
four elements give the beginning mass, mass released, mass out, and remainingmass for the noble
gas comparison. The next four elements give the same informationfor the other airborne
comparison. '_e ninth element gives the mass on the surface at the end of the day. The next two
elements give the mass lost by decay in the air andon the ground, respectively. Finally, the last four
elements deal with deposition and depletion. The eleventh and twelfth elements give the approximate
masses on the surface from low-level deposition processes (depositionvelocity) and washout,
respectively, and the last two elements give the mass removedfrom puffs by the two processes.

Subroutine OUTPIYr

SubroutineOUTPUT writes the primary and secondaryoutputfries for the code. The primary
output file containsthe daily time-integratedair concentrationsand surface contaminationfor the run
segment. It is an unformattedbinary file thatis given the name entered in record 26 of the run-
specification file. At the end of each simulatedday, OUTPUT writes four records to the file. These
are a daily heading for the time-integrated air concentrations, the time-in,grated air concentration
data (TICI), a daily heading for the surface-concentrationdata, and the surface-concentrationdata
(SCI).

The secondaryoutputfile containsdaily time-integrated air concentrationsfor a nondecaying,
nondepositiontracer with the same release characteristicsas the materialof primary interest. This file

. is given the name entered in record 27 of the run-specificationfile. It is also an unformattedbinary
file. Two records are writtento this file each day. They are a daily heading and the time-integrated
air concentration (EXPCUM).
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After writing the daily additionsto the files, OUTPUT reinitializes the arraysused to accumulate
the time-integratedair concentrationsand surface contamination. It then returnscontrol to the main
program.

Subroutine TF_'rM I

RATCHETcalls subroutineTESTM at the end of each hour if the first characterof the run title
entered in the run-specification file is an asterisk (*). When called, the subroutinewrites the date and
time and the statusof each puff to a test outputfile. The name of the test output file is created by
RATCHET from the name of run-specificationfile by replacing the first two letters of the run-
specification file name with the letters "ts".

The informationwrittento the test outputfile includes the puff numberand its source, the puff
position on the wind grid (grid units) and its release height (m), the distance moved in the x and y
directions in the last advectionperiod (m), the diffusion coefficients at the end of the period (m), and
undepletedand depleted activityor mass in the puff at the end of the period (Ci).

4.3.5 Housekeeping Subroutines

RATCHET containstwo subroutinesfor housekeepingpurposes called CLEAN2 and
COMBINE.

Subroutine CLEAN2

SubroutineCLEAN2 is used to reduce the numberof puffs that are being trackedby
RATCHET. It is called at the end of each hour. Puffs are eliminatedbecause they have been
marked inactive.

Puffs are marked inactiveby changing the value of MF( ) from one to zero. This change is
made when a puff leaves the model domain. Puffs may also be markedinactive if the concentration
at the center of the puff falls below the threshold concentrationspecified in the run-specification file.

Subroutine COMBINE

SubroutineCOMBINEwill be called at the end of each hour when puff consolidationis selected
in the ninth record of the run-specification file. When called, the subroutine compares the ratio of the
distance between the centers of consecutive puffs from the same source and the average diffusion
coefficient of the puffs with the value of CLN_CRIT. If the ratio is less than CLN_CRIT, the puffs
are combinedbecause the informationin the two puffs is not significantly greater than the information
in a single puff. The position, diffusion coefficients, and age of the combined puff are mass-weighted
averages of the values in the individualpuffs. +

The combined puff characteristics are assigned to the younger puff (highernumber). The other
puff is marked inactiveby changing the value of MF( ) to zero. This puff will be deleted when
CLEAN2 is called.
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4.3.6 Segment-End Output Subroutines

The last subroutinesused by RATCHET write the mass-balancesummary and residual-puffdata
files at the end of each segment. The informationin the mass-balance summary can be used to
evaluate code performance or trackthe fate of effluents.

The informationin the residual-puffdata file may be used to initialize the model for a
- subsequentrun segment.

Subroutine FBAIANCE

SubroutineFBALANCE writes summary information on model performance to two files. It
writes a complete summary to the log file and a limitedsummaryto the mass-balance summary file
named in record 29 of the run-specificationfile. The information writtento the mass-balance
summary file consists of the six items. These items are 1) the mass in the air in the domain at the
beginning of the run segment, 2) the mass released duringthe segment, 3) the mass transportedout of
the domain duringthe segment, 4) the mass decaying in the air during transportwithin the domain,
5) the mass deposited by dry deposition of particles and wet anddry deposition of gases, and 6) the
mass deposited by wet depositionof particles.

Subroutine PUFFOUT

SubroutinePUFFOUT creates the residual-puffdata file at the end of each RATCHET
simulation. It is called by the mainprogram. The name for this residual-puff data file is entered in
record 28 of the run-specification file. Note thatthe program will abort if this name duplicatesan
existing file name.

This file is opened as an unformatted,sequential file. PUFFOUT then writes the file name and
status to the RATCHET log. If the file was opened successfully, the run title, run date, and run time
are writtento the file. This information is followed by the numberof puffs on the grid at the end of
the simulationand the information for each pull The last items written to the file are the final seeds
for use in random sampling. When the file is complete, PUFFOUT closes the file and notes the
results on the log.

4.3.7 RATCHET Functions

The RATCHET code includes 19 functions. Three of the functions are used for time
conversion. Fifteen functions provide information used in the transport, diffusion, and deposition
calculations. The remaining function is the RATCHET random-numbergenerator. This section
briefly describes each of the functions. In general, the functions are short-code elements. They may

t include one or more branches, but the structureof the branches is simple.

Real Function DDEPVEL

Function DDEPVEL computes dry-depositionvelocities. It implements Equations (2.51)
through (2.53) for highly reactive gases, slightly reactive gases, and small particles.
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Function inputconsists of friction velocity, 10-meterwind speed, effluent type, transfer
resistances, andthe fraction of the material in each partition. For noble gases (type - 0), DDEPVEL
returnsa deposition velocity of 0. For materials such as iodine (type = 4), DDEPVEL returnsa
weighted-averagedeposition velocity. The weights used in averaging are the partitionfractions.

!
DDEPVEL assumes a minimumwind speed of 1 meter per second. If the wind speed passed to

the function is less than 1 meter per second, the function uses a speed of 1 meter per second in
computationof the a,_rodynamicresistance.

If the function encountersa type greater than 4, it will stop code execution.

Integer Function DTHOUR

In RATCHET, code actions, such as reading meteorological dataand startingand stopping
releases, are controlled by elapsed time in minutesfrom a predeterminedreference. The reference
time is specified in the run-specificationfile, which is read in subroutineSPECIN. However,
meteorological andsource-termdata records includedates and times given in the form year, day of
the year, andhour. Integer function DTHOUR converts these dates and times to elapsed time. The
conversion takes leap years into accountup to the year 2000.

All times are assumed to be standard times. The conversionprocess does not account for
changes to and from daylight savings time.

Character Function HOURDT

Character function HOURDT converts the elapsed time used internaUyin RATCHETto an
eight-characterstring that containsthe day, month, year, and hour. The function is used in
subroutinesthat write to outputfiles to enable the programto provide dates and times in the familiar
month/day/yearhour:00 format.

The first two characters in the string returnedby HOURDT are the last two digits of the year.
The next two charactersare the month (01 - January,etc.) The fifth and sixth characters are the day
of the month, and the last two characters are the hour of _e day. Hour of the day ranges from 00,
for the hour beginning at midnight, to 23.

Real Function INVMOL

Function INVMOL converts a discrete atmosphericstability-classestimate into an estimate of the
inverse of the Monin-Obukhovlength (l/L). The inverse of the Monin-Obukhovlength is used.in
scaling heights in the atmosphereand enters into calculationof th, wind profiles, mixing-layer depth
and diffusion coefficients. The conversion is based on the relationshipbetween surface roughness
length, stability class, and I/L shown in Figure 2.4. i

The function is called with the following arguments: stability class, surface roughness length,
lflg, and LSEED. Lflg is a logical flag used to control the selection of 1/L in the function. If
lflg - .FALSE., the function will returna value for 1/L that is in the middle of the 1/L range, given
the stabilityclass and roughness length. If lflg ffi .TRUE., the function will select a value of 1/L at
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random from a range calculatedfrom the stability class and surface roughness assuming a uniform
distributionof 1/L in the range. LSEED is the seed for the random-numbergenerator.

Integer Function JULIAN

RATCHET requestsdates for the beginning and end of the simulation and release. For
convenience, these dates are requested in the standardmonth, day, year form. Integerfunction

"_ JULIAN takes this information and returnsa day of the yearranging from 1 to 366. The conversion
process accounts for leap years. These dates and times are converted to the elapsed time that
RATCHET uses internally by function DTHOUR.

Real Function MIX HT
m

Function MIX HT is used to estimate the mixing-layerdepth at meteorological stations. An
estimate of the mixing-layerdepth is calculated using Equations(2. I0) or (2.1 I), as appropriate. This
estimate is compared with a default value for the month and time of day, and a final value is selected
using the rules set forth in Section 2.3.3. Input to MIX liT consists of the friction velocity, the
inverse of the Monin-Obukhovlength, the stability class, the month, the hour, the arrayof default
mixing depths, a random-numberflag, and a random numberbetween 0 and 1.

If mixing-layerdepth random samplinghas been selected, the random-numberflag, Hlfg, will be
.TRUE. When Hflg is .TRUE., the randomnumber is used to calculate values for constants in
Equations (2. I0) and "2.I I). Otherwise, the values shown in the equations will be used.

MIX_HT sets a stability index for use in determiningthe default mixing-layerdepth based on the
input stability class. The index ranges from 1 to 5. Stability classes 1 and2 translate to an index of
I, stability classes 6 and 7 translate to an index of 5, and the remainings_flity classes translate to an
index of one less than the stabilityclass number.

The stability indexes are checked for reasonablenessbased on time-of-day and season. If an
unstable index is found at night, the index is changed to neutral. Similarly, if a stable index is found
during the day in the summer, it is changed to neutral.

The rules used to select the mixing-layerdepth are based on stability, time-of-day, andseason.
Stability classes are groupedinto three categories---unstable,neutral, and stable. In selection of the
mixing-layer depth, time-of-day is divided into day andnight and the year is divided into two seasons.
The division between day and night is based on the hoursof sunrise andsunset at HMS (46°34'N,
119°36'W). These times, which are containedin DATA statements in the function, should be
changed if MIX I-ITis to be used for a location other than the HEDR atmosphericmodel domain.
The two seasons used by the function are summerand winter. Summer is defined as April through

j September, andwinter is the remainderof the year.

The range of mixing-layerdepths is limited to 10 meters to 2000 meters. If the selection rules
. give a mixing-layerdepth outside of this range, the appropriateupper or lower bound is returnedas

the mixing-layer depth.
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Real Function MXLD F.,STD

FunctionMXLD_EST is used to computethe mixing-layerdepths as they are needed in
transport,diffusion, and depletioncalculations. The inputto the function consists of the x andy
coordinatesof the position in the environmentalgrid for the position for which the mixing-layerdepth
is needed and the coefficients for the plane used to representthe spatial ,_3xiationof the mixing-layer
depth.

The function uses the position and coefficients to calculate the mixing-layerdepth. If the
calculateddepth is less than 10 meters, a mixing-layer depth of 10 meters is assumed. If the
calculateddepth is greaterthan 2000 meters, a depth of 2000 meters is assumed.

Real Function PLUMRISE

Function PLUMRISE implementsEquations (2.12) through(2.23) described in Section 2.4.2.
Inputto the function consists of the stack height, radius and flow, effluent temperature,ambientair
temperature,wind speed, stabilityclass, and mixing-layer depth.

Two default conditions are includedin the function code. If the stack height is greater than the
mixing-layer depth, stability class 7 (extremely stable) is assumed for plume-rise calculations.
Similarly, if the wind speed is less than 1.37 meters per second, the plume-rise calculations assume a
speed of 1.37 metersper second.

Real Function PRORATE

FunctionPRCPRATE determinesprecipitationrates duringperiods of precipitation. The input
to the PRCPRATEconsists of the precipitationrandom-samplingflag, precipitationtype and regime,
precipitationrate cumulativefrequencydistributions, and a randomnumberbetween 0 and 1. Default
precipitationrates are included in a data statement in the function.

If the random sampling for precipitationrates is not selected, PRORATE will returnthe default
rate for the precipitationtype. Otherwise, PRCPRATE will use the random number, precipitation
type, and precipitationregime to obtaina precipitationratefrom the cumulativefrequency
distributions.

Precipitationrates returnedby PRORATE are in millimeters per hour as required for use in the
wet deposition calculations.

Real Function PROFILE

Function PROFILE implements Equations(2.8) and (2.9) described in Section 2.3.3. The input I
to the function is reference height for the known wind speed, known speed, surface roughness,
friction velocity, reciprocal of the Monin-Obukhovlength, stabilityclass, and height for which the
wind speed is desired. Figure 2.5 shows the increase in wind speed with height relative to the
lO-meterwind speed for the seven stabilityclasses.
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Real Functions PUFSIGY and PI.WFSIGZ

Functions PUFSIGY andPUFFSIGZ areused to calculate diffusion coefficients. PUFSIGY
implementsEquations (2.40) and (2.41) discussed in Section 2.6.2. PUFFSIGZ implements
Equations(2.42) through(2.44), also discussed in Section 2.6.2.

The input for PUFSIGY consists of the horizontalturbulencecomponent(av), the proportionality

- constant (c_y), the age of the puff, the durationof the time step, and the previous value of the
horizontaldiffusion coefficient. Inputfor PUFFSIGZ consists of the vertical turbulencecomponent
(ow), the stability class, the age of the puff, the durationof the time step, the puff-transportheight,
the mixing-layer depth, and the previous value of the vertical diffusion coefficient.

The growth of the horizontaldiffusion coefficient is limited in all conditions to 100,000 meters.
In contrast, the growth of the vertical diffusion coefficient is constrainedby the depth of the mixing
layer, which can change as a functionof position. If the transport height is less than the mixing-layer
depth, the vertical diffusion coefficient is limited to the depthof the mixing layer. If the transport
height is greater than the mixing-layer depth, the vertical diffusion coefficient can only increase to the
effective release height. However, in no case is a decrease in the mixing-layer depth permittedto
cause a reduction in the vertical diffusion coefficient.

If the puff-transportheight is greater than the mixing-layer depth, a slow increase in the vertical
diffusion coefficient is assumed regardless of the stability class. The rate of growth assumed is the
same rateused for stable atmosphericconditions.

Integer Function RAN_STAB

Function RAN_STAB is called in subroutineMET_FLD2 "ifrandom samplingof stability classes
has been selectedl Given the stabilityclass reportedfor a meteorological station, it returnsa random
stability-class estimate for that station. The input to the function consists of the reportedstability
class, an arrayof conditionalcumulativeprobability distributionsfrom which the random samples are
drawn, and a random number.

The array STABLE contains the conditionalcumulative probabilitydistributions. In the array,
the distributions are associated with the first index and the reportedstability is associated with the
second index. For example, STABLE(I,4) containsthe cumulative probability distribution from
which the random sample is to be drawnwhen the reportedstability is class 4.

Function RAN_STAB should work correctlywith any pseudorandom-numbergeneratorthat"
producesnumbers in the range 0 to 1, regardless of whether the low end of the range is open or
closed. Random values of less than 10-6are assigned the value 10"6,permitting zero to be used as a

, value in STABLE when zero is included in the iange of the random-numbergenerator. Without this
precaution, there would be the remotepossibility that a random numberof zero could cause
RAN_STAB to returna stability class of 1 regardlessof the reported stability class.
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Real Functions _SIGV and TURBSIGW

Functions TURBSIGV andTURBSIGW estimatethe standarddeviations of the horizontaland
vertical componentsof the turbulencevelocities, respectively. They implementEquations(2.45)

through (2.50), which are discussed in Section 2.6.3.

The inputto TURBSIGV consists of the stabilityclass, friction velocity, puff transport height,
mixing-layerdepth, and reciprocalof the Monin-Obukhovlength. FunctionTURBSIGWhas the
same input. In addition, input to TURBSIGW includesthe horizontal turbulencevelocity as the last
argument.

Each function checks to ensure that the stability class is within the range 1 through7. If it is
not, code execution is stopped. If the stability class is within the range, the characteristicturbulence
velocities are calculatedby the appropriateequationsfor the stability.

The characteristic turbulencevelocities, calculatedby Equation(2.45) during stable conditions,
go to 0 as the transportheight approachesthe top of the mixing layer and become negative when the
transport height is above the mixing layer. To avoid any potentialproblems that this behavior might
cause, Equation(2.45) is used only when the transportheight is in the lower 90 percent of the mixing
layer. Whenthe transport height is in the upper I0 percentof or above the mixing layer, the
characteristicturbulence velocities are calculatedusing Equation(2.46), which is Equation(2.45)
evaluated at a transportheight equal to 90 percentof the mixing-layerdepth.

A value of uv calculatedin TURBSIGV may be used as input to TURBSIGW. If the stability
class is greater than 3 (neutral or stable) and av is greaterthan0, TURBSIGW will be set equal to av
and returnto the calling subroutine. Otherwise, TURBSIGWwill compute a value for awusing the
appropriateequations.

Ultimately, TURBSIGV and TURBSIGWhave a minimum value of 0.01 meters per second. If
the calculatedvalues are lower than 0.01 meters per second, a value of 0.01 meters per second is
substitutedfor the calculated value.

Real Function U01

Function U01 is a congruentialrandom-numbergenerator. Press et al. (1986) and Kahaner
et al. (1989) describe congruentialrandom-numbergenerators. Given a seed, which is entered via the
agreement list, U01 returnsa uniformlydistributedpseudorandomnumberin the range0 to I through
the function name. In addition, the function returnsa new seed via the argumentlist.

Real Function USTAR

f

Function USTAR calculates the friction velocity using the diabaticwind-speed profile equations,
Equations (2.8) and (2.9). The input to the function includes the height at which the wind speed is
known, the wind speed, the surface roughnesslength, the reciprocal of the Monin-Obukhovlength,
and the stability class.
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The minimumfrictionvelocity returnedby the function is 0.01 metersper second. If a lower
value is calculated, 0.01 metersper second is mbstitutedfor the lower value. A friction velocity of
0.01 meter per second is associatedwith wind speeds of less than 1 meter per second.

Real Function WDEPGAS

FunctionWDEPGAS calculates wet deposition velocities for slightly and highly reactive gases.
'" It implementsEquation (2.54) discussed in Section 2.7.3. Inputto WDEPGAS consists of effluent

type, fraction of effluent associated with each type, precipitationtype and rate, ambientair
temperature,and solubility coefficients.

WDEPGAS returnsa value of 0 for the wet depositionvelocity for type 0 (noble gas) and 3
(particulate)effluents. It will also return a value of 0 duringsnow when the temperatureis less than -
3.0°C. If the effluent type is 4, the function returnsa weighted wet deposition velocity that accounts
for wet deposition of both slightly and highly reactive gases.

WDEPGAS will stop code execution if it is called with a precipitationtype that is less than 1 or
greater than 6.

Real Function WDEPPART

Function WDEPPARTcalculates a washout coefficient for particles. It implementsEquations
(2.55) and (2.56) in Section 2.7.3. Input to WDEPPARTconsists of effluent type, fraction of
effluent associated with each type, precipitationtype and precipitationrate.

WDEPPART will returna washout coefficient of zero unless the effluent type is 3 (particle) or 4
(mixed). If the effluenttype is 4, the washout coefficient returnedby WDEPPARTwill be based on
the fraction of the total effluent associated with particles. It will not include the wet deposition of any
gases. Thus, if the mixture does not include any particles, the washout coefficient will be zero.

WDEPPARTwill stop code execution if called when the precipitationtype is less than I or
greater than 6.
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